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THE ESSENTIAL CHARACTERISTICS AND MUTUAL
RELATIONS OF THE SCHOOL, THE COLLEGE,
AND THE UNIVERSITY.

INTRODUCTORY.

I
N education, as in all else, our age is one of transition from the

old to the new. As in all else, too, there are on this subject

two extreme classes of thinkers. By the one class the old is

loved and venerated as a precious heritage, and all innovation is

deprecated as little less than sacrilege. By the other the old is

regarded as wholly vicious, and must be totally destroyed and

the new built on its ruins. Meanwhile, however, on this as on

many other subjects, there is growing up a middle class and a

more philosophic view, which holds that the new, instead of

being antagonistic to, ought to grow out of the old by a process

of evolution, and therefore incorporate all that is best in it ;

that a true new philosophy must not, as is ignorantly supposed,

explode but absorb the old
;

that the new and the old must

unite to form a tertium quid higher and more rational than

either. Until men learn this fundamental truth there can never

be a truly comprehensive philosophy.

The old or traditional scheme of education took its rise in the

great awakening of intellectual activity, after the sleep of the

middle ages, which is called the “ revival of learning when
the treasures of thought, in art, literature, philosophy and

science, of the ancient Greeks and Romans were suddenly thrown

open to the modern mind. Under the boundless enthusiasm

thus aroused, schools were established everywhere. These treas-

ures of thought must be appropriated, and the key which un-

locked the treasury was a knowledge of the classical languages.

This origin strictly determined both the subject-matter and the

12
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methods of education. There never was a scheme more thor-

oughly practical in its object and its methods than this. But

gradually, as the early enthusiasm died away, this scheme, so

entirely practical in its origin, was organized into a compact

system of pure mental discipline, the most compact and com
pletely organized which the world has ever seen. In this sys-

tem the outlines of the original were retained : the prominent

place was given to the classical languages and the subjects of

classical thought, viz., mathematics, philosophy, and art.

In the mean time, however, modern thought, once aroused,

commenced to gather its own independent materials, especially

in the departments of natural science
;
and this new material has

in recent times so greatly increased that it now far exceeds in

bulk and value the discovered treasures of the ancient world,

and has become the predominant thought-material of the age.

Thus there has arisen a new and far more glorious revival of

learning—a learning, however, not recorded in the books of the

ancients, but in the divine book of Nature—a learning not

locked up in dead languages, but concealed beneath hiero-

glyphic symbols, the native handwriting of Deity; and Science

holds the key. But there has been no change in our schemes of

education at all coimncnsurate with the prodigious change in

the materials of thought. It is true many changes have been

made, but these have been only by the introduction of some

new materials and not of new methods. The new wine has been

put into old bottles : is it any wonder that it refuses to be re-

tained ? The new science-material is mostly taught by old class-

room, text-book memoritur methods : is it any wonder that the

result is wholly unsatisfactory ? Therefore many say “ the old

is better and they are right, if we are shut up to the old

methods.

Thus, as already stated, there has grown up in the field of

education two extreme classes of theorists, irreconcilably op-

posed to each other. The one, seeing the admirable results of

culture by the old method, and the unsatisfactory results of

science-teaching especially in the lower schools, oppose all in-

novations in this direction as leading to trifling superficiality

;

the other, deeply impressed with the idea that schemes of edu-

cation must be in harmony with the dominant knowledges and
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businesses of the age, and seeing the discordance which has

grown up betwixt these in modern times, will allow nothing

good in the old scheme—would utterly raze it to its foundations,

and build on its ruins an entirely new structure more suited to

the wants of modern life. To the one class belong most college-

bred men and men of the liberal professions
;
to the other, the

whole body of hard-working, practical business men. To men

of the first class, education is essentially intellectual discipline,

training, culture
;
to men of the second class, education is essen-

tially a preparation for the practical businesses of life. The one

class may be called medievalists
,
the other utilitarians.

Now, I wish to show in how far these two extreme views are

right and how far they are wrong; and farther, to show their

relations to each other, and of both to a perfect scheme of

modern education.

GENERAL PRINCIPLES.

I. The Two Kinds of Education.—Education is confessedly a

preparation for active life—a training for eminent success in

life. A scheme of education, therefore, is good just in propor-

tion as it accomplishes this object. Evidently, then, utility is

the only test of excellence. Yes; but the terms life and utility

must be used in their widest sense. Life must include not only

life material, but also life spiritual
;
not only life temporal, but

also life eternal. And utility is the capacity to contribute to all

this human life. But unfortunately in these modern times

human energy has been so monopolized by the eager struggle

for place and power and wealth that the term life has come to

mean business-life, and utility has come to mean the capacity to

contribute to this alone. Hence, in order to avoid misconstruc-

tion, I shall be compelled to use the word utility in this narrower

sense, and to use another word to express that wider utility

which contributes to and prepares for human life in its wider

and higher sense. The word I shall use is culture.

Education, then, has two ends, culture and utility

;

and

there are two corresponding kinds of education, viz., the liberal

and the practical
,

or, in its higher forms, professional. The
main aim of the former is general culture and development—

a
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feeding of the mind with appropriate food, and a gymnastic
training of the mind by appropriate exercise-; so that it shall

grow in strength, activity, symmetry, and universal efficiency,

and thus be prepared for any and every pursuit in life. The
main aim of the latter is direct preparation for special pursuits

—an intellectual apprenticeship to a special business.

Now, I wish to show that these two are not antagonistic, but

consecutive—that if we compare education to an edifice, the one

forms the basis, the other the superstructure of every perfect

scheme
;

if we compare it to a tree, the one forms the roots and
trunk, the other the fruit-bearing branches. There is, therefore,

an organic connection between them, the latter growing natu-

rally out of the former. Either by itself not only fails to attain

the true ends of education, but defeats itself. Culture for cul-

ture’s sake not only fails to prepare for definite pursuits so neces-

sary in the complexly organized modern society, but fails even

to attain the highest culture : since culture must terminate out-

wardly on some definite object, not inwardly upon itself, in order

to attain its highest point. On the other hand, a pure intellec-

tual apprenticeship to special pursuits not only fails to give that

general culture so necessary to enable us to perform wisely the

complex duties consequent upon our moral relations to each other

in the family, the church, and the state, but fails even to ensure

really high success in the special business which is its imme-
diate object

;
for special education without a thorough founda-

tion of general culture can make only routinists, formula-men,

rule-of-thumb men. I repeat, then, that these two must be con-

secutive. The first elevates the plane of our intellectual activity,

the second prepares specially for activity on that plane. The first

should be continued as long and carried as high as circumstances

and time will allow, and then the disciplined powers should be

concentrated on the second. In the higher education, in which

the necessity for both is most strongly felt, the first should con-

tinue to the verge of maturity, and then, by means of the sec-

ond, the strengthened and disciplined faculties should be con-

centrated on the highest professions.

2. The Two Natural Courses of Education .—But again : Any
scheme of education is good only as it is natural. The same is

true of all human work. No work of man is effective except in
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so far as it carries out the laws of nature. Man may modify the

results by arranging the conditions, but may not violate the laws.

Any scheme, or theory, or philosophy which is spun out of the

human brain like gossamer-web out of the spider’s bowels, like

gossamer-web may delight with its intricate and beautiful struc-

ture
;
like gossamer-web it may hang glittering with dew in the

early morning sun.; but like the same, it is quickly brushed

aside from the .path of progress. I repeat : all enduring work

must be in the image of Nature’s work.

Now Nature, our good mother, has two and only two courses

or methods of culture, which she uses with every one of us from

the cradle to the grave. There are two natural methods by

which we all acquire knowledge and power. First : External

nature streaming in through all our senses produces changes in

consciousness which, being organized, we call knowledge

;

while

we in turn, reacting through our limbs, determine changes in,

and acquire power over, external nature which when embodied

we call art. Again : Our fellow-men continually act upon and

determine changes in us through the medium of language

;

while

we in turn, reacting through the same medium, acquire power

over our fellow-men. The one is nature-culture, the other lan-

guage-culture. These two must and do continue through life.

Education only improves and organizes these two methods

more perfectly. She may add to but may not neglect them.

In every effective scheme of education, therefore, there are and

must ever be two co-ordinate courses, the Nature course and the

Language course. By the one we seek to assist nature in culti-

vating the faculties by which we acquire knowledge of, and

power over, external nature
;
by the other, the faculties by which

we acquire knowledge of, and power over, our fellow-men. In a

word, the educated man is not a manufactured article, but rather

a growth. Like a tree, he may be watered and nourished and

trimmed but not made.

3. The Natural Order of Culture.—The order of culture must

be the order of natural development
;
any other order must de-

feat itself. Now, the faculties which we strive to cultivate by

education may be conveniently thrown into three main groups,

viz.: 1, the perceptive faculties, the memory, and the intuitive

reason
; 2, the imagination and esthetic faculties

;
and 3, the
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reflective faculties and formal reason—the first gathering and
storing the crude materials of knowledge, the second quickening

these dead materials into life, the third using them in the actual

mason-work of science and philosophy. These three groups

naturally culminate, and therefore must be cultivated in the

order named. Childhood is the golden period, the flood season

of perception and memory
;
after that time they quickly decline.

Youth is similarly the period of culmination of the imagination

and esthetic faculties
;
while only later in early manhood begins

to show itself the higher faculty of productive thought, i.e.,

thought acting by formal methods and producing permanent

results. This order of development must also be the order of

culture. We must catch the tide in its rise if we would bear it

on to the highest flood of power. If not, we miss forever the

golden opportunity.

4. The Two Grades of Culture.—In every subject there is a

mode of approach and a mode of presentation which exercises

and therefore cultivates the perceptive faculties, the memory,

and the intuitive reason, and another which exercises and there-

fore cultivates the reflective faculties and the formal reason. In

the one case we deal mostly with facts,phenomena, and properties ;

in the other, with laws, principles, and causes. The one belongs

to the realm of Sense, the other to the realm of Ideas. The one

may, for want of a better name, be called Natural History, or

simply History; the other is called Science. Now the first be-

longs to the lower education, the second to the higher educa-

tion
;
and this difference in the mode of presenting every subject

is the characteristic distinction between the two grades.

This point is so important that I must illustrate it by exam-

ples taken from all departments. In Astronomy all that can be

learned or taught concerning the phenomena of the heavenly

bodies, their positions, their more obvious motions, their phases,

etc., is natural history. All this is extremely interesting to chil-

dren, and is learned by them with the greatest ease and rapidity.

But the laws of these motions and their causes, treated as they

must be in a formal way, is science, and can only be learned at a

later period. In Chemistry the natural-history material is far

more abundant. It consists of the names and properties of the

various elements, their action on each other, the various com-
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pounds which thus result, and their properties and uses. All

this can be learned with far greater ease and rapidity in child-

hood than at any subsequent time, and therefore naturally be-

longs to the lower education. But the more formal treatment

of the laws and forces operating in this department of nature is

science, and belongs to the higher education. In the study of

the earth (Erdkunde), the forms of continents, seas, bays, lakes,

rivers, mountains, etc., or all that is included in physical geogra-

phy, is natural history
;
while the evolution of the present forms

from previous forms, the causes of this evolution and its laws,

or all that is included under physical geology, is science. In

Biology, the forms, the habits, the structure, and the classifica-

tion of animals and plants belong to natural history
;
while the

laws of form and structure as revealed by comparative anatomy,

physiology, and embryology, and, more than all, the laws of evo-

lution of these forms and their causes, are science.

I have taken my first illustrations from the domain of Nature,

because the distinction is clearest there
;
but the same distinc-

tion reigns everywhere. For example, in the department of

History
,
all that is usually called history, i.e., the detailed account

of the events of social and national life, is natural history
;
while

the discussion of the causes of these events and their laws
,
or

what is usually called philosophy of history and sociology, is

science. In the department of Language, all that is contained in

grammar rules and lexicon, and the use of these in translation,

is natural history
;
but philology, or the laws of evolution of

language, is science. It is more difficult to trace the same dis-

tinction in the department of Mathematics, because this alone

deals w’holly with ideas. Yet even here we find at least the

analog of the same two divisions. The natural history of this

subject—if it may be so called—consists in the use of arithmeti-

cal and algebraic operations, until, like all arts learned in child-

hood, they are performed with ease and rapidity
;
while the

science of the subject is the discussion of the laws of these opera-

tions, or higher arithmetic and higher algebra.

Thus it is evident that there is in every subject a part which

corresponds to what is called natural history in the study of

organisms, and has similar function in education. For want of
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a better name, I call all natural history in order thus to bring

out this similarity in character and in educational function.

These, we conceive, are the underlying principles of every

perfect scheme of education. We will now attempt to apply

them.

I.—THE SCHOOL.

I have already in the preceding distinction anticipated much
that belongs here. The general characteristic of this grade is

that it cultivates mainly the memory, the perceptive faculties,

and what, for want of a better name, I have called the intuitive

reason, i.e., the rapid but imperfect perception of laws, relations,

and causes, not by means of the exact and formal methods of

science, but by processes too rapid for analysis. These faculties

must be the main object of culture in the schools, because they

are the dominant faculties of childhood. Now, all that we have

included under the term Natural History in its wider sense is

eminently adapted to cultivate these faculties, and therefore

must form the main subject-matter of this grade. This subject-

matter is divisible into two co-ordinate courses—the Nature

course and the Language course. To the Nature course belong

the different departments of Natural History in its narrower

sense {i.e., the different departments of Nature treated by natural-

history methods) and History, or the natural history of man in

society. To the Language course belong languages ancient and

modern, including, of course, English and composition, etc.

Mathematics alone finds no place in this scheme, and yet is

among the most important of school-studies. It is so, first,

because of its important application in the commonest concerns

of practical life
;
second, because it cultivates certain faculties,

viz., abstract reason dealing with ideas alone, which are wholly

neglected by other departments
;
and third, because it is abso-

lutely necessary to the subsequent scientific treatment of nature,

which is the business of the higher education. The study of

mathematics is the nearest approach to the cultivation of the

formal reason, and therefore of the scientific method, which we

have in the school. It is an anticipation of, and a connecting

link with, the higher education, and it is for this very reason that

the young mind finds often so much difficulty with this branch.
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In brief, then, there are three co-ordinate courses in the

school, viz. : 1, Natural-history or Nature course; 2, Language

course
;
and 3, Lower Mathematics.

If we accept this as the ideal, then it becomes at once evi-

dent that the greatest want in our present school systems is the

fuller introduction and the proper teaching of natural history in

the limited sense indicated above. The admirable adaptation of

this department to the dominant faculties of childhood must be

evident to all. It cultivates the memory without the least dan-

ger of overloading, because always connecting it with the vivid

impressions of sense. It cultivates the intelligent use of the

senses, i.e., the power of observation and rapid comparison
,
or the

power of rapid generalisation by intuitive methods. Of all the

faculties, these are by far the most universally useful in actual

life. Of all the faculties, these are also the most easily culti-

vated in childhood if we only use right methods.

There is still another reason for the large introduction of

natural history in the schools. It is difficult, almost impossible,

to teach the higher departments of science with success in the

college and the university unless natural history has been taught

in the preparatory schools. The simpler departments of science,

such as Mechanics and Physics, may indeed be taught with

complete satisfaction
;
because the things about which we are

to reason are already familiar to the pupil, having been forced

upon "him by the simple use of his senses. Motion uniform and

accelerated ; centre of gravity
;
mechanical powers, as levers, pul-

leys, inclined planes
;
optical and acoustic phenomena, as light

and shadow, reflection and refraction
;
meteorological phenomena,

as dew and rain, cloud and storm—in a word, nearly all the phe-

nomena which we are about to discuss—are already familiar, and

therefore, without pause, we may enter on the scientific discus-

sion of them. In other words, the natural history of the sub-

ject is sufficiently known to form a propef basis of true science.

In Astronomy the difficulty is not yet great. If the facts and
phenomena which we are about to discuss, viz., the geography
of the heavens and the more obvious motions of the heavenly

bodies, are not already known, their number is so small that a

few lessons is sufficient to acquire them
;
and then, without

further difficulty, the scientific discussion follows. In Chemistry
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the real difficulty first commences. Here a new and wholly un-

known world of sense, of fact and phenomena, is opened. The
pupil has not the slightest experience to draw upon. Oxygen,

hydrogen, nitrogen, carbonic acid, ammonia, chlorine, bromine,

iodine ! What are these ? He has never seen them. Before

commencing any scientific discussion of these it is absolutely

necessary that the whole natural history of the subject should

be mastered. Thus nearly the whole time which should be de-

voted to science is consumed by natural history
;
the time that

should be devoted to the discussion of laws and principles is

consumed in the accumulation of facts, phenomena, and proper-

ties
;
the time that should at this age be given to the higher

faculties of productive thought and formal reason is consumed

in the exercise of the lower faculties of perception and memory,

the golden period of which is already past. Thus in the com-

petition with other noble subjects, such as Philology, Philoso-

phic History, Political Economy, Mental and Moral Philosophy,

science is discredited and the pupil disgusted. But the diffi-

culty reaches its highest point in the sciences which deal with

organic forms and functions, viz., Biology and Geology. The
largeness of the- mere natural history of these subjects is such

that the whole time which can be spared from other depart-

ments is consumed in mastering details, and none is left for

true scientific treatment. Is it any wonder, then, that college

students often avoid these studies under the idea that they

consist only in crowding the memory with hard names without

exercising the higher faculties of the mind ? The fact is, the

natural history of all subjects belongs to the school and should

be largely mastered there, and then the mind is left free to take

up the same subjects on the higher plane of science.

Thus we have shown the transcendent importance of natural

history, first as a subject peculiarly adapted to cultivate the most

characteristic faculties of childhood, and second as an abso-

lutely necessary preparation for the higher education of the

college and the university for those who propose to continue

their education on this higher plane.

But if this be one of the most important departments of

school education, it is also perhaps the most difficult to intro-

duce fully and effectively. The difficulty is a threefold one of
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time, expense, and proper teachers. Natural history cannot be

taught without laboratories, museums, aquariums, and zoologi-

cal and botanical gardens, all of which are expensive. Nor can

it be taught except in small classes, by direct personal contact

of teacher with pupil and both with nature; and this requires

much time and a superior order of teachers. In private schools

these difficulties may be partly overcome, for there are many

intelligent persons who believe that time and expense are not

to be weighed against the kind and mode of teaching, and will

select teachers in accordance with this belief. But public

schools, being supported by taxation, must be conducted with

the utmost economy, not only real but obvious and generally

admitted. This necessitates the smallest possible number of

teachers on the smallest possible pay and with the largest pos-

sible classes
;
and this again necessitates the most rigid mechan-

ical drill methods. But of all subjects, natural history is the

least adapted to this mode of teaching. Of all subjects, it is

the most utterly profitless if pursued by class-room text-book

methods alone. Languages and mathematics may perhaps be

efficiently taught in this way ; for in the preparation of a task

the pupil is thrown on his own resources, and is compelled to

do good, hard mental work in several directions. But the prep-

aration of a text-book task in natural history is little better than

time wasted
;
for it is a mere committing to memory of words

and sentences. It is no wonder, then, that languages and

mathematics still monopolize the school-room. They will, and

ought to, until we organize a better system of nature-culture

than mere text-book recitations.

I merely state the difficulty. It is for those more familiar

than I with the details of school education to work out the

practical solution. I am confident they will do so, and I be-

lieve they are doing so. In the mean time, the following brief

reflections will not be inappropriate.

Of the different departments of natural history there are

two, viz., Chemistry and Botany, which may, I believe, be effi-

ciently introduced at once. A chemical laboratory in which

pupils may learn for themselves (assisted, of course, by the

teacher) the most important facts of chemistry by actual ex-

periments is a very simple and inexpensive affair, and is there-
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fore, I believe, a necessary addition to every school above the

primary grade. Also, the most important facts concerning the

structure of plants and the phenomena of plant-life may be

easily and inexpensively taught in the same practical way. The
proper teaching of Zoology is more difficult, but we may expect

much from practical schools for teachers on the plan of the

Agassiz School at Penekese and the teachers’ class in Biology

under Prof. Martin in the Johns Hopkins University. If we
only have teachers as well prepared in these departments as

teachers now are in the usual school departments, the methods

of teaching will soon become efficient, especially as museums,

zoological and botanical gardens, and aquariums are becoming
more and more common in our large cities.

In strongly differentiating the lower from the higher educa-

tion, as we have done in the preceding pages, it must not be

supposed that it is possible or desirable that there should be

any hard and fast lines drawn making the change from one to

the other abrupt. Culture is evolution by voluntary methods.

The higher grows out of the lower. The methods of the higher

must be more or less anticipated in the lower. The pupil must

catch glimpses of a higher and more glorious way, and thus

have his enthusiasm kindled. But in all our science and our

philosophy we at first select types and draw our distinctions far

more sharply than they exist in nature. A higher philosophy

corrects our method by showing gradations. It is not within

the scope of this article, however, to give more than the broad

distinctions.

II.—THE COLLEGE.

The college, as distinguished from the university, is essen-

tially a continuation of the general culture of the school on a

higher plane, using different methods and cultivating different

faculties. The fundamental idea of the college, as I understand

and would define it, is culture for culture's sake. The college is

still, and even much more than the school, a gymnasium in

which we strive to exercise in the highest degree all the facul-

ties and powers of the mind so as to produce the greatest intel-

lectual strength and symmetry. In so far as it has any reference

to active life it prepares equally for all departments, it seeks
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to produce universal efficiency ;
its goal is a perfect intellectual

manhood. It is in this sense only that I shall use the word

College.

The Three Sub-courses.—I have already said that two sub-

courses— the Nature course and the Language course— run

through life, and therefore through all education. These, there-

fore, must continue in the college, altho discussed now on a

higher plane. But there are some changes in the limits of these,

and there must also be the addition of a distinct third sub-

course. 1. Mathematics, which is a distinct co-ordinate course

in the school, must now be transferred to the Nature course as

its foundation. Natural history has no connection with mathe-

matics, but all formal or true scientific study of nature is based,

either directly or indirectly, on this department. I will call this

the Scientific course. 2. The Language course must now no

longer consist of language only, but must include all modes of

expressing or embodying thought and feeling, such as art, liter-

ature, etc. I shall therefore now call this the Language-Art

course. 3. To these two sub-courses must now be added a

third co-ordinate course, viz., the Philosophical or Metaphysical.

This must be introduced at this stage of culture not only on

account of the transcendent dignity of its questions, but also

because it becomes necessary now to investigate the true

grounds of knowledge. The lower education gathers and

organizes facts, but takes no thought of the bases of certainty

and the grounds of belief
;
but the higher education, which deals

with rational methods and a permanent structure of knowledge,

cannot neglect these. Nor can Metaphysics be made a mere

subordinate department of science, and therefore of the Nature

course, as some would have it
;
for not only are its methods dif-

ferent, but its facts and phenomena cannot, even the materialists

themselves being judges, be reduced to physical laws, which

alone is the domain of science. I shall call this the Philosophic

course
,
even though I am aware that the term is somewhat in-

definite.
1

1 The term philosophy is used in at least two very different senses. To some
it means metaphysics

,
as contrasted with physics

;
to others it means the most

comprehensive view of the cosmos, the scientia scientiarum. The first view

recognizes the antithesis God and nature, or mind and matter, as fundamental.
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Thus a complete college course, or course of higher general

culture, consists of three co-ordinate sub-courses, viz. : the Scien-

tific ,
the Language-Art, and the Philosophical. The Scientific

course commences with Mathematics as its base, passes upwards

through Mechanics, Astronomy, Physics, Chemistry, Biology,

and Geology, always from the simpler to the more complex, un-

til it reaches and connects with that most complex and yet most

important of all sciences—that science to which all others are

subsidiary, and without which all others are comparatively

valueless—viz., Sociology, the science of social organization and

social progress. The Language-Art course commences with

Language, ancient and modern, as its base, passes upward
through Literature, Art, History (for history is but the con-

nected embodiment of the national thought), and Philosophy of

History, and thus leads up to and connects again, from another

side, with Sociology. The Philosophic course commences with

Logic as its base, passes upward through Mental Philosophy,

Moral Philosophy, and Political Philosophy, and thus leads up

to and connects again, from still another side, with Sociology.

Thus these three sub-courses, commencing below far apart, (for

what can be more diverse than Mathematics, Language, and

Logic ?) converge as they rise until they meet, where all human
knowledge and human effort ought to meet, on the lofty plane

of Sociology, and thus combine to form the beautiful triune

arch of perfect human culture.

Their Correlative Functions.—Each of these sub-courses, be-

sides its general function of cultivating all the mental faculties,

has also its own characteristic function in an organized scheme

—has some peculiar excellence not possessed in the same degree

by the others. This I call its correlative function. Thus the

Physics treats of nature and matter
;
metaphysics, of God and mind : the former,

of the outer world of sense—the macrocosm
;
the latter, of the inner world of con-

sciousness—the microcosm. The second view of philosophy is that it is only the

widest comprehension of the cosmos both outer and inner. According to this

view, philosophy strives ever after unity of law, first throughout the material

cosmos, then throughout the spiritual cosmos, and last, as far as possible, be-

tween these two. This is undoubtedly the highest view of philosophy, and such

philosophy the highest fruit of knowledge
;
but far too high to enter definitely

into any scheme of education. It is in the other sense, therefore, that I use the

term here.
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three sub-courses are complementary to each other
;
each is

perfect in itself, but all are more perfect in their union.

The correlative function of the Scientific course is the culti-

vation of a sincere love of truth for its own sake, as the aliment

on which the mind lives and grows, a reverent worship of Truth

as the image of God in the human reason, and constant prac-

tice in the sure methods by which truth is obtained. No other

subject compares with science in this respect. It teaches that

truth is not to be secured by intellectual nimbleness and dexter-

ity, but only by patient toil and sweat of the brow. It gives

truth, certain verifiable truth, little by little, like daily bread

—

coarse food it may be, too coarse for some over-refined stom-

achs and vitiated appetites, but wholesome and suitable for our

weak intellectual digestion, and therefore producing vigorous

healthy growth. The process of gathering, only crumb by

crumb, may be slow, too slow for some nimble-witted spirits, but

we are sure they are genuine crumbs from the Master’s table,

and are content.

The correlative function of the Philosophic course is to give

intellectual life, activity, and enthusiasm by the nobleness of its

subjects, and, at the same time, skill, dexterity, and keenness by

the subtlety of the phenomena with which it deals. Its meth-

ods are far less certain, its truths far less verifiable, its food far

less substantial—food for the gods it may be, but for that very

reason less easy of assimilation. It warms the blood, stimulates

the nerves like wine, but, like wine, if taken alone it exhausts

the strength. If science therefore furnishes more food, philos-

ophy furnishes more exercise
;

if one gives more muscle, the

other gives more nervous energy
;

if one produces healthy natu-

ral growth, the other hardens the intellectual muscles, and trains

into greater strength, agility, and beauty of form. Doubtless it

is conceivable that the phenomena of the inner world of con-

sciousness shall eventually become so thoroughly understood,

the methods of Philosophy so sure and her progress so steady,

that the function of this course will become similar to that of

Science, only on a far higher plane, its celestial food will become
assimilable by our more exalted intellects, and will thus con-

tribute to growth as well as exercise. Then indeed Metaphysics

may be considered one of the departments of science, and the
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term Philosophy will be used only in the higher sense of sciett-

tia scientiarum. But until that time the most characteristic

function of the Philosophic course must be as stated above.

The correlative function of the Language-Art course is so

clear that there can be no difference of opinion. It is the

cultivation of the power of expression—of turning thought or

feeling into sensible forms, whether audible forms of words or

visible forms of art— the sensible embodiment of our inner

states in the forms of speech, writing, painting, sculpture, music—in a word, the power of incarnating the human spirit.

Their Co-ordinate Value.—The co-ordinate value of these cor-

relative functions, and therefore of the three sub-courses, will be

evident on a little reflection. In the first two this is sufficiently

brought out in the contrast already drawn between them. Food
and exercise, growth and vigor, muscle and nerve, are of co-

ordinate value in physical activity
;
their correspondences are

equally so in intellectual activity
;
or if we compare them as to

subject-matter, the outer world of sense and the inner world

of consciousness are equally concerned in nearly every act of

thought.

But the co-ordinate value of the Language course has some-

times been doubted by modern theorists. On this, therefore, I

wish now to insist

:

There are two general faculties of the mind equally con-

cerned in every accomplished work of man, viz., the faculty of

thought and the faculty of expression—the faculty of conception

and the faculty of execution. These two are linked together as

closely as soul and body. If we observe carefully even our most

silent thinking, we will find that it embodies itself in words, and

that we cannot think in any other way. Language is as charac-

teristic of man as is reason. If language be conditioned on

rational thought, so also is rational thought on language. If

strong, clear thinking naturally clothes itself in strong clear lan-

guage, so also does the effort to make the expression strong and

clear react on the thought, making it still stronger and clearer.

If cultivation of the thinking power cultivates also (tho not

always in the same degree) the power of expression, so also does

the cultivation of the power of expression react in cultivating

(tho perhaps in a less degree) the power of thinking. But
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aside from this close connection and reactive effect, thought is

of course wholly inoperative on others, and therefore finally upon

ourselves, unless embodied in sensible forms of some kind. The
grand thoughts which flash like inspiration upon the philosophic

mind, setting it all aglow, is quickly swallowed up again in ob-

livion unless given to the world. The beautiful imaginings,

floating like summer cloud in the clear heaven of the poet’s

mind, like summer cloud vanish and “ leave not a rack behind,”

unless caught in its flitting and embodied in glorious forms of

immortal verse. The soul-music of a Beethoven or a Mozart

would have died, “ heart-stifled,” unless poured forth in melo-

dious song. In a word, the power of impressing our culture on

others must ever be to us of value equal to the culture itself,

and in fact absolutely necessary to the existence of that culture.

There are two, and only two, fundamental and correlative laws

alike in the moral and intellectual world. As in the moral world

there are two law's which forever must coexist, the law of love

to God and the law of love to our fellow-men—the one reaching

upward and receiving the divine image into our hearts, the other

turning then dowmward and outw'ard and distributing to our fel-

low-men—even so also are there in the intellectual world turn

corresponding laws, the law of truth receiving and the law of

truth distributing
;
by the one we reach upward and receive

truth as the image of God in the human reason, by the other

we then turn downward and outward and freely distribute to

our fellow-men. As in both giving is conditioned on receiving,

so also in both is receiving conditioned on giving. In both also

it is often more blessed to give than even to receive.

I have spoken above of ancient as well as modern language.

It is necessary that I should very briefly express my views on

this subject. There has been, it seems to me, much useless dis-

cussion on the question of retention of the classical languages

in our schemes of education. This discussion will continue in

the same style until the department is put on a more rational

basis. My own very decided conviction is that the classics be-

long legitimately only to the higher education, and should be

taught in the schools only as a preparation for the college and

the university. No doubt the mental culture involved in the

translation and writing of an ancient language is both admirable
13
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and varied
;
but it is at least doubtful whether the same culture

may not be attained by the study of a modern language. But

in the college, and in the school preparing for the college, I re-

gard it as a necessary department. I leave out of view the

usual argument drawn from the derivation of words, especially

technical words in law, medicine, and science. I leave out of

view the truly admirable effects of classics as a gymnastic train-

ing of the mental faculties. I leave also out of view, tho

with great reluctance, the unequalled world of art which is

opened to the student of ancient literature. If the classics hold

their place, they must take still higher ground. Language and

art, their phenomena, the laws of their evolution and its causes

—surely these are among the very noblest of studies, and can-

not be neglected in any truly liberal course. But these studies

are impossible without some knowledge of ancient languages

and art. As in biology the study of living species may be

higher and better than the study of extinct species, but there is

that which is far higher and nobler than either, viz., the study of

the laws of evolution of the living from the extinct
;
so in philol-

ogy the study of a living language may be nobler and more

profitable than the study of the dead languages, but there is

that which is far nobler and more profitable to the higher cul-

ture than either—viz., the laws of evolution of the living from

the dead.

I have now shown the co-ordinate value of the three sub-

courses, and their complementary relation to each other such

that their union is necessary to perfect symmetry of culture. I

wish next to show a similar complementary relation between the

lower and simpler and the higher and more complex depart-

ments of each sub-course

—

e.g., between Mathematics on the

one hand and Biology and Sociology on the other, or between

Logic on the one hand and Moral and Political Philosophy on

the other, or between Language on the one hand and Philoso-

phy of History on the other—such that any one of these

sub-courses being commenced must be completed ;
otherwise

narrow and unsymmetric culture results. This complementary

relation is best shown in the Scientific course. I will therefore

illustrate it by this course.

There are two well-known processes of attaining truth, viz.,
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the z/zductive and the z&ductive. Now, in passing up the scale

of sciences in the order mentioned on page 190, there is a steady

decrease in the use of the deductive and increase in the use of

the inductive method. Mathematics is simple and pure deduc-

tion. In Mechanics we rise by a short course of induction to the

establishment of the laws of equilibrium and motion, and then

all is deductive application of these laws. In Astronomy the

inductive ascent is longer, viz., until the establishing of the

universal law of gravitation, and then the whole or nearly the

whole of astronomy is the deductive application of this law. In

Physics and Chemistry the use of induction and deduction is

nearly evenly balanced. In Biology and Geology induction is

already far in excess of deduction
;
while in Sociology there is

now, and must be yet for a long time, nothing but induction.

In this science it must be yet a long time before we establish

any laws so certain and general that we can reason from them

deductively with any degree of confidence.

Thus, Mathematics and the more exact sciences cultivate

mainly the logical faculty, or faculty of deductive reasoning,

while the higher, more complex, but less exact sciences cultivate

mainly the faculty of generalization. The one gives exactness,

certainty, and microscopic clearness, but also, unless corrected

by the other, microscopic narrowness of view. The other gives

enthusiasm and comprehensiveness, but, unless preceded by or

based upon the former, also vagueness and unsubstantial specu-

lativeness of mind. Thus each by itself leads to onesidedness,

and each is the natural complement and corrective of the other.

The same is true of the other sub-courses, tho in a less

degree, because of all the sub-courses the Scientific is by far the

most perfectly organized. In this course alone each department

has its distinct function and all co-operate to one given end—viz.,

perfect scientific culture.

Thus a perfect culture may be compared to a grand edifice

composed of three parts, a centre-building and two wings

;

each having many floors, each in some sense perfect in itself, but

uniting to make a far more perfect whole. The most imperfect

at present is the centre-building, Philosophy
;
the most complete

is the Scientific wing. There are two opposite errors in regard

to education. The one, the medieval, is to build only the
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ground-floor of mathematics, classics, and metaphysics; the

other, the utilitarian, to build to completion one wing only, the

Scientific. Of the two, the former is perhaps the worst
;
for a

completed wing is far better than an unfinished foundation. It

is at least habitable
;

it at least serves the purposes of rational

existence.

III.—THE UNIVERSITY.

This is the final term and the crown of the educational life

;

and the higher education, in a very important sense, fails more
and more unless it reaches this term. We have seen the school

and the college occupied only with the general culture ; the one

with the lower, the other with the higher general culture. What
then is the characteristic province of the university ? or has it

no characteristic province? Is it only a continuation of the

general culture of the college on a still higher plane ? This is

the common mistake, and hence the almost universal confusion

of the two terms college and university. But there is yet another

kind of education absolutely necessary for the highly cultivated

mind, and the name university ought to be reserved for this.

The mind so long occupied with culture for culture’s sake must

now devote itself to culture for use in some special but noble

field of activity. The pupil must now concentrate his disci-

plined powers in preparing himself for some special but highly

intellectual pursuit. In one word, the characteristic of the uni-

versity as distinguished from the college is that it is essentially

a collection of professional schools, unified and ennobled by the

general course continuing
;

altho even the general course

itself, as we shall show, has now a different significance, i.e., a

direct reference to active life. Of the education tree, the schools

are the roots, the college the stately trunk, the university the

beautiful cluster of fruit-bearing branches firmly united with the

continuing but ever diminishing trunk.

We have said that the higher education fails more and more

if it does not reach its final term in the university. This point

is so important that we must stop a moment to explain it.

We have already shown (p. 179) that there are two kinds of

education, viz., the general and the special. The one elevates

the plane of activity
;
the other makes special preparation for
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activity on that plane. Now, there is a special culture corre-

sponding to every grade of general culture and preparing for a

corresponding grade of active life
;
but the organizing of this

special culture into distinct schools becomes imperative only in

the highest grades. The reason is this : There is a kind of

antagonism in their whole tendency and spirit between the pure

educational life (i.e., the general culture) and the active life.

The one tends ever to the general, the other to the special
;
the

one to the abstract, the other to the concrete
;
the one cultivates

mainly the reflective, the other the perceptive faculties
;
the one

enlarges, elevates, liberalizes, the other contracts, sharpens, in-

tensifies. In fact, they belong to two different worlds: the one

to the ideal world of thought, relation, and reason
;
the other to

the actual world of matter, things, and sense. ' There is always,

therefore, some shock, some embarrassment, sometimes even

painful difficulty, in passing from one to the other. It requires

a readjustment of the whole nature to a new environment. This

is true universally, but more and more true the higher we rise in

the scale of culture. The farther we pursue the educational

life, the farther are we carried away from the spirit and methods

of the active life. These two, therefore, commencing below very

near together, diverge more and more as we rise, until in the

higher grades of each they are very widely separated. Thus the

passage across from any grade of general culture to a corre-

sponding grade of active life becomes more and more difficult,

until in the highest grades it becomes well-nigh impossible.

Now, the function of the second kind of education—the

special culture—is to make this transit easy and safe. It is in

fact the connecting link between the pure educational and the

active life. In the lower schools the separation is yet so small

that it is easy to step across at once and without assistance
;
no

training-school is necessary to enable us to enter successfully

upon the corresponding low grade of active life. At the plane

of the high-school graduate the divergence is greater, and there

is therefore some, though not insuperable, difficulty in the way
of successful transit. Still no distinct school, but only a short

apprenticeship, is necessary to make the transit easy and success-

ful. The so-called business college, however, seems intended to

meet a want here. But when we reach the level of the college
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graduate, and still more of the university graduate, if the univer-

sity be only a continuation of the general course, the separation

becomes so great that successful passage becomes impossible

without special culture for that purpose. This is the true ori-

gin of the complaint that our colleges and universities, instead of

fitting, actually unfit for active life. The lower-school graduate

steps with ease from this grade of culture to a corresponding

grade of life. The high-school graduate finds more difficulty in

entering upon his higher grade of life, but the difficulty is not

insuperable. But the college graduate finds himself educated

up to a high plane of life, but entirely unable to take successful

hold of any one of those difficult, complex, and highly intellec-

tual pursuits which belong to his grade of intellectual activity.

He finds himself suddenly transferred to a new world, for which

he is wholly unfitted
;
and perhaps drifts about in uncertainty

for months or even years before he finds his proper place in the

world of action, or often never finds it at all, but sinks to a

lower level. All the highly intellectual pursuits of modern life

require very elaborate special preparation, which is not given in

the general culture of the college. Thus between the highest

college culture and the corresponding grade of active life there

is an immense and ever-increasing chasm
;
between the college

graduate and nearly all intellectual pursuits there is a great gulf

fixed, and the higher the education the greater the gulf. This

chasm can be spanned only by the bridge of special culture, and

it is at least one characteristic function of the university to con-

struct these bridges. The general culture may be compared to

a central column rising ever higher until we reach the college

and the university. The active life sweeps around this in circles

ever widening as we ascend. Now, the university must span the

wide chasm with many bridges reaching from the top of the

column of general culture to different points on the wide circle

of the higher intellectual pursuits of life. This she does by

means of her professional schools. Three such have always been

recognized, viz., the three so-called liberal professions of theology,

law, and medicine. But besides these traditional professions

there are now many others equally liberal because equally in-

tellectual, and therefore equally deserving of recognition. Such,

for example, are the professions of teacher, of engineer, civil,
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mechanical, and mining
;
of practical chemist, scientific agricul-

turist, enlightened journalist, and, noblest of all, of writer,

thinker, and scientific investigator. These also must be provided

for in the university. The educational tree, like the tree of life,

must bear not three only but twelve manner of noblest fruits.

This, I am convinced, is the true ideal of the university—an

ideal not yet reached in any country, but which will be realized in

the future. There are two errors which infest the popular mind,

and which hinder the realization of this ideal. According to the

one, the university is naught else than the continuation of the

general culture of the college on a still higher plane
;
according to

the other, the university is naught else than a collection of prac-

tical schools, with no general culture accompanying, and an

entirely insufficient general culture preceding

—

i.e., a mere collec-

tion of handicraft schools. The former error is traditional, and

therefore more or less completely embodied in all our great

time-honored universities. The second error is recent, and the

direct outgrowth of the short-sighted utilitarianism of the age.

It is even now clamoring for recognition, but fortunately not yet

embodied in any respectable institution. According to the one,

the educational tree is a palm, growing ever upward without

branches ; according to the other, it is a scrubby manzanita bush
,

branching from the very roots.

Let us now very briefly compare existing systems with our

ideal, and show wherein they fall short.

I. The English university system embodied in Oxford and

Cambridge not only does not claim but scorns to be regarded

as other than high general culture. Its pride and boast is that

it prepares for no special pursuit unless it be that of Parliamen-

tarian. There is, it is true, a deep and growing feeling among
the best thinkers on educational subjects that these universities

need essential reform in order to meet the existing wants of so-

ciety
;
but in all the recent talk about university reform it is evi-

dent that the most vital point, viz., the preparation for the

higher pursuits of life, is not touched. The proposed reform

goes no deeper than some extension of the lecture system at

the expense of the tutorial system, and some increase of the

higher departments of science at the expense of the traditional

mathematics, classics, and philosophy. The ideal of the most
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advanced English university reformers is apparently the Ger-

man university
;
but the German university itself, as we shall

show, falls far short of the ideal. The fact is, the English uni-

versity system is deeply bedded in the structure of English so-

ciety, and is therefore incapable of radical reform. The English

universities are essentially finishing schools for the young nobil-

ity

—

i.e., for men who are supposed to be raised above the neces-

sity of any life-pursuit. The ideal of the English university

culture is preparation for refined society. It is such culture as

befits a gentleman and a nobleman. It is evident, then, that the

idea of a gentleman and nobleman must be radically changed

before the universities can be reformed. Under a sense of the

shortcomings of the old universities, other institutions, embody-

ing a truer idea, have been established
;
but the freedom of their

development has been greatly hindered by the overshadowing

influence of the old universities.

2. The German university is the ideal of the most advanced

reformers of the English system
;
and surely it is a noble ideal.

Undoubtedly it is in many respects an admirable system. No-

where else do we find such enthusiasm for learning, such intel-

lectual-activity both in teachers and pupils, as in the German
university. The fruits of this intellectual activity which are

constantly pouring forth from the German press is simply amaz-

ing. Judged by these fruits, surely it is the most efficient sys-

tem in the world. Yet I think it has great faults. I believe it

is not in the direct line of progress towards the true ideal.

First, the German gymnasium, which is the only school

which corresponds with what I have called the college, does not

carry the general culture high enough. The freedom and dif-

ferentiation of the university educations begin too soon. The
trunk separates into branches before it is strong enough, and

therefore the branches fail to bear the best fruit. This, I be-

lieve, is the reason why, in spite of their wonderful intellectual

activity, the Germans lack that balance, that symmetry of mind,

that justness of thought, and therefore that practical wisdom

and judgment, so characteristic of the educated Englishman.

But there is another vice in the German system which is far

more fundamental, since it has its roots in the very structure of

European society. Everywhere in Europe, and nowhere more
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than in Germany, society is burdened with an unnatural and

irrational aristocracy. Hence there is also an unnatural and

irrational aristocracy of intellectual pursuits—unnatural and

irrational because founded on tradition and not on culture alone.

To this aristocracy belong the three traditional liberal professions,

theology, law, and medicine, together with the professions

of scholar and scientific investigator. The so-called technical

professions, tho equally intellectual — i.e. ,
requiring equal

general culture—are denied the cognomen of “ liberal,” banished

with scorn from the university, and compelled to seek refuge

in separate technical schools. Thus thought and action, the

ideal and the practical—a twain that should be joined in in-

dissoluble marriage, are forced into unnatural divorce to the loss

and injury of both. Their reunion would undoubtedly produce

the happiest effects on both. On the one hand, the technical

professions would be imbued with the lofty spirit of true cul-

ture, and thus elevated and ennobled into true liberal profes-

sions
;
on the other, the culture of the university would be

quickened and vitalized by the earnestness of men having prac-

tical ends in view. On the one hand, the general culture would

create a soul under the dead ribs of the technical professions
;

on the other, the technical professions would give practical body

to the too ideal culture of the university.

3. The American university has as yet no distinctive character

of its own. The terms college and university have heretofore

been used synonymously. The traditional American college is

modelled on the English system, while the ideal of reform,

as in England, is the German system. Hence our best institu-

tions are now essentially colleges with some university features

added. Yet I feel sure that, untrammelled as we are by hinder-

ing traditions and a false constitution of society, our American
institutions, by farther modifications, may and will approach

the ideal nearer than any other. The process of modification

has already begun in all our principal universities and colleges.

It is only necessary to continue steadily in the right direction
;

and this will be done if we hold the ideal clearly in our minds.

Already professional schools are clustering around all our great

universities and colleges, not only the three traditional pro-

fessions, but also the so-called technical professions. There is
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one thing, however, absolutely necessary to carry out the true

ideal : these professional schools must all of them be essentially

post-graduate—i.e., they must require of the applicant a grade of

culture equivalent to A.B., Ph.B., or S.B.

According to my view, therefore, our institutions of higher

learning should include a high general culture like that already

characterized as the college course, and like that which we al-

ready have in Harvard, Yale, Princeton, etc., with some modifi-

cations, giving greater freedom and leading to different first de-

grees, such as A.B., Ph.B., S.B., etc. This is the college proper.

To this must be added a number of post-graduate courses lead-

ing to many different professional degrees, the general course

meanwhile continuing and leading to the degree of A.M. These

post-graduate courses, leading to second degrees, would consti-

tute the university proper as distinguished from the college
;

but the union of these with the college course in the same insti-

tution would probably be attended with advantage to both.

Such union would undoubtedly be the policy of the old institu-

tions, rather than the complete separation characteristic of the

German system. Nevertheless the smaller denominational col-

leges might well act the part of college proper preparatory to

separate institutions on the unmixed university plan, such, for

example, as the Johns Hopkins University.

The objection which will be urged against this scheme is its

extensiveness. Doubtless it will be impossible in many cases to

carry it out fully. Doubtless the urgency of the duties of ac-

tive life will compel many to accept a shorter and more direct

road to professional life. But let us not lower our ideal because

we cannot in all cases attain it. It is possible, however, as al-

ready suggested, that considerable election may be allowed in

the preparatory college course without injuring its general cul-

ture character. It is probably best, therefore (and this would

largely meet the objection), to have in the college several parallel

courses differentiating more and more as they rise, all of which

shall be substantially general culture courses, but suited to dif-

ferent characters of mind, and preparing for different professional

courses in the university. This would shorten the professional

courses proper. This is the plan of the University of California,

tho as yet imperfectly carried out. This institution consists
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of six colleges, with courses commencing near together below,

but differentiating more and more as they rise. These are

the college of Letters (subdivided into a Classical and a Literary

course), the colleges of Agriculture
,
Mechanic Arts

,
Civil Engi-

neering, Mining, and Chemistry. All of these are essentially gene-

ral culture courses. The Classical is the traditional college course.

The Literary is similar, with more modern language in place of

Greek. The Scientific colleges take more mathematics and sci-

ences and modern languages in place of classics, and the several

courses are differentiated more and more in the upper classes

by the predominance of one or another department of science,

and by practical work in the laboratories, chemical, mechanical,

metallurgical, or agricultural. The Classical course leads to the

degree of A.B. ; the Scientific courses, to that of Ph.B. Besides

these seven courses, all of which are substantially general cul-

ture courses, there are special courses for those seeking only

more limited special knowledge.

There can be no doubt of the general excellence of this plan,

and especially of its great elasticity
;
but in order to make a

real university according to the ideal explained above, each of

the several colleges must have a post-graduate and strictly pro-

fessional course leading to a corresponding second degree, and

turning out not only accomplished lawyers and physicians but

engineers ready to take the field, scientific agriculturists ready

to set the example of scientific culture of the soil, and scholars

ready to lead public thought on all important questions. To
recur again to our illustration: The several branches of the edu-

cational tree have thus far only budded

;

they can become fruit-

bearing only in a true university

—

i.e., in post-college courses.

This next step in the development of our university is, we hope,

about to be taken.

The true university, therefore, is a collection of the highest

professional schools gathered about and united to a system of

highest general culture— a cluster of fruit-bearing branches

crowning the solid trunk of the educational tree. This crown-

ing cluster, however, be it observed, consists not of branches

only, but of continuing trunk and clustering branches. The
continuance of the general course, and even its predominance

over any one special course, is necessary to the true idea of the
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university for at least two reasons. First, the general course is

the fostering mother of all the special courses, connecting, nour-

ishing, and unifying all, ennobling and liberalizing all with the

lofty spirit of true culture. Second, the general culture is itself

a preparation for the highest of all professions, viz., the profes-

sion of scholar and thinker. The university is essentially pro-

fessional and practical in its spirit, and therefore, while the gen-

eral culture is continued there, it is continued in a different

spirit. It is no longer now culture for culture’s sake, but culture

as a preparation for activity in the highest of all fields
;

it is cul-

ture as a professional training for scholars, thinkers, investigators,

teachers of the human race, leaders and directors of the

thought of the age. If only a few such are turned out in a

century, the university will have fulfilled its highest function.

Thus to return once more and finally to our illustration (for

in no other way can I express so clearly my thought) : The tree

of education is not a palm
,
stately indeed and tall, and grow-

ing ever taller, but bearing no branches, as some would have us

think. Nor is it yet a scrubby bush, branching from its very

roots, as others would have us think. But is rather one of our

own magnificent sequoias, far taller and more stately than the

one and fuller of branches than the other
;

its noble trunk not

dissolving itself into branches, but passing straight upward

through the grand cluster, uniting them all, nourishing them all,

bearing all aloft higher and ever higher
;
but also greater than

all and higher than all, for it passes through all and appears

above all as the terminal shoot—the upreaching, sky-pointing

leader of all.

Joseph Le Conte.



PHILOLOGICAL AND HISTORICAL CRITICISM:
ITS PLACE IN MODERN LIFE.

FTER the rise, the progress, and the victory of Christianity

in ancient civilization, there are no events of more pro-

found and lasting interest than the origin and development of

the reformation in Western and North-western Europe, the

circumstances which made it possible at the time when it became
an acknowledged fact, the causes which retarded it and well-

nigh reversed it, the spirit which it evoked and is still evoking,

and the mechanism by which, in the Old World, the principles

with which it is animated, have still to carry on the struggle.

For that which may be quite obsolete in new countries is still

vigorous in old ones, and the successors of Hildebrand and

Innocent III. are still striving against the forces which the

successors of Luther, Calvin, and Cranmer arrayed in their

attack on the See of Rome. In the old world the battle between

authority and reason is still being waged, and virtually with the

same weapons; and tho the strife is not so savage and vin-

dictive, the stake which is the issue of the victory is as large as

it was, nay, is even still larger than when Wiklif first began to

dispute the pope’s authority and Luther openly defied it.

In the middle of the twelfth century a great awakening of

intellectual activity took place. The papacy had reformed itself

under the influence of Hildebrand, Germany was governed by

the genius and daring of Frederic the Great, the constitution

of England was being shaped by Henry II., France was

being consolidated by the patience of Louis VII. and the

policy of his son, Philip Augustus, while the Italian republics,

after the great victory of Legnano, were embarked on that career

of opulence and intellectual vigor which seemed likely to make
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them the worthy rivals of Athenian art and poetry. Great

universities were founded in the principal cities of Europe, and

were fostered by popes and kings. Learning, of a peculiar kind,

it is true, but still a learning greatly superior to any knowledge

which Europe had possessed for centuries, was acquired and

even honored. The fame of an eminent teacher, of an Aquinas,

an Abelard, an Occam, a Scotus, was duly recognized in the title

which his disciples gave him, and was extended by the throngs

who waited on him for instruction. Since the time when the

great masters of Greek dialectics, Gorgias and Protagoras, in-

structed the statesmen of antiquity, and were almost worshipped

by their pupils, learning was never in so high esteem. When a

new teacher gained a reputation, crowds flocked from the whole

of Christian Europe to the university in which such a teacher

was a strength and a pride. Western Europe had one language

for letters, and the intercourse of nations was perhaps never

so great as during the two centuries which intervened between

the first foundation of the great universities and the terrible

plague which in the middle of the fourteenth century was said

to have destroyed half the inhabitants of Europe.

Among these universities none took higher rank than that of

Oxford, and none has had a more remarkable history. It very

soon acquired extensive privileges, and very early it gained a repu-

tation for critical boldness. Occam taught at Oxford the rudi-

ments of that philosophy which, elaborated by Locke and Berke-

ley, has been more generally accepted than any other system of

psychology. At a very early date the same university supplied

the first victims of intolerant orthodoxy. Shortly afterwards it

took the side of the secular against the regular clergy, and strove

to depress the influence of the monastic orders within its fran-

chises. Within it were founded three colleges, from every one

of which monks were strictly excluded. One of the most sin-

gular facts in the academical history of Oxford is the persistent

dislike which that university showed to the monks and friars.

This dislike lasted from the middle of the thirteenth century to

the Reformation, and was undoubtedly a powerful factor among

the causes which enabled Henry VIII. to suppress the monas-

teries and to confiscate their wealth. Wiklif, the bold reformer

of the fourteenth century, attacked the religious orders with
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special vigor. Gascoigne, the pious and orthodox scholar of

the first half of the fifteenth century, has not a word of favor,

bitterly as he assails Wiklif in his great Dictionary of Theology,

for the monks and friars.

It is a notable fact that every great movement in religious

opinion has been originated in Oxford. It was in this university

that Wiklif taught, and it was here that his disciples were most

numerous. The English founders of the new learning, More

and Erasmus, strove to enlist this powerful force on behalf of a

peaceful reformation in Oxford, and were readily welcomed

there. It was in Oxford that the Puritans were most vigorous

and most successful, as it was in Oxford that the reactionary

school of Laud had its origin. The same university sent forth

Hobbes and Locke, the founders, consciously or uncon-

sciously, of a deistical school, the principal teachers of which

in the eighteenth century were two Oxford men, Toland and

Tindal. In opposition to these last-named persons three other

Oxford men, the two Wesleys and Whitefield, began a religious

movement which has been as extensive as that of Loyola, and

has been infinitely beneficent. In our own age the revival of

the system of medieval authority, identified especially with the

names of Newman and Pusey, has had prodigious effects, not

only on the Anglican Church, but on the nonconforming com-

munities in England, and has given all the strength which is

possessed by the Roman Catholic revival. The only welcome

which England gave to Comte and his school was by an Oxford

college, and now, in the decrepitude of her learning, Oxford is,

by a happy but undesigned coincidence, reputed to be the

chosen home of the agnostics. It would be away from the

writer’s purpose to go further and show how singularly this

university has educated those among English statesmen who
have had a policy which has induced marked and permanent

results on the public life of the English people.

The Church of Rome during the period in which it consoli-

dated its authority over the minds of men, and to some extent

justified that authority by its austere morals and practical saga-

city, had completely riveted its rule on Western Europe. They
who inveighed against the rapacity of the papal court always

professed unbounded reverence for the Holy See. It is al-
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most impossible for liberal thinkers of our day to comprehend
the tremendous significance attached to an imputation of heresy

in the thirteenth century, the terror with which the phenomenon
was witnessed, the eagerness with which it was repudiated, the

ferocity with which it was coerced. Warfare was savage enough
at that time, but no warfare was so ruthless as that which was
carried on against the sectaries of Toulouse. There might be
truce with the infidel, but there was no faith, no parley, with the

heretic. The horror and hatred which Western Europe felt for

heterodoxy resembles rather that frantic terror which nations in

the agony of unsuccessful warfare feel at the accredited presence

of traitors and spies. Heresy was like treason, only a thousand-

fold aggravated. The stoutest warrior, the mightiest prince,

shook at the charge. With proper precautions it might be pos-

sible to attack the secular policy of the pope and his court, but

the most daring and the most insolent shrank from challenging

his spiritual authority. Men who were utterly callous to suffer-

ing and utterly indifferent to justice, who violated every law,

human and divine, were sincerely and fervently devout as far as

regarded faith, observances, and spiritual allegiance. It is from

the curious contrast between conduct and opinion, morals and

belief, that popular writers have drawn their inferences as to the

general state of society during the age of violence in which what

is loosely called the feudal system was dominant in church and

state, but incomparably the most dominant in the former.

The first shock which this extraordinary and most effective

system of government sustained was brought about by two

causes, for one of which the papal court was responsible, the

other arising from the English war in France. In 1305 Philip

the Fair contrived to secure the election of a French prelate to

the papacy. This pope took up his residence at Avignon, a city

at that time outside France, and for seventy years he and his

successors, all Frenchmen, deserted Rome. He soon became the

slave of France, voluntarily submitting to that which the instinct

of the older popes had taught them to be most dangerous to their

authority. The princes of the House of Suabia had tried to set

up antipopes, and had always failed. Europe would never ac-

knowledge the authority of a pontiff who was the mere tool of a

monarch, however powerful the monarch was, however irritating
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the provocation was which urged him to the step, and however

respectable the priest was who occupied the dignity. The mi-

gration of the popes to Avignon put an end to such claims as

were affirmed and enforced by an Innocent, an Honorius, or a

Boniface.

In 1338, ten years after his claim, whatever it was, had

accrued, the English king, Edward III., asserted his right to the

crown of France. There were many jurists in France itself

who held that claim to be well founded, tho most English his-

torians have quite misunderstood the grounds on which he ad-

vanced his pretensions. The ultimate consequence of the claim

was a war which is roughly called that of the hundred years. In

reality it began a rivalry between the two nations which lasted

for much more nearly five centuries, and has been fruitful in re-

markable events and enduring consequences. That, however,

with which we are especially concerned is its relation to the

Reformation. It first familiarized the English with hostility to

the pretensions of the papacy, and prepared the way for the

total severance of England from allegiance to the spiritual su-

premacy of Rome. The pope, in the sight of the English, who
embarked in Edward’s quarrel with eagerness, was the ally of

the English enemy. His creatures, nominated to English bene-

fices and English sees, were the partisans of France. Hence

Edward carried a statute by which these papal nominations

were rendered illegal, and his grandson another, by which the

celebrated writ of prcemunire was framed, a writ by which Henry
VIII., under the forms of law, broke the power of the pope in

England. It was the rise of this policy which gave a field for

Wiklif, and which secured him immunity when, proceeding from

an attack on the temporal power of the pope, he ventured on

challenging his sacerdotal authority and those tenets with which

the papacy had always been identified.

The immediate cause, which gave Wiklif a hearing and pro-

tection, ceased. The pope returned to Rome, and was no longer

the nominee of the French king. It is true that a schism arose

which lasted about forty years, the popes of which time have

always been accounted legitimate though rivals. But England
had a pontiff to whom she could accord allegiance. In the next

place, the war with France was practically suspended on the ac-

14
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cession of Richard II., and the grievance was therefore lightened.

In the next place, Wiklif’s tenets had not only developed into

heterodoxy, but had become exceedingly unpopular with the

wealthier classes, for they were identified with that uprising of

the peasants which shook England to its foundations. But most
of all they were premature, because they were not supported by
the necessary apparatus of criticism. Till this could be obtained

the power of the papacy could be curtailed, its usurpations

checked, its pretensions modified. It could be even subordinated

to a general council, the favorite theory of fifteenth-century re-

formers. But its authority could not be destroyed as long as

the authenticity of the canon law was admitted, and before the

solvent of historical and philological criticism was applied to its

credentials.

The popes had adopted a body of laws, the basis of which

purported to be the dicta of their predecessors in the earlier

ages of Christianity, and in which the style of imperial re-

scripts was copied. We now know that these Decretals are for-

geries, executed probably in the ninth century. As yet, however,

they were accepted as of undoubted authority and genuineness.

The supremacy of the See of Rome was thought to be as

ancient as it was majestic, and to be traceable to the foundations

of Christianity. In the generation which followed on that of

Wiklif, an English archbishop argued that the authority of St.

Peter and his successors was implied in the name which he bore.
“

* Thou shalt be called Cephas
’ ” were, he said, the words of Christ,

“and we all know,” he adds, “that Cephas means a head.” The
blunder was not likely to be detected, for it is more than prob-

able that no English scholar in the first half of the fifteenth cen-

tury knew anything of Greek. The learning of the fifteenth

century consisted of an acquaintance with a few, a very few,

Latin poets, these being by no means the best in Latin litera-

ture. Among them certain works of Ovid appear to have

been most frequently studied. Virgil had become a great ma-

gician. Horace appears to have been quite unknown in the

West. Statius and Lucan were, it seems, studied in France.

But Boethius was the most popular of the classics. The rest of

literature in the fifteenth century, when men were really zealous

after learning, were a few of the Latin fathers, especially Jerome
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and Augustin, the commentaries of the schoolmen, one of whom
the present pope is, perhaps unwisely, advising Catholic Europe

to study anew, and the works of a few English divines.

At last, and on a sudden, the renaissance of letters came.

The great calamity of Eastern Europe, a calamity the terror of

which we cannot conceive, occurred, and the Turk set his foot

firmly in Eastern Europe. At present the carcass of that

hideous despotism, the foulest and the most dangerous which

the world has ever seen, is rotting on the site of a civilization

which has given our world its most precious relics. We do not

possess a millionth part of that treasure which the genius of

Asiatic Greece poured forth in the spring of her unparalleled

power, or of that which the philosophy of the same region col-

lected, when Tarsus, the Tarsus of St. Paul, was the greatest

university of the Augustan age. But we do possess the foot

of Hercules, and can, by an effort like that of the biologist

who builds up a skeleton from a fragment of bone and after-

wards, by an unerring process, clothes it with a living body,

gather what must have been that country in its splendor, when
the inheritance of fifty generations was gathered into the libra-

ries of Pergamus or of Rhodes, or was adorning the splendid

cities which fringed the Egean from Byzantium to Halicar-

nassus. Alas, that nature has been must have been, more

ungentle to literature than to art

!

The renaissance began in Italy. The sack of Constantinople

is said to have killed Nicolas V. The victory of Belgrade

turned John Hnniiades from a heretic to a hero in the eyes of

the terrified kingdoms of Western Europe, as one sees from the

literature of the time. Italy became the refuge of the ex-

patriated Greeks, and Italy welcomed them. From the epoch

of the great councils of Constance, Basle, and Florence, Latin

literature had been diligently studied in Italy, and collections

had been made of such fragments of ancient letters as had sur-

vived destruction or neglect. Some Italians took Catullus,

Horace, Ovid, and Statius as their models, and strove to free

medieval Latinity from its barbarism. Unluckily, Italy copied

with its admiration for these poets the indecencies which charac-

terized the conduct of the Roman in the later years of the

republic and the first century of the empire. Two causes
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checked the progress of the Reformation in Italy, the deep-

seated immorality of the leading men of the nation and the

self-interest which made Italy anxious for the profits of the

papacy, and therefore hostile to anything which might curtail

its resources. To a prodigious extent, the pope had laid

Europe under tribute. The great temple of the Vatican, a

house which is for size a city in itself, is the monument of an

age in which the Western world was still pouring wealth into

the papal treasury. It may be that Leo X. was libelled when
he was charged with saying, on seeing the vast profits which

he derived from the sale of indulgences, “Quam questuosissima

fabula est Christianitas,” and this when the storm, no bigger as

yet than a man’s hand, was gathering in Northern Germany.

But Italy itself contributed nothing to the Reformation.

The new learning travelled very slowly to France and Eng-

land. Both countries had been and still were in the turmoil of

war. The English, after vainly endeavoring to subdue France,

had rushed into civil war. The French, after having expelled

the English, were perpetually in arms against their subtle king

Louis XI. There is nothing so demoralizing as war, most of all

a dynastic war, and the English and French governments had

waged a dynastic war for more than a century. During the strug-

gle France had entirely lost her liberties. England had nearly

made havoc of hers, and in England especially the church, which

two centuries before had been the steadiest ally of the nation

against the crown, had become the slave of the administration.

There could be no more instructive chapter in the annals of

English life than that which might tell—it has not yet been

told—the political history of the English Church
;

its heroic

struggles in the beginning, its sordid submission in the end.

Perhaps the worst age in its life was the fifteenth century. The
bishops of the Anglican Church wrere the younger sons of the

noble houses, or the lowest place-hunters of the court. Rarely

seen in their dioceses, they surrounded themselves with a score

of chaplains, who lived in luxury on the tithes and offerings of

those whom they never visited.

The mass of the English people was divided into two religious

parties, one a small but active minority, chiefly inhabiting the

eastern counties, where most the wealth of England was to be
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found. These were the Lollards. The rest of the people

clung to the ancient creed and particularly to those details

which had long been traditional with the English. In no part

of Europe was the worship of relics so fervent. In no country

were religious houses so opulent, and, as it would seem, in none

were they so corrupt. Long before the fall came shrewd men

foresaw that the monasteries would at no remote period be sup-

pressed, and many were secularized during the fifteenth and

sixteenth centuries, in anticipation of the process by which

Henry VIII. swept them all away. But tho the people had

ceased to have any regard for the keepers of the sacred treas-

ure, they had a profound reverence for the treasure itself.

This was not a peculiarity of the English mind, it was shared

by all the western and northern nations of Europe. And yet

the very intensity of this superstition contributed in no small

degree to the fervent iconoclasm of the seventeenth century.

In fact, the fifteenth century was influenced by a belief

which has, we may conceive, become almost historical. The
imagination of the northern nations was filled with phantoms.

The air was peopled with spirits. Every stream had its in-

habitants, and tho in the more placid rivers of England those

beings who dwelt in the waters were not malevolent, or were

powerless, the dangerous torrents of other countries were gov-

erned by malignant fiends who wooed the traveller to his de-

struction. But the night terror was universal. The subter-

ranean world was full of powers, and when night came on all

these creatures sw^armed upon the earth, some at the best mis-

chievous, and most frequently spiteful. To those creations of the

Teutonic or Scandinavian mythology the Latin Church added
the old gods of the Roman Pantheon, whom it had transformed

into demons, affirming their existence and conferring on them
powers of which the people stood more in awe than they did

towards the true objects of reverence. Gross as was the

superstition of antiquity, it was saved, at least as a rule,

from the terrors of that belief in witchcraft which was as

firmly accepted before the Reformation by all men as the

belief in God and pope. It is not necessary to charge the

Church of Rome with sordid motives in fostering this be-

lief. It was too much to expect that it wrould combat a ere-
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dulity which was so wide-spread, and, as might be imagined,

would urge men to arm themselves against such subtle, insidi-

ous, and all-pervading enemies. The belief in witchcraft sur-

vived the Reformation, nay, it was more terror-stricken and

cruel when it guided the discipline of reformed churches. We
have inherited much from the past

;
we cannot tell what we are

now, unless we know what our forefathers were
;
but it is well

with us that we have cast away part of the inheritance, and it is

still necessary for some of us to preserve and practise the ma-

chinery which has been used in order to cut off that which came
to us along with the solid legacies of our forefathers’ labor.

It is a commonplace to say that the invention of printing

was the dawn of the Reformation. Two inventions, however,

necessarily preceded this invention : that of paper, and, whim-

sical as the suggestion may seem, but as certainly, that of spec-

tacles. The earliest piece of wire -made and watermarked

paper which I have seen is of the date 1357, nearly a century

before movable types were employed. The earliest purchase

of spectacles which has come before me is in the year 1494, but

then they were purchased in numbers. But printing could

hardly have been practised on parchment, the material which

preceded paper, and the study of books was early interdicted to

the old, till some happy thought gave artificial clearness to the

dim sight of age. But these two conditions provided, the new

light broke upon Western Europe, and was eagerly welcomed.

The papal system was the gain of Italy and the loss of ultra-

montane Christendom. Remonstrance was first tried, tried in

the Council of Basle, and still more angrily in the presentation

of the Centum gravmina. That the council was dissolved by

a papal excommunication, and the grievances of Germany were

put aside, are things not to be wondered at, for there is noth-

ing which hereditary and established power dreads less than

revolt against its authority, tho when such a power becomes

really frightened it is utterly merciless, implacably malignant,

and ferociously suspicious. But the Roman Church easily dealt

with violence, except when it took the form of a partisan quar-

rel between king and nobles, as it did in France and during the

Thirty Years’ war in Germany. It was much more at a loss when

it had to confront a new enemy in critical scholarship. For the
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first time the wonderful organization of the Roman Church was

exposed to an attack which was incessant and searching, to a

discipline and drill which easily routed the older tactics of po-

lemical warfare, and made the vast feudal army, which had been

organized by the labor of centuries, helpless before the active

and subtle foe which met it in all directions. The weakness of

a system which is founded on mere authority lies in the fact that

when the authority is successfully disputed the whole system

crumbles and its defences become untenable. The fortress of

the middle ages is not more untrustworthy against modern

military engineering, an army of savages is not more weak

against a small force trained to the warfare which civilized

nations practise, than the defences of the medieval church were

against the new learning of the scholars, those scholars who
made the Reformation, whether in open hostility or in nominal

allegiance to the Roman Church.

The first effort of the new learning was to clear away the bar-

barisms which long negligence had suffered to grow over Latin

speech. We must remember that up to the close of the fifteenth

century Latin was the universal language of Western Europe.

There were, it is true—notably in England and in Italy—great

works in the vernacular tongue. But they were few. England

had produced a Chaucer, Italy a Dante and a Petrarch. There

were French historians, too, such as Joinville, Froissart, and de

Comines, who wrote in French. But almost all men of letters

wrote in Latin and thought in Latin. It was the first work of

the scholar to restore this venerable speech to its ancient pu-

rity
;
and to effect this purpose no critical labor was spared,

and no diligence was lacking. The presses of Rhenish Ger-

many, of Italy, especially of Venice, were employed incessantly

in printing the manuscripts which eager scholars were search-

ing out from their forgotten resting-places in monastic libraries,

and Europe was surprised and delighted with the treasures

which were discovered, and by means of the new art brought

readily within the reach of scholars. Upon these materials

there was soon constructed, by critical ingenuity, a revived

and renovated language. Very speedily, too, historical criti-

cism, originally employed in order to affirm or deny the genu-

ineness of some reputed classic, was exercised upon authori-
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ties which founded the largest pretensions on remote antiquity,

and it was soon announced that the Decretals, on which the

Roman See had based its claims to the universal allegiance of

Christendom, were incontestably a forgery, and of no authority

whatever.

The spirit of critical inquiry which the revival of Latin litera-

ture and the grammatical study of the Latin language engen-

dered was consummated by the further study of Greek. In the

middle ages hardly any European scholar knew the rudiments

of the Greek language. It is true that after the Crusades and

the final successes of the Mohammedan powers, some persons,

especially Frenchmen and Italians, resided in the Greek cities of the

Egean. One such person, for instance, having lived for twenty

years in Greece, made the famous translation of Aristotle’s Poli-

tics into Latin, a translation more ancient, it appears, than any

existing manuscript of the work. But such men were exceed-

ingly few, and their influence was insensible. Now, however, a

mass of new literature—new in one sense, but immeasurably old

in another—was bestowed on the Western world, and at a time

of most critical significance. Men of letters recovered those

masterpieces of Greek art, the surviving dramas of Athenian

genius, which are like its groups of sculpture, but pictured in

the most perfect speech with which genius has ever been gifted,

a speech so subtle, so flexible, so suggestive, and so logical that

the most patient student of it can never exhaust its marvellous

forces or apprehend 'the whole of its impressiveness.

But this was not all. Western Europe had inherited and been

controlled by the despotism of the Roman Empire, its military

instincts, its vigorous centralization, its precise jurisprudence, its

imperious absolutism, its ferocious jealousy. It is true that one

part of Europe, a part in which all the hopes of civilization were

centred, still retained some of that spirit of resistance to arbi-

trary government which was a tradition from the self-govern-

ment of the Teutonic settlement. But the institutions which

are vaguely called by the name of feudalism had extinguished

the liberties of the people, and the only representative of an-

cient liberty was the turbulence of an insolent aristocracy, a bar-

barism which certainly provokes, and sometimes even justifies,

the despotism of a court and its officials, which is always head-
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strong, suspicious, turbulent, and anarchical, which allies itself to

the worst kind of mob, and is the unsleeping enemy of moral-

ity and order. In England this aristocracy had for a time shat-

tered itself to pieces by the civil wars of the fifteenth century.

In France it had crushed the people altogether, and threatened

the very existence of the state. In Germany it had split up the

empire into a host of petty states, governed by savage and bru-

tal tyrants, so that in each of these countries the party of the

sovereign was that of order, of good government, of progress.

But the revival of letters, especially of Greek literature, threw a

new light on the science of politics. The philosophers of an-

tiquity, Plato and Aristotle, discussed the principles of govern- .

ment from a very different point of view from that which made
men the property of kings, the serfs pf nobles, and the subjects

of priests from the cradle to the grave. These philosophers

taught a principle which has only been slowly and even now is

imperfectly or barely accepted, that political institutions are

means to an end, which is the public good, and that no man has

rights over another beyond those which spring from voluntary

contract, from the relations of family life, and from the univer-

sal obligation of obedience to law. If the principle of Ben-

tham’s political system, the greatest possible happiness to the

greatest possible number, is not enunciated in the writings of

these ancient philosophers, it is because the maxim was taken

for granted as the basis of any political science whatever. And
as if to illustrate the theories of these writers, the history of the

Athenian republic was reconstructed, and with it a picture of

that marvellous society which, with all its faults— faults

which its best citizens passionately deplored, because they

were seen to be wrecking so noble a career—was the founder

of art, the first and last teacher of philosophy, the only creator

of toleration, which supplied the most perfect examples of

every form of human genius, whose faults were of easy

avoidance to those who watched them, whose virtues and
merits were of unsurpassed and unsurpassable excellence, whose
air seemed to be instinct with genius, whose government was as

generous as it was free, which was tolerant as well as religious,

and was the first society to construct a scientific morality even

in despite of the coarse and naked sensuality of paganism. It
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was no doubt this vision of a remote but actual picture of human
society that made the history of the age which immediately

belonged to the Reformation excuse or even endorse the prayer

of one who had become acquainted with the history of the great

Athenian—Sancte Socrates
,
ora pro nobis!

It is impossible to overestimate the effect which the revival

of letters has had on religion, on the science of government, and

on the moral and material progress of mankind. It is true

that they who have entered on the labors of others and now en-

joy the blessings of a civilization to which their forefathers were

comparatively strangers, and which were achieved only after long

and arduous struggles, are apt to forget the machinery by which

such results were obtained. In just the same way, the morality

of those who repudiate the influences of religion altogether is

easily traceable to the very forces which they consider obsolete

or unreal. It is a common impertinence, one which we shall, as

time passes on. experience with greater frequency, to account

for existing facts by a narrow range of present causes, collected

by some individual mind, and ascribed by that mind to be all-

sufficient and exhaustive. But not only is it the case that the

origin of the present situation must be sought for in an infinite

series of forces, but as these agencies become more numerous,

and as the powers of the individual are inadequate to grasp

them all, that which economists call the division of labor is as

much needed in the philosophy of history, of religion, and of

ethics as it is in industry : while the rashness which leads some

men to analyze all that is in us and about us by an individual

process is almost as foolish as it would be for any one man to

strive to supply himself, by his personal labor, with all the

appliances of the world’s industry.

The Roman Church soon felt that it must make the best use

of all the forces at its disposal, and seek all the allies which it

could enlist against the new movement. It cannot be denied

that the reformers materially assisted the reaction. It takes a

very long time for the zeal and the learning of the few to mold

the habits or obliterate the traditions of the many. It is a

prodigious labor to make a reform, which exercises the intellect

and appeals to the intelligence, reach the ignorant and unin-

telligent and oust familiar superstitions. It is harder still for
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those who have been the slaves of a searching despotism to

make an early and right use of liberty, and to induce those who

think for themselves to make mutual sacrifices for the sake of

unity. The conservatism of society always invests actual powers

with a force which is not their own, and here was a power which

had grown for fifteen centuries, had, as most men believed, a

divine origin, had claimed supernatural forces, and had exercised

these forces unceasingly. The orthodox of the fifteenth cen-

tury reproached Wiklif’s followers with their being unable to

work miracles, and explained the contempt which these men
cast on the daily prodigies of the church by the fact that these

heretics were destitute of the proof which Providence always

accords to true credentials. Henry VIII. had recourse to the

harshest expedients in order to disabuse the minds of his sub-

jects of the papal authority, but in nothing so much as to dis-

prove or ridicule the thaumaturgy of the old religion. And we
can well conceive how bitterly the devout believer of this age

resented the deprivation of those many consolations which the

wisdom, or prudence, or sympathy of the medieval church ac-

corded to its disciples. Even now the solution of all difficulties

and doubts which is offered by the ancient church is singularly

attractive to weak and weary men, who long, like the Buddhist

devotee, for a spiritual Nirvana.

Reaction would be sure to come after the first energies of

the Reformation were spent. The lack of judgment, the dis-

sension, the harshness, the turbulence of the reformers materially

aided the backward movement. At one time it is said that half

Rome was Protestant. It is certain that the creed of Calvin was

confessed by the most powerful, the most able, and the most

enterprising of the French nobles. These men instantly turned

their arms against the crown, and France was agitated by civil

war and divided counsels for nearly a century. The German
Lutherans quarrelled with the German Calvinists, and both were

at deadly feud with the German Catholics. Before the Thirty

Years’ war broke out, when F'erdinand of Styria began his reign,

Austria was well-nigh entirely Protestant. How could one

wonder that with the memories of the Hussite war before him

the German emperor should have used every effort to stamp out

that which not only imperilled the faith and his family, but all
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law and order ? It might be said, and with much show of truth,

that German Protestantism was the worst enemy of German
unity. So Richelieu understood it, and with the design of

strengthening France, by weakening her nearest neighbor,

assisted the German reformers with the money and forces of

the most Christian king. Our English Elizabeth insisted on

uniformity at home, distinctly to save the government, and

encouraged nonconformity in Scotland in order to weaken her

troublesome neighbor. In Spain alone the Reformation was
instantly and mercilessly crushed, as in Sweden the old faith was
relentlessly extirpated. Each policy had its abiding fruits. In

his short-lived career, the Scandinavian Gustavus Adolphus
saved the Protestantism of Northern Europe, and out of the

ferocious and daring orthodoxy of Spain came the greatest

ally which the era after the Reformation bestowed on the Roman
See, the Spaniard Ignatius Loyola.

The alliance between priest and king, hierarchies and aris-

tocracies, is close and minatory in the Old World. It is not

without its advantages in the political education of Europe, but

it has the serious disadvantage of making irreligion nearly as

fanatical and bigoted as any superstition has been. For when
an authority which propounds lofty pretensions is discredited,

the dislike entertained towards .such an authority is evoked not

merely by what it can do, but by what it wishes to do, and as

the discredit widens, the authority naturally takes to crooked

means and dark intrigues in order to save what it can of its

power and root itself, if possible, more deeply. The monar-

chies of Europe are really weak. One has been extinguished.

Others are threatened by ill-suppressed and growing discontent.

They exist solely by having appropriated all the military and

all the spiritual forces which they can wield or win over by a

foreign policy, which insists that internal security or political

unity can be maintained only by vast armaments or incessant

aggression, and by supporting mischievous interests at home.

It seems as tho the progress of civilization in Europe had

achieved only one victory, that of having secured the precarious

right of criticising the acts of an administration. Even this

right is occasionally imperilled or interrupted. There is nothing

which European liberals have to guard with greater jealousy
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and more spirit than the fundamental principle of all civilization,

the right, namely, which the minority has to criticise the rule of

the majority, and there is nothing which obscurantists in re-

ligion and reactionaries in politics dread and distrust more than

the keen and resolute exercise of this right.

Whence, however, comes the weapon with which indefen-

sible pretensions are analyzed, legitimate authority assisted, and

moral and material progress assured ? The struggle of civiliza-

tion demands that the combatants should respect order, obey

law, abstain from violence. To be violent is a strong presump-

tion that one’s judgment is in the wrong
;

to do violence is to

wreck, almost assuredly, one’s own objects. The violence of the

Versaillists in 1871, intended to necessitate the acceptance of

the old French monarchy, made monarchy a political impossi-

bility, to all appearance, in France. It is not perhaps too much
to say that the insane ferocity of some among the Southern

slaveholders settled problems in the political career of the

United States which it might have taken a century to solve.

Fortunately for the progress of civilization, the error of adopt-

ing force instead of persuasion, of avoiding the only powers by
which authority is justified, the proof, namely, that authority is

beneficent, is one towards which privileged persons and orders

are peculiarly prone. Nothing.perhaps has assisted the reaction

which is coming over the political mind of the English people

more than the foolish attempts made by the sillier supporters

of the present administration to disturb every public meeting

in England by gangs of hired ruffians.

No community, however, least of all the communities of the

Old World, can dispense with the culture of the critical faculty.

It is, I believe, treason to God and man to take things for

granted when the person to whom they are presented can ex-

amine them. The maxim of the apostle, nocvTa doHi/AageTS to

xaXov xaiex^re, is the quintessence of wisdom in secular as well as

in religious business, and every word in the adage is concen-

trated common-sense, expressed in a language of which every

word is a picture. The scholar sees before him in three of

these words, first the long and jealous inquiry into the ante-

cedent qualifications of a candidate for popular favor, next the

object of search, into which Greece had accumulated all that
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she believed to be just, generous, and beautiful, and lastly the

strong grip with which one who fears that his best possession

may be wrested from him uses every muscle to save it for him-

self, and with himself for others. It is in the study of history,

and in the study of the two languages which contain the origin

and the revival of all modern culture, that the true critic of the

present finds his weapons and keeps their edge keen. The
science of nature, valuable as its results may be, is a mere agent

for the material progress of the world, and may be, constantly

is, the willing slave of the despotism which is the perpetual foe

of man’s moral progress. It is apt to engender, when taken

alone, that self-satisfied sciolism which narrows the world’s

work to physical causes, or repudiates all which it declares itself

unable to measure. It was with philology and history that

Europe in the sixteenth century began to do battle against

unwarranted and demoralizing pretensions, and the struggle,

not yet over, must be fought again and again with the same

weapons.

The New World has either thrown off the trammels of tradi-

tional institutions, and brings pretensions to the test of practical

value, or is to all appearance hopelessly ridden by that from

which the Old World is partially free. The Spanish republics

in America have rejected the authority which enslaved them,

only to be entangled in those toils which their ancient rulers too

successfully wound round them. If the free states of English

origin are not pestered by the mischiefs which still cling to Euro-

pean institutions, and therefore have no fears, the Latin

colonies of America are the victims of a system in which there

seems to be no hope. It is we in Europe who have to labor

from generation to generation against the same moral evils,

now threatened with the absolutism of military aggression and

the panics which interested partisans know how to foster, now
startled by the outbreaks of unreasoning but desperate discon-

tent, the sure consequent of unwarranted authority. We have

to deal with the same sophisms, the same pretensions, the same

delusions, the same resentments which have characterized the

career of Europe from the first dawn of revived learning to this

our day, when we are informed that the East has bred a new

holy alliance, and we know that all the elements of a social con-
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vulsion are piled beneath the feet of those who enter on these

desperate expedients. Unluckily, in the conduct of society,

false remedies are worse than no remedies at all, and Europe

will never be free of the perils which surround her future till she

discovers and applies the true defence of what is vital to her

continuous and progressive civilization.

No error is more dangerous to all culture, none could be more

fatal to Europe, than the abandonment of scholarship, than the

severance of the present from what is indeed called the past,

but which is in reality the remoter present. There are un-

counted and countless generations between man and the primeval

savage, if this indeed be his descent, at any rate between men

and the irreclaimable savage of our own day. But all those

generations are to be found condensed in the civilization which

we possess, nor can we afford without danger to lose our con-

sciousness in any part of that which makes us what we are. To
do so is to relinquish part of our charter to the barbaric forces

which would, if they had their way, drag men back to that from

which they have escaped. We know that once in the world’s

history civilization was put back for fifteen centuries, and that

even now, with better authorities and higher sanctions, the world

with all its toil has not regained that level at which a small city

in the Egean stood three-and-twenty centuries ago, as far as re-

gards all that makes man noble, tho maybe we have gained

greater material securities. It is worth while to think about the

answer to the question. Why did this loss ensue? To explain

the causes would be foreign to my present subject. But the

lesson of history is, that what has happened may happen again,

will happen again, if the same causes are allowed to become

dominant. There are times when, as the Greek poet has it,

“ the fountains of the holy streams shrink backwards, upwards.”

They are not always lost, but they may be hard to find, and

the pathway to them is ever over the old courses.

No doubt, the security of modern times has weakened that

keen sense of public duty which bids every man use that which

has been committed to him. Now and then the old impulse

breaks out, and men can speak of those who trifle with what

they know as Arnold did when, to justify his contempt of the

placid Izaak Walton, he could find nothing harder to say than.
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“ Why, the man fished through the civil wars.” To study learning

one must not be merely a scholiast or an anatomist of speech, or

a searcher into the origins of belief, or circumscribe one’s interest

in humanity by similar anthropological collections, but one must

know what speech meant when speech was perfect, how man
declined from his great eminence when the double despotism of

force and superstition quarrelled, fought, and leagued together

for the mastery over him, and how, after centuries of combat

with these evil forces, he is slowly—we may hope securely

—

regaining his ancient intellectual stature. But of all parodies

upon learning, none is more grotesque than that which makes

it a mere intellectual refinement, a distinction, or an enjoyment.

No learning is worth much which does not make men better

able to do their duty, and more willing also to do it.

James E. Thorold Rogers.



PRISON LABOR.

THE diminished demand for labor and consequent de-

pression of wages, during the past few years, have occa-

sioned, in certain quarters, an outcry against prison labor as

a wrong to the honest working-man. Even moderate and

thoughtful persons have deemed the actual or possible com-

petition of prison labor with free industry to present a grave

problem in political economy. The prevalent methods of ad-

ministering convict labor are characterized by such flagrant

abuses that the public temper demands the re-opening and

revision of the whole subject
;
and there is a manifest tendency

even to call into question the utility of any system whatever

of prison industry. It has become necessary to demonstrate

both the justice and practical necessity of enforcing hard labor

as an essential part of the Penitentiary and State Prison system,

and to prove that its substantial advantages far more than
counterbalance the supposed, as well as the real, grievances of

free labor. The abuses of the prevalent system can be shown
to be separable from the system itself in theory, and to be sus-

ceptible of remedy in practice. The questions raised, both in

their moral and economic phases, have a bearing upon the inter-

ests of the general public, the importance of which is far from
being commonly understood or appreciated

;
and at the same

time they have come to be among the practical issues of the day
which cannot be ignored or postponed, but must receive a
speedy solution.

It is important to define sharply, at the outset, the scope
and object of all criminal punishment. The sole end which
government proposes, or can propose, in the treatment of

criminals is the “ prevention of crime.” There is no vindictive
15
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element in any just code of human law, nor is it within the

jurisdiction of any earthly tribunal to inflict retributive suffering

upon the criminal. Vengeance is the reserved and exclusive

attribute of divine power, and we believe that the expiation of

all crime will be sure and terrible
;
the expiation may be suffered

in part in this life, and may even come through human instru-

mentality acting blindly or wrongly. But it is certain that the

right to exact retribution for crime has been delegated to no
human power; no individual, no government, can deliberately

and purposely inflict vengeance on a wrong-doer without usurp-

ing the divine prerogative. The criminal cannot rightly be

sentenced to imprisonment with the view of avenging society

or for the purpose of expiating, or atoning for, his crime
;
gov-

ernment has no such power either under any correct system of

ethics or under any right theory of the functions of the State.

Civil government is instituted to protect society and to promote

the welfare of the individuals composing the body politic; and

so far only as is necessary for the attainment of those ends, has

it the right to restrain the criminal by force and subject him

to disciplinary treatment. But as the law takes cognizance only

of offences that injure society, so its power in dealing with

those offences extends no further than the protection of society

demands. Crimes that affect none but the offender himself, as

well as the personal accountability of every wrong-doer for his

sin, are matters that concern the individual only, and are wholly

outside the province of civil government.

In the last analysis there are but three elements involved in

the just treatment of convicts by the State

:

1. The criminal must be deprived of his power to injure

society, and for this purpose the safety of the community re-

quires that he be placed under physical restraint.

2. The criminal when in prison must be subjected to such

severe and disciplinary treatment that the fear of renewed im-

prisonment shall restrain him, when released, from the repeti-

tion of his crime
;
and that the terror of his example shall deter

others from committing similar crime.

3. The effort must be made to reclaim the criminal by re-

formative influences, so that, upon his discharge, he may become
a useful member of society.
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These three aims, the protective, the deterrent, and the

reformatory, which are summarized in the “ prevention of

crime,” comprise the whole duty of the State ; and beyond

them the State has no right to go.

The distinction here insisted upon, between retributive pun-

ishment on the one hand and enforced restraint as a measure of

policy and reform on the other, is a substantial one; and a dis-

tinction which, if generally recognized, would produce an impor-

tant effect on the public sentiment touching the condition and

treatment of convicts. The work of Prison Associations and

similar efforts to ameliorate the condition of prisoners fail to

meet a ready public sympathy. It is often the case that persons

of humane and philanthropic spirit, whose indignation and active

aid are elicited by any ordinary instance of abuse or cruelty,

even irrespective of the moral character of the sufferer, will

regard the condition of the prisoner with indifference. The
convict may be treated with unwarrantable severity and unfair-

ness
;
his life may be imperilled by diseases induced by bad or

insufficient food, or by the disregard by prison authorities of

sanitary laws ; but the public at large is not deeply moved by
these abuses, and is not prone to resent them. The reason of this

apathy is found in the prevailing idea that a prison is a place of

expiation, and that the criminal under sentence is making atone-

ment for his crime and suffering a just retribution. It was this

sentiment that led the Supreme Court of New York to declare, in

a case decided half a century ago, that it was the duty of the

jailer, “by all the means in his power, to make the convicts feel

the awful degradation and misery to which their vicious courses

had reduced them,” and “ that the ordinary sympathies of our

nature could not be extended to them”—language now happily

obsolete and revolting to the more enlightened philanthropy of

the present day. The State has no power, under the plea of'

retributive justice, to inflict upon the prisoner any severer

treatment than is required on prudential grounds to effect the

prevention of crime. To deprive the convict of wholesome air

or food, to permanently enfeeble his mind by excessive severity,

to destroy his power of will or annihilate the sense of manhood,
are acts of criminal cruelty on the part of the State for which
legal process can give no warrant or color of justification. Such
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abuses, and worse, abound in almost every county jail and

prison, and it is only because of the popular heresy regarding

retributive punishment that they do not arouse universal horror

and denunciation.

Of the ends sought to be accomplished in the treatment of

criminals, the deterrent and the reformatory sometimes conflict

in practice. While stringent and severe measures heighten the

terror of experience and of example, mild and suasive treatment

will often better subserve the purposes of reformation. The
hope of reclaiming a felon convict by prison treatment is fre-

quently thought to be visionary and delusive
;
but experience

has proved the possibility of accomplishing great reformatory

results. The testimony of Mr. Z. R. Brockway, of the State

Reformatory at Elmira, is fully sustained by the highest au-

thorities
;
after an experience of twenty-five years, he declared

:

“A review of my whole prison experience serves to confirm my
confidence that under a proper system, with suitable facilities

and skilful administration, a very large proportion of prisoners

may be restored to society as respectable and useful citizens,

and that the remainder may be certainly restrained.” The de-

terrent aim of prison discipline, however, cannot properly be

subordinated to the reformatory. Terror exerts a restraint

which is universally felt and appreciated, outside the prison as

well as within it, while efforts to reform must in many instances

prove nugatory. Zealous sympathy for the convict is apt to

mislead philanthropists into an excessive regard for his comfort-

able well-being. But a prison utterly fails of its purpose unless

it is a place of warning and of dread ; and any prison system is

radically defective that does not send its convicts back to the

world with a salutary fear of again suffering its hardships.

It is in the light of these general principles governing the

relation of the State to the convict that the problems connected

with prison labor must be discussed and find a solution. None
of those problems are purely economic

;
they all involve a moral

element as well, and are closely allied to the duties and obliga-

tions owed by the State to the general public and to the convict

classes.

It may be stated as an axiom in prison management that

prisoners must be debarred from unrestrained social intercourse
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with each other. The moral effect of the free commingling of

convicts is utterly debasing : their conversation turns on crime,

on the most skilful methods of committing it and of escaping

detection, on their own vicious experiences and achievements;

the most successful and hardened criminal among them assumes

the character of a hero and the role of an instructor. The result

of unrestrained intercourse between prisoners is exhibited in

almost any county jail, where old and young, novices and ex-

perts, are huddled together in promiscuous companionship
;
and

from this cause statistics will show that the county jails of

America are seminaries of crime. It has been stated in an

official document that more of the crime committed can be traced

to the pernicious influence of the county jail than to any other

specific cause, not excepting even the use of intoxicating liquors.

But if the convict is deprived of social intercourse, some

kind of occupation becomes an absolute necessity. Isolation,

without employment, is a punishment of intolerable severity,

and, if long continued, is sure to produce the worst results.

The prisoner thus confined has few resources, either in reflec-

tion or in the memories of his life, or in his actual surroundings,

that can long sustain him from sinking into imbecility or lunacy.

The only escape from the ruin which is sure to overtake the

convict, from solitary confinement on the one hand or from in-

tercourse with his fellow-prisoners on the other, is found in hard

and constant labor; in this way the mind is kept in healthy

activity and delivered from morbid ruminations. The labor

must be productive—industrial, as distinguished from penal.

The treadmill and the crank have fortunately become things of

the past
;
they required simply monotonous, wearisome repe-

titions of physical effort, but gave no mental exercise, and their

effect was only to harden the criminal and add to the torment

of his prison life. Natural and healthy employment for the

mind is no less necessary to the convict than nourishment for

the body, and it is an inhuman and barbarous policy that would
deprive him of either.

Labor is indispensable as a means of reforming the criminal.

It was a favorite maxim of John Howard: “ Make men diligent

and they will be honest.” This subject opens a wide field of

suggestion, and only the leading topics kindred to it can be
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touched upon. The convict when he enters the prison is gen-

erally the slave of evil thoughts and passions
;
his life has been

addicted to vicious courses, in a large percentage of instances

he has acquired no trade or useful calling, he has no habits of

industry or power of application
;
on the contrary, he abhors

work, and an idle and thriftless career has found its natural cul-

mination in crime. To reform this criminal and fit him for a

useful life after his discharge, far more is necessary than peni-

tence or than healthy employment for mind and body
;
there

must be developed within him new ideas, new hopes and pur-

poses, new habits, and, moreover, capacities of resolve and of

execution that he has never known before. He must not only

wish for better things and determine to seek them, but he must

gain the ability to carry his higher aims into practice
;
and the

years of his imprisonment, if wisely directed, may yield him a

valuable education and training. The man who works at pro-

ductive labor, day after day and year after year without inter-

mission, will almost inevitably acquire the habit of industry

;

and, if the labor is discreetly guided, he ought to gain also a

knowledge of his work and practical skill as an artisan. The
consciousness that he possesses this skill, and with it the power

of gaining an honest livelihood, may sustain his hope and feed

his better purposes.

But it is not enough to give the convict habits of industry,

knowledge of a trade, skill as a workman, and a power of con-

tinuous and sustained application—all of which he lacked at the

outset, and all of which are legitimate products of prison disci-

pline—because he may have acquired all these in spite of his

own will, and immediately on his discharge may relapse into

idle and vicious courses. Indeed, there is slight probability

that any lasting reform will be effected if the prisoner has under-

gone his term of imprisonment, hating the labor as an irksome

punishment and degradation. Prison discipline must aim still

higher and accomplish one further result. The prisoner’s in-

terest must be enlisted in his work
;
he must be made to feel

that toil is not a degradation; he must acquire a taste for labor

as well as the habit of labor. Nor is this result by any means

hopeless of attainment. Labor should be offered to the prisoner

as the reward of good conduct, and the deprivation of it in-
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flicted upon him as a punishment. The convict, on his entrance

into the prison, might with advantage be confined in solitude

and without occupation of any kind
;
debarred from all society,

his heart, if not exceptionally obdurate, must be subdued and

softened by a sense of the terrible situation to which his evil

courses have brought him. The duration of this preliminary

stage of solitary confinement cannot be fixed arbitrarily, it

should vary according to the moral temperament and physical

constitution of each prisoner, and should be regulated by a

sound discretion and in obedience to medical advice
;

it should

last long enough to make it the most painful experience and

memory of the convict’s life
;

it should not be prolonged so far

as to produce any impairment of the mental powers. The pris-

oner will soon begin to long for some active employment that

may afford mental occupation and divert his thoughts from the

intolerable tedium of confinement; and when he is admitted to

the workshop, the privilege of labor will be esteemed a valuable

acquisition.

In the English prisons, a system incorporating a feature

similar to that just mentioned has been in successful operation

for many years; the same is true of the Irish convict prisons,

which, under the administration of Sir Walter Crofton, have

been made perhaps the model prisons of the world. In England

and Ireland the prisoners are subjected to a preliminary confine-

ment in solitude, the term of which is fixed uniformly at eight

months
;
but the solitude is relieved by industrial labor, and the

reward held out to the prisoner at the end of the initial term

consists in the substitution of labor in the company of his fellow-

convicts, or congregated, in the place of solitary, labor. The
plan here advocated, which more closely resembles that recom-

mended fifty years ago by Edward Livingston to the General

Assembly of Louisiana, has the same aim as the British system

;

but differs from it (and seems to present advantages over it) in

the absence of a fixed term of duration for the solitary confine-

ment, and especially in keeping the convict absolutely unemployed
during that confinement. In Massachusetts and Vermont, State

prisoners are kept in solitude without labor for a term varying

from one to four weeks before they are set at work.

In the way proposed, labor is first presented to the
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prisoner as a prize to be gained
;

he will find it, when'

attained, a grateful solace, and will enter upon his work
with a certain zest which his preliminary treatment has

served to whet. The same principle can be carried through

the whole term of his imprisonment. There should be

successive grades of convicts, each one characterized in the

ascending series by certain distinctions of labor or of privilege

which shall render an advance to a higher grade desirable or

honorable to the prisoner; promotion to a higher grade should

be the reward of good conduct to be earned by the convict’s

application and assiduity. The prisoner’s pride as well as his

self-interest may be appealed to in order to develop in him
not only an interest in his work and skill in its execution, but

a spirit of hopefulness and manliness that will not desert him
on his return to freedom. In the same way, degradation to a

lower rank or return to solitary confinement with the with-

drawal of labor may be made the consequence of misconduct

and serve as a most efficient means of punishment and of

discipline.

The system here advocated, in its main features of gradation

of convicts and of using labor in administering rewards and pun-

ishments, has been proved to be a practical one by the example of

Great Britain, where the results, as shown by the actual statistics,

of crime, afford a really startling demonstration of what can be

accomplished under a correct system. Between the years 1864

(the date of the establishment of the present system in England),

and 1872, the annual number of sentences to penal servitude in

Great Britain fell off more than fortyper cent. An equally strik-

ing example is found in Denmark; the enactment in that country

of a new penal code in 1866, introducing reformatory modes of

treatment, reduced the number of prisoners in twelve years,

fully one half

;

and the adoption in 1873 of a plan resembling in

its main features the Crofton system, was followed in 1875 by

the actual closing and abandonment of one of its penitentiaries.

Facts like these, proving the possibility of effecting a substantial

diminution of crime by a well-ordered prison system, are per-

haps the most valuable and interesting triumphs that social

science has achieved in our time.

Intimately connected with the reformatory aspect of prison
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labor is the question whether the convict should be allowed to par-

ticipate in any degree in the earnings of his labor. It is thought

that the importance of this question has been practically over-

looked in the British system, and generally in this country. In

Great Britain, indeed, the prisoner’s good conduct gains a

reward, partly in money, but the amount he can possibly earn is

too small to make a real incentive. In all the countries of

Europe, with the almost solitary exception of Great Britain, the

prisoner is permitted to share, and in some cases to the extent

of a very large percentage, in the fruits of his labor. It is be-

lieved that the allowance to the prisoner of a share in his earn-

ings may be so regulated as to be an effective means of reform.

The salutary lesson that the convict must learn, and carry with

him when he leaves the prison, is the familiar one that steady

industry and skill in labor bring substantial rewards; it is only

by its results that labor can be made attractive to him, and he

should be taught to associate with his labor consequences

directly beneficial to himself ; in a word, he should acquire not

only the habit of work, but the habit of earning money by work.

It is exceedingly important to sustain in the prisoner a spirit

of hopefulness, and all reformation must be nugatory that does

not send the convict forth into the world confident in his ability

to gain an honest livelihood. But the prisoner cannot close his

eyes to the formidable obstacles that he must encounter upon
his release

;
however willing and competent to work, he will find

it difficult to secure employment or encouragement
;
he will bear

an ignominious brand which will make him an object of suspicion

and aversion
; necessity may drive him back to his evil courses

in spite of all better impulses. The prospect may well appal the:

convict, and it does often, in fact, overwhelm him with despair..

But if the possibility is offered him by good conduct and earnest

application to accumulate, during his imprisonment, a fund, even a

small one, which may serve to give him an honest start in life,,

enabling him to tide over, the first few weeks or months follow-

ing his discharge until he shall have had an opportunity to

adjust himself to the new world about him, the chance so offered

will prove a powerful incentive to hope and to worthy purpose

;

and it will vastly enhance the probability of the convict succeed-

ing in an honest career after his discharge. It is believed
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that this plan might be so adapted that the State would not

suffer from it any pecuniary loss
;
but that the increased effi-

ciency and excellence of the labor would more than compensate

for the share of earnings allotted to the prisoner. Indeed, its in-

troduction in Italy resulted in a sensible increase of profits to

the government.

At the same time, the principle of allowing the prisoner to

participate in his earnings is one which is liable to abuse and re-

quires great wisdom in its practical administration. A vast

difference in natural capability and aptitude will be as manifest

among convicts as in any other society of laborers
;
and this dif-

ference must result in a wide disparity in the ease with which the

separate convicts can labor and in the amounts which they can

earn. The disparity is inevitable, and ought to be taken into

account in the allotment of labor to the prisoners. A uniform

task exacted from all alike may tax one prisoner to the utmost

stretch of his capacity, while it imposes a light burden on

another more able or more nimble. The capacity of the convicts

cannot be levelled, but their discipline ought to be ; and while

the amount of their individual earnings cannot in the nature of

things be justly equalized, care must be taken that the less ca-

pable convicts do not become discouraged or deem themselves

unfairly dealt with when they are outstripped by their fellows in

the accumulation of savings. The earnings credited to the pris-

oner should accumulate until his release from prison
;
but a case

would rarely occur when it would be safe or for the best interest

of the discharged convict to entrust him directly with the

amount he had gained. The fund should rather be held intrust

for him, to insure its application to the end for which its accu-

mulation was permitted. For that purpose, the fund should be

vested in a competent trustee whose selection might well be

committed to the State Agency for discharged convicts, or to

some local authority of the town or county where the convict

belongs; and it should be disbursed as required by the wants or

interests of the beneficiary, to aid him in gaining an honest foot-

hold in the world and to save him from the necessity of crime.

A system of enforced labor exerts a marked influence on the

idle classes outside the prison, in deterring them from crime.

While work is offered to the convict as a reward and an allevia-
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tion, it will always impress the vicious as a terrible punishment.

A large percentage of the crimes committed are what are called

crimes against property—such as larceny, burglary, etc.—and are

the direct result of idleness. Such offenders become criminals

because they would rather steal than work, and they come to

regard honest toil not only as hateful but as positively degrad-

ing. The enforced labor of a prison life is the feature of a crim-

inal sentence that they most dread and abhor
;
and so far as the

idle classes that tend toward crime can be restrained by the fear

of consequences, the terror of undergoing convict labor is a pow-

erful check.

A final argument in favor of the industrial employment of

convicts arises from economic considerations. The obligation

of every citizen to support himself is not cancelled by his com-

mitting a crime. So far as convicted prisoners can by their

personal service contribute toward their own support and toward

the expense they have caused the State, it is clearly the right of

the taxpayers and the duty of the State to exact and utilize that

service. This argument is so palpable as to admit of no doubt

or question ; and it extends to every class of convicts. The in-

mates not only of State prisons and Penitentiaries, but of every

jail and house of correction, who have been actually sentenced

for an offence against the law, should, so far as practicable, be

made to pay the charge they have imposed on the public treas-

ury. In all places of confinement for sentenced offenders there

should be a system of enforced labor ; and how to make the

minor prisons self-supporting is one of the difficult and impor-

tant problems of political economy.

The arguments already advanced in support of a system of

convict labor are based upon its necessity to the convict as a

humane measure and as a means of reformation, upon its deter-

rent influence in restraining the idle classes from crime, and upon
its economic -bearing on the State. They afford a substantial

answer to any movement urging the abolition of prison labor on

the ground of its competition with free industry. No class in

the community can claim a monopoly in any department of in-

dustry, or demand the exclusion of any member of society from

work. Labor is the natural and appointed lot of man ; and
when an idle criminal is reclaimed and set to work, the laboring
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classes suffer no grievance; he is simply forced to do what it was

before his right and his duty to do. Fair competition is a normal

incident of labor, essential to the public prosperity. One work-

man represents many consumers
;

a single shoe-maker will

supply shoes for forty customers; if convict labor serves to re-

duce the price of shoes, for every shoe-maker who suffers loss

forty consumers are benefited. If convict labor were abolished,

the whole community would be directly taxed to support the

convict in corrupt idleness, and would also be indirectly taxed

by having to pay a higher price for commodities of which it

would be the tendency of prison labor to reduce the price; the

free laborer alone would be profited at the expense of the public.

The movement for the suppression of prison labor, like other

vagaries of the trades-unions, can be met by an appeal to expe-

rience and to rudimentary principles of political science.

But while a system of prison industry must be maintained,

the practical administration of convict labor as at present con-

ducted in the United States, with very few exceptions, is

characterized by grave abuses; abuses which not only give just

cause of complaint to the free laborer, but are a grievous wrong
to the convict himself as well, and to the public at large. It

is proposed to discuss a single one, itself the most radical, of the

abuses alluded to, which will be found to suggest and illustrate

almost all the rest. Reference is made to the prevalent prac-

tice of letting out prison labor by contract to the highest bidder.

The first and perhaps the greatest objection to the contract

system is that it seriously interferes with the discipline of the

prison, and is destructive of the reformatory methods which

ought to be a most prominent element in the treatment of con-

victs. The contractor purchases the right to employ, and con-

trol the labor of, a certain number of convicts in the prison for

a specified time at a stipulated price per capita

;

he furnishes the

tools and machinery and the raw material to be worked up, and

appoints overseers to allot and superintend the labor of his men.

The convicts are thus brought into direct contact with the con-

tractor or his representatives and placed under their immediate

supervision. The contractor constitutes a power intervening

between the State and the convicts, possessing rights that the

State cannot ignore and having interests that are often diametri-
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cally opposed to those of the State. Having purchased the

right to the convicts’ labor, the interest of the contractor, as

well as his right, calls for the constant employment of every

convict, and that interest may be expected often to outweigh

considerations of humanity. The contractor’s interest will set

itself in irreconcilable opposition to those measures of discipline

which have been suggested above in speaking of the reformatory

aspects of prison labor ; the institution of successive grades of

labor in which the prisoner may gain promotion as a reward and

the entire withdrawal of labor as a punishment are practically

incompatible with the contract system. So, the unfitness of

particular convicts for a certain kind of labor or peculiar apti-

tude for special employment would present cases that could

hardly be provided for under a general contract. The State

must retain the absolute control over its prisoners and especially

over their labor, to enable it to exercise a paternal care in the

training and reformation of each convict with reference to his

individual temperament and needs ; this power the State necessa-

rily surrenders when it farms out the labor of its convicts en

masse. The convicts in this way, moreover, are reduced to a

level of absolute uniformity in which all separate individuality

is merged in the mass, and the moral effect on the convict can-

not but be debasing. The contractors and especially the over-

seers in their employment are often men, themselves of bad

character, whose influence on the prisoners tends to defeat the

moral and reformatory aims of the prison discipline. As the

overseers feel no responsibility for the maintenance of prison rules,

they not infrequently afford facilities to the convicts for com-

municating with their friends and confederates outside the walls
;

and, even under the most careful and conscientious management,
the presence of the contractor and his representatives introduces

into the prison an element that is alien and discordant.

The contract system interferes practically with the acquisition

of a trade by the convict. It is found by experience that a

large proportion, which has been estimated as high as eighty

per cent, of felon convicts have no trade when committed to

prison. At the outset they are of course raw and inefficient

workmen
; but there is one way in which the contractor can

make his men profitable to himself
;

it is by the most minute
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subdivision of labor, which shall reduce the work of each laborer

to a simple operation—an operation so simple that it shall be
within the compass of the dullest capacity, and the constant

mechanical repetition of which shall make every convict an

expert at his special work. The result of this method is in the

highest degree injurious to the prisoner in two directions : it

reduces the labor to a mere mechanical process which affords

no healthy occupation to the mind, and is open to the objections

that apply to purely penal labor at the treadmill ; and when the

prisoner is finally discharged the long years of hard labor have

yielded him no available or useful skill as a workman. He has

acquired knowledge of one special and minute part of a trade,

and that is all ; he may have become marvellously adept at rasp-

ing the heel of a shoe, but he has been taught nothing else

about shoe-making and is incompetent to take his seat as a jour-

neyman in any workshop. Some years ago, on a visit to the

Connecticut State Prison at Wethersfield, I was particularly

impressed by the appearance and history of one of the prisoners;

he was a young man about twenty-five years of age, and had a

refined and intellectual face; he had been a practising lawyer,

had committed the crime of forgery, and had been sentenced to

the State prison for a long term of years. The prisoner was

standing at a table engaged in wrapping up planes in brown-

paper packages for the market : that was his occupation. Three

years later I visited the prison again, and saw the same prisoners

he was standing at the same table, with a pile of planes and

package of brown paper before him, employed at the same old

task. Except that the prisoner had a few gray hairs and looked

more haggard, the picture was as unchanged in every detail as if

one day instead of three long years had intervened. It brought

a vivid sense of the terrible continuity of a convict’s life, and

(what is more to the present purpose) the conception of a cruel

wrong done to the prisoner. Is it possible for the human mind

to sustain itself during successive years of such monotonous

labor, with no diversion or respite or mental employment?

Must not such a life inevitably crush and shatter the powers of

thought as well as the spirit of a man? When that prisoner

shall have served out his long term and returned to society, what

useful accomplishment or manual skill will he have gained ? will
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he not, rather, be turned adrift an utter wreck—ruined by the

State? In the State of Indiana an attempt has been made to

check this tendency of the system by inserting in the contract an

express stipulation that the convicts shall be taught all the differ-

ent parts of the trade at which they may be employed
;
but such

a stipulation must prove practically difficult of enforcement in

opposition to the contractor’s interest. Besides, every condition

in the contract which restricts or hampers the privileges of the

contractor will serve to reduce the amount of his bid, and so

aggravate another flagrant abuse of the system soon to be no-

ticed.

Altho the contract is nominally let to the highest bidder,

the contractor enjoys a practical monopoly
;
the very incidents

of the contract that are designed to protect the interests of the

State virtually render competition impossible. Contracts for

convict labor are generally limited in duration to a single year

or a short term of years
;
and, in the economy of the State, all

the machinery, tools, and stock are to be furnished by the con-

tractor. The outfit of machinery and tools in the prison at the

time of offering a new contract to the highest bidder is not the

property of the State, but belongs to the contractor for the time

being
;
in this respect he has an advantage over any competing

bidder which is positively decisive. No competitor will incur

the expense of equipping the prison workshop with a new stock

of machinery for a short term, and at the same time overbid

the contractor in possession. And so it results that when a

contractor has once gained a foothold in the prison, he practi-

cally maintains it at will and without any serious competition.

This virtual absence of competition among bidders accounts

in part for the fact that the prices at which the State actually

farms out its convict labor rarely exceeds one half of the real

value of that labor. In the year 1877 the contract prices paid

per diem for the labor of each convict in several State prisons

was as follows: in Massachusetts, 52 cents; in Maryland, 25

cents; in Rhode Island, 40 cents; in New Jersey, 50 cents
;
at

Sing Sing, 38 to 40 cents
; and at the Albany Penitentiary, 40

to 60 cents. At the same time the market value of free labor

in the same handicrafts ranged from $1 upward. The working

day lasts from one to two hours longer in prison than in the
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outer world, and the testimony is full and convincing that the

product of an average day’s work among convicts is fully equal

in quantity and quality, and hence in value, to that of free labor.

It will be seen, therefore, that the prices paid to the State for

the labor of its prisoners by contract does not average more
than one half of its actual value. Under such a system it is

not surprising that all the prisons in the United States (with

very rare exceptions) show an enormous deficit of earnings as

compared with expenditures. The difference between the con-

tract price and the real value of prison labor is in effect a sub-

sidy paid to the contractor out of the public treasury ; it rep-

resents a net loss to the State which must be made good by

taxation. The people have a right to demand that the State

shall realize the full value of its prison labor; and if it is im-

possible under the contract system for the State to gain from

such labor more than one half of what it is really worth, that

fact alone affords a cogent argument for the abolition of the

system. In France, prison contracts are not let except at the

same, or nearly the same, wages as those paid for free labor

;

but in this country that result has not been accomplished, and

has been found practically unattainable under the contract

system.

The injustice to the public of disposing of prison labor at

one half its value is far exceeded by the grievous wrong in-

volved in it to the free laborer. The products of convict labor

are not placed upon the market in fair and equal competition

with those of free labor; if they were, there could be no just

ground of complaint. But the contractor holds the commodi-

ties of prison manufacture at a cost to him far less than the

cost of production, the difference being a loss to the State and

charged to general taxation
;
the contractor can sell the com-

modities at a price less than the cost of production and still

realize a handsome profit. That the profits generally realized by

prison contractors are inordinately large admits of no denial. It

is sufficient to refer to the overwhelming evidence on this subject

collected in the report made in 1871 by the State Commission

on Prison Labor appointed by the Legislature of New York.-

The evidence is specific and, among many other instances, shows

that in one penitentiary the profits of the contractor amounted
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to 66 per cent per annum on the capital invested. “ In another

prison the contractor employed $35,000 capital and the net

profits were $22,857.” This outrageous competition of prison

labor with free industry is the natural, if not the necessary, out-

growth of the prevailing contract system
;
the public is taxed

to enrich the contractor, and the products of prison industry

can be put in the market at less than their cost; and thus the

tendency, and, so far as it extends, the actual result
, of the pres-

ent policy is to crush free labor at the expense of the State

treasury. The number of convicts sentenced to hard labor in

the United States cannot be less than 30,000; and the effect

which such an army of laborers must produce upon the general

labor market is by no means inappreciable. One or two illus-

trations will serve to show how important a factor prison labor

is in general industry : iron axles for carriages and wagons are

in universal use, and are one of the very common articles of

hardware traffic, yet it is stated that in Auburn prison alone

has been manufactured one fifth of all the iron axles made in

the United States; it is estimated that from Sing Sing prison

comes one quarter of all the felt hats, both for men’s and

women’s wear, made in the State of New York. There is no

means of determining accurately the total net cost to all the

States of the United States incurred in maintaining their State

prisons and Penitentiaries, but it must aggregate many mil-

lion dollars annually. The greater part of this immense bur-

den upon the people is a deficit that results from letting out

convict labor for less than its value
;
and in so far, the proceeds

of public taxation are applied to the wrong and detriment of

free industry.

Another tendency and result of the contract system which

is specially injurious to free industry is the undue concentration

of convict labor upon certain lines of production. It appears,

for instance, from a special report of the New York Superinten-

dent of State Prisons made to the Legislature in 1878, that out

of 1500 convicts at Sing Sing, no less than 900 were engaged in

the manufacture of stoves
;
and that only three kinds of pro-

ducts were manufactured there, under three several contracts.

The magnitude of the stove contract has very materially affected

the stove-manufacturing interest in the State. The labor of
16
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convicts ought to be distributed over a wide variety of industrial

occupations, so that the effect produced upon the general mar-

ket shall be diffused as largely as possible and not press severely

on any particular industry
;
large contracts necessitate also a

minute subdivision of labor, and thus aggravate the special

wrong to the convict which has already been pointed out.

Two conclusions are claimed to be incontrovertible
:
(i) prison

labor must be maintained
; (2) the prevalent contract system is an

evil and ought to be abolished. But there is a wide diversity of

opinion on the question whether the practical difficulties in the

way of abolishing the system are insurmountable or not. If the

contract system is abolished, the only alternative remaining is for

the State itself to assume the administration of its prison indus-

tries, andto organize and conduct the labor of its convicts for the

account and at the risk of the State. In theory such a course is

eminently the only proper one
;
there is absolutely no other way

in which the abuses inseparable from the contract system can be

remedied, and in which prison labor can be so organized that

both the highest reformatory and disciplinary results shall be at-

tained and the just demands of free industry satisfied. The sole

argument against the abolition of the contract system urged by

the opponents of a system of State administration is the economic

one ; the revenue received from the contractor, though inadequate,

is at least definite and sure
;
the pecuniary liability of the State

cannot in any event exceed the actual disbursements of prison

maintenance. But if the State shall embark in a vast manu-

facturing enterprise, it is urged that the change will not only

necessitate an enormous outlay of capital, but may involve,

through reckless and improvident management, immense losses
;

and it is insisted as the result of experience that under the con-

tract system State prisons can be made more nearly self-support-

ing, and in some instances have yielded an actual profit to the

State.

But the question cannot be made solely an economic one
;

it

involves important principles of right and duty that cannot be

suppressed or even made secondary. It is eminently desirable

that prisons should be rendered self-supporting, but the end and

object of their institution is not financial. The State rests un-

der a grave responsibility in this matter both to the people at
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large and to the convicts themselves. Crime must be suppressed

and the public protected from its inroads, cost what it may
;
and

it is equally the duty of the State to reclaim the criminal, if

possible, both for the public security and in the interest of

humanity. The system of prison admuiistration that best sub-

serves the end of repressing and preventing crime is the true

system ; and hence it is the only system that can satisfy the de-

mands of the broadest public interest as well as of sound phi-

lanthropy.

A State administration of prison labor is not an untried ex-

periment ;
and instances are not wanting where prisons have been

conducted under a public administration with pecuniary profit.

Indeed, the financial results yielded under the system of State

administration, in the very few instances where it has been fairly

tried, will compare favorably with those achieved under the con-

tract system
;
they are certainly sufficient to demonstrate the

possibility of administering prison labor under the supervision of

the State with profit. The financial success of a State supervi-

sion will depend entirely on the conditions under which it is car-

ried on. In the economic point of view, a State prison is a vast

manufacturing establishment, and whether its operations shall

result in profit or loss is dependent on the skill and efficiency of

its management. If it is subject to partisan influence, if its

managers are selected from those who have “claims” on their

party, if a change of political administration effects, or is liable

to effect, a rotation in office, the prison cannot possibly be made
a success in a financial any more than in a moral or reformatory

way. It requires personal ability of a peculiar character to

operate with success any large industrial enterprise; and, without

such practical capacity at its head, a prison, as surely as any

other factory, must result in failure. But if a contractor can

make profit out of convict labor, there is no reason why the

State with a manager of executive ability equalling that of the

contractor should not make a larger profit out of the same labor.

Honest and able managers, secure in office, independent of all

partisan changes, in a position to profit by experience, competent

to handle large enterprises, and skilful in directing and organiz-

ing labor on an extensive scale—such managers every prison, as
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well as every great manufactory in the land, needs at its head,

and must have in order to achieve successful results. Such

ability 'is rare, but it can be commanded in the public service,

and it is the true economy of the State to secure and retain

prison management of this type, at whatever cost
;

it is safe to

predict, from the distinguished examples of what has actually

been accomplished in the past by the sheer force of skilful ad-

ministration, that such a course, and such an one only, can

effectually extinguish all deficits for prison maintenance.

The abolition of the contract system should be gradual and

proceed tentatively; the abandonment of the system involves

the outlay of capital by the State which if made in a single year

would draw too heavily on the public treasury. As the first

step, the State should acquire ownership of the machinery and

equipment of its prison workshops
;
the new system of State

administration can be introduced partially at first, and be carried

on concurrently with the contract system, as is now done in

New Hampshire
;
every step forward should be taken with cau-

tion and guided by experience; when the change has been ulti-

mately completed, it will have been done without any shock to

the industries of the prison or of the outer world ; and the ex-

penditure of capital will have been so diffused as not to be bur-

densome. It is confidently believed that the contract system is

doomed to fall before the advance of civilization and a more en-

lightened political economy; and that the prison of the future

will be conducted under the sole administration of the State, and

regulated on the principles which have been admirably sum-

marized in a report lately made to the Legislature of Penn-

sylvania, in the following words: “Teaching each prisoner

a full trade, avoiding the use of machinery, disposing of the

product of convict labor in the open market where the best

article commands the highest price, and confining as far as pos-

sible the industries taught to those articles that are used in pub-

lic and penal and charitable institutions supported by taxation."

Eugene Smith.



THOMAS AQUINAS AND THE ENCYCLICAL
LETTER.

I
N the chapel of Santa Caterina at Pisa is an altar-piece by

Traini—a painting of Thomas Aquinas, Doctor Angelicus.,

The saint is enthroned in light, with Christ in glory above him

and with bishops and priests beneath him
;
he is surrounded by.

prophets, apostles, and philosophers. The heretics Arius,

Sabellius, and Averroes lie conquered at his feet, and, as if to

assert his philosophical pre-eminence, Plato appears on his

right with the Tuncens and Aristotle on his left with the Ethics

The picture is an old one dating from the fourteenth century,

but it tells silently and more briefly than words can do of

the influence of the great Dominican in philosophy and in

the church. In the six centuries that have elapsed since St,

Thomas was born, the scholasticism of which he was the most
perfect representative has passed away. It has gone as feudal-

ism has gone. Revolution and Reformation in their new attire

have taken the place of the sombre forms of monastic reflection

and scholastic learning. But with Revolution and Reformation

have come other powers. Instead of Arianism, the church

encounters Atheism
;
instead of Arabian heresies, Materialism.

Hostility is displayed not only to the old church but to the

reformed religion. Private judgment must vindicate its claim

to religious truth in considering the evidences of Christianity.

But the church of Rome expressing the principle of author-

ity in religion is equally opposed to Protestantism and Infidel-

ity. In her eyes they are ultimately the same. She herself

professes to have taught but one doctrine which is unchange-

able and infallible. The understanding of religious truth is in

her eyes not progressive, but abiding. In view of modern unbe-

lief, she looks not forward to increasing light in science, but
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backward to her popes, her fathers, and her saints. From the

seat of authority in Rome the decree has been pronounced

which indicates her proposed line of defence against the danger-

ous influences of to-day.

The last encyclical letter of Leo XIII. is not a mere political

document lamenting the temporal misfortunes of the Holy See

and exhorting the faithful to continue loyal to the successor of

Peter. Pius IX. made the world sufficiently familiar with such

appeals. The object of the new pope is evidently to call atten-

tion to the false teachings of the age, and to suggest a way of

meeting them. Philosophy should not be set aside altogether;

for he says, “ Philosophy if understood in its true sense contrib-

utes to smooth and strengthen the path that leads to true

faith.” With some parade of learning this idea is defended

and emphasized. The faith, it is admitted, has had many ene-

mies, but the church has at all times risen to overthrow them.

The apologetical period of Christian doctrine was one most

fruitful in theological literature, and the writings of the fathers

have brought down to us that which we call patristic thought.

His Holiness does not specify with any degree of exactness

what the prevailing errors and the impending dangers are. His

letter is not a review of current scientific heresies nor a polemic

against modern infidelity. It is a cautious word of warning and

a positive word of direction. In order that philosophy may
accomplish the end in view, “ it must never deviate from that

line traced of old by the holy fathers and approved by the

solemn vote of the Vatican Synod.”

Every one who has looked impartially at the patristic wri-

tings • knows well that they differ widely on many points, and

that some of their better doctrines must be dug out from the

midst of puerile speculations and useless discussions. Nothing

could well be more unsatisfactory than to search for the founda-

tions of faith in these remote authors. Men like Augustine, it

is true, stand out from the long line of patristic writers with

something like philosophic renown. It would, however, be in-

expedient to refer men to the works of Augustine. He was not

distinctively a papal writer. His works have been an authority

in many matters with Calvinists, Jansenists, and other notorious

rebels. There are other reasons that will be pointed out below.
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The foundation on which modern Catholicism may more

conveniently repose is the thought of the schoolmen, “ who

undertook the mighty work of carefully gathering up the rich

and abundant harvest of doctrine scattered abroad in the works

of the holy fathers into one place, as it were, for the use and

convenience of posterity.”

His Holiness, then, would revive scholasticism in the Catho-

lic universities, yet it must be evident to every one that scholas-

ticism is a very broad and indefinite term. Abelard was in his

own day the most powerful of the schoolmen, but he was im-

prisoned for grievous heresy. Roscellinus, the teacher of

Abelard and the founder of Nominalism, was a schoolman, and

tho he was a dignitary in the church, he was summoned be-

fore the Council of Soissons for heretical teaching. Erigena

founded scholasticism, but he too was a heretic. But the ency-

clical letter specifies which schoolmen are referred to—Bonaven-

tura the Seraphic, but especially Thomas Aquinas. At least

one half of the letter is occupied with a eulogy of this great

doctor of the Latin Church.

It may seem a matter of but little significance that the

thought of St. Thomas should be recommended from the papal

throne. It may seem somewhat idle for an infallible pontiff to

abdicate in matters of philosophy in favor of a Dominican friar.

But it cannot seem to be a fact of little meaning that the sover-

eign of a great hierarchy and the ruler of a powerful church

should suggest the study of any specific author to the universi-

ties which own his sway. It can hardly be thought a matter of

little interest that scholasticism set aside by Bacon and Des-

cartes should now be revived. On examination it will be seen

that the thought of St. Thomas cannot be recommended at

Rome without affecting many interests and producing many
results in the theological world.

In order to appreciate the full meaning of the pope’s sug-

gestion, it is only necessary to glance at the period when St.

Thomas lived and wrote
;
especially to examine that scholasti-

cism in which he was so commanding a figure.

The thought of the middle ages has been greatly misrepre-

sented. It is certain that this period was unfruitful in scientific

discovery. Even had a Bacon been born to explain the method
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of induction to the contemporaries of Anselm or Albert or

Thomas, no one would have been allowed to follow it. The
method that begins with experience and experiment would have

found little favor with the ecclesiastical authorities. The cause

of this unfruitfulness is to be found in the idea prevailing in

those times that the church or the Bible as explained by the

church was tne source of scientific truth, and that non-ecclesi-

astical science was heresy. Men might reason about principles

given on churchly authority, but might not advance to original

investigation. Instead of facts and laws obtained by induction

they had facts and laws determined by authority. To these

they applied the deductive method of Aristotle. As the syllo-

gism gives nothing in the conclusion which is not contained in

the premises, scholastic science came to a standstill. Theology,

however, being founded on dogmas obtained by revelation,

being a science in process of evolution but not a science of pro-

gression, flourished during the scholastic ages. The fathers

had discussed most of the questions relating to the nature and

attributes of God
;

it was for the schoolmen to look at man, his

fallen and depraved nature, his inheritance of original sin, the

imputed guilt of Adam, besides doctrines relating to faith, the

sacraments, and even the immortality of the soul. These sub-

jects exercised the minds of men like Anselm and Abelard, and

awakened a practical interest in their dull logical formulae.

But scholasticism received a new impulse by the revival of

Aristotle. This must be considered as one of the most notable

events in the history of thought. The works of the Stagyrite

were given to medieval Europe by Mussulmen—by Avicenna in

the East, by Averroes in the West ;
the one a Syrian, the other

a native of Cordova. Both were heretics, but the effect of their

work was to bring the spirit and method of Aristotle into contact

with Christian dogma. The coalition of the two elements was

effected by Bonaventura, Albert the Great, and Thomas
Aquinas. This was the period when scholasticism reached its

highest point of development, and well may Leo XIII. exclaim,

“ The mind turns with great delight to those most illustrious

academies and schools that once flourished in Europe.” This

was indeed the brightest day in the intellectual history of the

Latin Church.
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Thomas Aquinas has been appropriately called the Chris-

tian Aristotle. If Aristotle had been a Christian, he might have

written the Sumtna

;

had St. Thomas not been a Christian, he

might have written the Metaphysics. But the saint was first a

theologian, then a philosopher. He did not erect his theologi-

cal system on human knowledge or human reasoning, but re-

ceived it as revealed in its dogmatic form. Man might defend

Christianity according to rational principles, but could not

arrive at the essential truths of religion without revelation.

The works of Aquinas are thus opposed to rationalism and

positivism, and His Holiness may well suggest their study in

these days of doubt.

It is surely a question of some interest whether this revival

of Thomas Aquinas in Catholic schools and universities is

likely to produce the more important results that are antici-

pated in the encyclical letter. There are certain characteristics

of scholastic thought, even of the scholastic thought of St.

Thomas, that make it useless in modern times. In the limits of

this article it will be impossible to point out more than two or

three of these characteristics.

It is improbable that scholastic philosophy of any kind can

have an enlightening influence in the realm of physical science,

or can be of use in combating the dangers to the church that

arise from scientific quarters. Indeed the paragraphs upon
this subject in the encyclical letter make it evident that the

writer was hardly familiar with the means and method employed
by the schoolmen for reaching scientific truth. I quote in full

the passages relating to this subject :

“ Physical sciences too, so highly prized in these times and awakening
admiration by so many remarkable discoveries, so far from being kept
back would be greatly benefited by a restoration of the early philosophy.

For the examination of facts and the contemplation of nature are not

sufficient of themselves for the fruitful exercise and advancement of those

sciences. But when facts are determined one mustgo higher, and care must
be given to determine the nature of corporeal things , the laws which they

obey, and the principles from which their order, their unity in variety and
mutual affinity in diversity proceed. It is astonishing how much force,

light, and how many resources the scholastic philosophy if wisely taught

would afford these researches. For this purpose it is necessary to caution

men against the great injustice done to this philosophy by charging it
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with putting obstacles in the way of the growth and increase of the na-tural

sciences.”—The schoolmen “ have understood of themselves that nothing

is more useful for the philosopher than to search diligently the arcana of

nature and to work long and often in the study of physical science. This

they proved by their own actions, for St. Thomas, the Blessed Albert the

Great, and other chiefs of the schoolmen did not give themselves up to

philosophic contemplation so much as not to devote great care to the

knowledge of nature. Indeed there are not a few of their words and

thoughts of this sort which our modern masters approve, and which are

acknowledged to accord with the truth. Besides, in this very era many
illustrious doctors of physical science declare publicly and openly that

there is really no conflict between the certain conclusions of the more re-

cent science and the philosophical principles of the school.”

There are a good many things confused in these labored

sentences. The words that I have put in italics might easily be

conceived to have been written by Bacon. • If the schoolmen,

as is here implied, did not stop with facts altho they under-

stood that one must investigate the arcana of nature, and if one

must ascend to the laws and not simply descend from them,

why was the Baconian method such a revolution in philoso-

phy? The difference between the method of the more ad-

vanced scholastic science and the Baconian induction is briefly

stated in the Novum Organum :

“ Both ways set out from the senses and particulars and rest in the

highest generalities ;
but the difference between them is infinite. For the

one just glances at experiment and particulars in passing, the other dwells

duly and orderly among them. The one, again, begins at once by estab-

lishing certain abstract and useless generalities, the other rises by gradual

steps to that which is prior and better known in the order of nature.”

If we suppose both methods to begin by the examination of

facts, it may be fairly asked why a good Catholic with a taste

for chemistry or physics should be referred for information to

the writings of Bonaventura or the Angelic doctor. A student

in one of our modern laboratories could find out more about the

“ arcana Natures” in half an hour than all the scholastic writers

could teach him.

But the faithful are warned that great injustice is done by

representing the schoolmen as hindering the advance of science.

It is true that this accusation has been brought, but one must
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confess to some surprise at finding the justice of the accusation

doubted. Even admitting that the opinions of St. Thomas on

matters pertaining to physical science are worthy of attention,

it is interesting to notice their source. The physics of St.

Thomas are taken from the writings of Albert the Great, who

commented on the physics of Aristotle. Albert knew the Aris-

totelian physics only through the Latin translations. What

their character and value are may be determined by reference

once more to Bacon. In discussing the philosophers who are

biassed by the Idols of the Theatre, he mentions Aristotle, “ who

corrupted natural philosophy by his logic : fashioning the world

out of categories “ in the physics of Aristotle you hear hardly

anything but the words of logic

“

having first determined the

question according to his will, he then resorts to experience, and

bending her into conformity with his placets, leads her about

like a captive in procession ; so that even on this count he is

more guilty than his modern followers, the schoolmen who have

abandoned experience altogether.” During the time of Inno-

cent III. the teaching of the physics of Aristotle was altogether

forbidden, but as M. Martin says: “Nous verrons bientot que

ce definitif ne fut que du provisoire, et que l’Eglise dut capituler

avec le stagirite.” The doctrines of the Greek were molded

to suit ecclesiastical dogma. Thus the student of physical

science who takes scholasticism as a guide finds himself neces-

sarily in a dilemma. If the physics of Albert and Thomas are

founded on experience, why is not modern experience, which is

methodical and more enlightened, a better source of knowl-

edge, and why does scholastic science differ so widely from

that of our time? If, on the other hand, these views of natural

science are derived from authority, why is Aristotle, the foun-

tain-head, not a better source to draw from than Albert or

Thomas? Why, however, the heathen Aristotle in the hands of

the Doctor Angelicus should be better than the heathen Darwin

in the hands of an infallible pontiff is not altogether clear.

Perhaps His Holiness intends not so much to recommend St.

Thomas’s doctrines of physical science as his orthodox opposi-

tion to the errors that may arise from false views of nature.

These errors are various and numerous, but there are two which

are especially noticeable in our own time. These two are Athe-
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ism and Materialism. We are told by the pope that “ there is

no part of philosophy that he (St. Thomas) has not treated with

acuteness and solidity.” And here let me say that from a specu-

lative and dogmatic point of view no one can fail to admire the

teachings of St. Thomas. The question is, however, as to their

value in view of the tendencies of this century. I shall notice

but three points—the views of the saint concerning God, the

soul, and logical doctrine.

In his first and principal argument in support of the Being of

God, St. Thomas adopts the doctrine of Aristotle, that motion

implies a mover who is himself moved by no one. This argu-

ment is hardly satisfactory when considered in relation to mod-
ern science. It is established that all things move—in the words

of Herakleitus, “ navrot jcapf?, non ovSev /uevei.” It may be

disputed whether we can arrive at an unmoved beginning of mo-

tion. If a part of the essence of matter is motion, why should

we be required to pass beyond it to the source of motion ? The
reasoning of the saint rests on a vulgar view of motion, and the

objections of Kant to the cosmological argument might be modi-

fied to apply here with more than ordinary force.

In his second theistic argument St. Thomas, almost as if an-

ticipating the objections to which the first was open, attempts

to show that it is not possible that efficient causes should pro-

ceed in infinitum “ quia in omnibus causis efficientibus ordinatis

primum est causa medii et medium est causa ultimi;”but if

causes proceed in infinitum, there is no first one in the series.

Now, to show that the causes do not proceed in infinitum by as-

suming that there is a first of the series is a palpable argumen-

tum in circulo.

The third is derived from the accidental existence of all

things. St. Thomas maintains that as the accidental cannot de-

pend on the accidental, it must have its essence in the necessary.

It is here assumed that the necessary being or beings are God.

It is assumed that the necessary beings on which the accidental

depends do not form a continuous series, but lead us at once to

God. The fourth is a purely speculative argument that the im-

perfection of the universe implies a Perfect Being. There are

comparative degrees of qualities which imply a superlative de-

gree. It is hardly necessary to point out the unwarrantable
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conclusion, it is sufficient to notice its uselessness in modern

controversy.

The fifth argument is the only one deserving of attention.

It is a lame statement of the teleological argument, and is set

forth in a few lines. The form of the argument is so imperfect

that it is in strong contrast with the ordinary demonstrations of

the author of the Summa.
Considering the time at which these arguments were framed,

they represent an extraordinary power compared to the atheism

of that day. But it must be borne in mind that medieval athe-

ism was but a shadow of the atheism now. It is quite clear, at

all events, that the reasoning of St. Thomas is not adapted to

confront this great foe of the modern church.

Of course the Holy See may stand indifferent to infidelity

without the church, may assert her authority to support Faith

in spite of argument, may not recognize the power and novel

forms of modern scepticism. This is indeed the logical position

of Rome and, it may be said, her historical position. In former

days an Inquisition made argument dangerous as well as use-

less, but the present age demands liberty of thought. If Leo
XIII. sees fit to notice the advance of infidelity, the dangers at-

tending its progress, and is moved to suggest a remedy, it is of

little advantage for him to point to the writings of the thirteenth

century. Roman Catholic dogma may perhaps have stood still,

but is it not rather presumptuous to suppose that the unbeliev-

ing race has stood still
;
that infidelity has not changed its form

and atheism its garb? The issue with respect to atheism has

been of late confined to two questions : first, the question of final

causes ; secondly, that as to conscience. The one depends on

our view of nature, the other on our view of the mind of man.

It is hardly necessary to say that the Summa Theologies is not

competent to lead men to the settlement of these questions.

Atheists are not Catholics, they must be met on non-Catholic

ground, and this makes all appeal to authority useless.

The psychology of St. Thomas is taken chiefly from Aris-

totle, and the views of the latter are so well known that it is not

necessary that I should here set them forth. St. Thomas avoids

the materialistic tendencies that sometimes appear in the philos-

ophy of the Greek, but adheres in part to the classification of the
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psychical faculties. From a theological point of view there is

little to find fault with. Viewed as a means of counteracting

error, however, the Thomistic philosophy appears to less advan-

tage. Of course the point at which materialism enters the world

of thought is psychological. What is the soul? Now the doc-

trines of Aquinas are purely speculative. His classification is

antiquated
;
the principle of the classification may be shown to

be false.

But the materialism that pervaded the later Roman philoso-

phy and is even to be found in the writings of the fathers is

only a crude and undeveloped form of the materialism that is

deduced from the discoveries of modern physiology. The
science of the nervous centres is one of recent birth, the doctrine

of development in its modern form is a product of the last

quarter of a century. If materialism is to be met, it must be

met on its own ground and not by a reference to writers of the

thirteenth century.

The logic of St. Thomas bears comparison with that of the

present. The formal logic of Aristotle has not been super-

seded in its own sphere. The application of the doctrines of

Aristotle has been changed, but the doctrines with few excep-

tions have been allowed to stand. Thomas Aquinas was a

strong adherent to the Aristotelian organon, and there are

two points that appear in his writings that deserve observation,

the one for its unlawful application in science, the other for its

falsity as a logical theory. The first of these points is the syllo-

gism
;
the second, the doctrine of the notion.

It is not my purpose here to discuss the function and value

of the deductive syllogism, nor to attempt to defend it against

the severe criticisms of Bacon, Locke, or Mill. It will be suffi-

cient to point out the generally admitted fact that while it

forms an essential element in deduction, it is not a means of ac-

quiring new knowledge. Every beginner knows that the con-

clusion cannot go beyond the matter contained in the premises.

The means of acquiring new knowledge is induction. Of this

St. Thomas like most of the schoolmen took no heed. Follow-

ing him as a guide, Catholic universities can scarcely hold their

own in physical or psychical science. The general substitution

of scholastic for inductive logic would close every laboratory in
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the land and leave men to pass as best they might from general

principles to their application in special instances. Better the

indifference of Sokrates to speculations about Nature than per-

sistent advance on a road that leads to no new discovery. Of

course, if induction and its results are unsafe, His Holiness is

wise in recommending Aquinas to his subjects. But if it be

once admitted that the speculations of St. Thomas are to be

commended because they agree on some points with the discov-

eries of the present, it is surely an acknowledgment that the

latter have been to some extent successful.

But to revive the logic of Thomas Aquinas is also to

revive Aristotelian Realism (universalia in re). It may seem

somewhat remarkable to men reared in the Nominalism of

France and Great Britain, and to those who have followed the

Conceptualism of Reid and Kant, that Realism should once more
be supported and taught. There is but little probability that the

controversy that excited so much interest among the schoolmen

should be carried on now, and I will not enter into the discussion of

the reality of the genus. Is “ Beauty” only a name, or a concep-

tion of the mind that is named, or is it a reality that exists in all

beautiful things, in which all beautiful things have their essence?

Do I observe a number of beautiful objects and designate their

common quality by a common name, or do I observe in them a

common quality which I name beauty which is a concept, the

result of a mental process called conception, or is there an

Essence Beauty that has a reality in all beautiful objects, the

flower, the sky, the sea, the stars? These questions, altho not

found in this form in St. Thomas’s writings, must be raised

in connection with his doctrines. Now as a matter of logic, the

general has reality only as a concept, as an act of thought. We
do not know as a reality a genus animal that while neither horse,

dog, nor ox, is yet existent in horse, dog, and ox, and constitutes

the essence of all. It is by first observing similarity in certain

attributes of horse, dog, ox, and other singulars that we reach the

universal. Beauty, too, is nothing but a concept, when taken by

itself. If considered in relation to individual objects it is a quality

of each object, not a genus permeating all. Its general character

first appears in thought. It must be confessed that as a logical

doctrine there is little probability of this Realism spreading, par-
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ticularly in English-speaking countries that have felt the influ-

ence of Induction. The tendency of modern thought is all in

the other direction toward Individualism, Nominalism, and that

peculiar doctrine advanced by Herbert Spencer that may be

named Symbolic Conceptualism.

There has been much confusion on this subject of general

and abstract notions arising from the careless language of Locke,

Berkeley, and Hume, but the argument in favor of Conceptual-

ism as opposed to Nominalism on the one hand and Realism on

the other is conclusive. If the genus is only a name, of what is

it a name? If of an individual only, then why may it be applied

to every object comprised in the genus? If of a class, then the

class is a notion or concept and Nominalism must be abandoned

for Conceptualism. I do not think it will be necessary in this

place to pursue any attack against Realism as a logical doctrine.

It will be sufficient to point out its results in theology.

St. Thomas supported the Aristotelian Realism as distin-

guished from the Platonic (universalia in rc not ante rent). It is

well known to readers of theology that Realism was adhered to

most tenaciously by the orthodox party in the medieval church

on account of its supposed connection with the doctrine of the

Trinity. Here then begins to appear a plausible reason for the

Thomistic revival. The Socinianism of French Protestantism,

the Broad Church party everywhere, may perhaps wander less

into theological errors if right views be held as to the reality of

the universal. But is it so certain that Realism is favorable to

belief in the Trinity? God the Father, God the Son, and God
the Holy Ghost are one God, the same in substance of the same

essence, and all three are God. Leo XIII., the Emperor of

Germany, and Garibaldi are one man, for all are of the same

essence, Man. Is it in this sense that modern Catholicism un-

derstands the decrees of Nice and the Athanasian Creed?

"It is clearly taught in Scripture and universally believed in the

church that the persons of the Trinity are one God in an infinitely higher

sense than that in which all men are one man. The precise difference is

that the essence common to the persons of the Godhead is numerically the

same ; whereas the essence common to all men is only specifically the

same, /.<?., of the same kind tho numerically different.”

“The great point of dispute in the Council of Nice between the Arians
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and the orthodox was whether the persons of the Trinity are on 01 of

onoovdioi, of a like or of the same essence. If onoovdioi, it was on
both sides admitted that they are but one God, because if of the same
substance, they are equal in power and glory. Now it is expressly assert-

ed that all men are not on 01, but onoovdioi, and therefore, by parity of

reasoning, they must constitute one man in the same sense as there is one

God, and all be equal in every attribute of their nature.” 1

If the genus is a reality existent in all the individuals, then, as

all things belong ultimately to one summum genus
,

all things

have the same essence. This summum getius is a reality in all,

in God as well as Man, Man as well as the material universe.

The result is Pantheism. The pope may profitably recommend
modern German thought to the faithful if they would see to

what pantheism leads.

The third theological result of Realism brings up questions

that have been hotly disputed in our own time and in our own
country. Was Adam the real head of the race or only regarded

as the head of the race? Have we the same essence as Adam
or only an essence like Adam’s? Is the sin of Adam imputed

to us because he was of our essence, or because he represented

us as a federal head ? This may perhaps be regarded as a non-

essential point in the theology of the present. Realism was the

doctrine of Augustine, of Anselm, of many among the early

reformers. But the question may be put with reference to Jesus

Christ : When he became incarnate, did he take Human Nature as

a real essence or only qualities like Man possessed ? Of course,

if Human Nature as an essence was corrupted with Adam, Jesus

Christ in assuming Human Nature assumed a corrupt Humanity.

It is difficult to see how any one can escape from this view

unless he takes refuge behind the convenient excuse that it is a

mystery. In that case, however, one is entitled to claim at least

as much credibility for Conceptualism as for Realism. These

are certainly the logical results of the theory. Perhaps Roman
Catholic doctors may refrain from making these deductions, but

the laity may make them in spite of the clergy. It is not diffi-

cult to understand why the Doctor Angelicus found it impossible

to accept the immaculate conception of the Virgin, with such a

view of Human Nature as this.

1 Hodge, Syst. Theol., vol. ii. pp. 58, 59.
r7
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It would be only a weariness to the reader for me to occupy

any more space with the consideration of these ancient theo-

logical questions, and those who have followed the discussion to

this point may perhaps be ready to say with M. Jourdain:

“Voila des mots qui sont trop rebarbatifs. Apprenons autre

chose qui soit plus joli.” I believe, however, that I have shown
several radical defects in the recommendation of the encyclical

letter. If science is to be pursued, then it seems that the works

of Thomas Aquinas are not adapted to its pursuit, being wrong

in method and antiquated in matter. If science is not to be

pursued, then why is it necessary to suggest a way of pursuing

it ? Even if the speculations of St. Thomas led to some results

that modern science has confirmed, it does not show that his

method is to be commended. I have also indicated that the

relations of science have so much changed as to call for new
modes of investigation in natural inquiry, and new modes of

defence where scientific heresies arise. A few of the theologi-

cal results of the Thomistic logic have been stated above.

But an attentive glance at the history of St. Thomas’s doc-

trines in the Church of Rome may well strike the thoughtful

Protestant with surprise and the devout Catholic with alarm.

About fifteen centuries have gone by since the Council of

Carthage passed a sentence of condemnation on the teachings of

a Roman monk named Pelagius, and for centuries “ Pelagianism”

was a byword and term of reproach. Against it were directed

the eloquent arguments of Augustine and the dialectic of the

highest authorities in the church. The Augustinian doctrines

of original sin and inability, of grace and eternal election, were

terrors to the sinner, and in the minds of many a thoughtful

monk and learned doctor they awakened a wondering awe and

a spirit of earnest devotion. But as time went on the degen-

eracy of the clergy, the worldliness of the church, the careless-

ness of the people, softened these stern parts of Christian

doctrine. From time to time they were reiterated by oevout

scholars like Anselm, and the orthodox party was still imbued

by the spirit of Paul and the Bishop of Hippo. It was St.

Thomas who represented the anti-Pelagian party in his own

day, and his followers were as earnest as their master. But the

followers of Duns Scotus set forth doctrines that were decidedly
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Pelagian in their tendency. From this arose the great discussion

between Thomists and Scotists, between the successors of Dom-
inic, the fanatical spirit of the early Inquisition, and those of

Francis d’Assisi, the pious but superstitious devotee. The

synergism of the Scotists, supported by the powerful paj-ty of

the Franciscans, became more and more prevalent. St. Thomas
differed from St. Augustine with reference to these peculiar

doctrines on but one point. The grace given to man to prompt

him to good was not irresistible but prevcnient. The Thomistic

party became weaker and weaker, until the Tridentine Council

met in the sixteenth century. At this time these views of

Augustine were being advanced boldly and emphatically by

the Genevan theologians, by Calvin and his followers. The
inferences drawn by the reformers forced the papal theologians

to the other extreme. The decrees of the Tridentine Council

were semi-Pelagian, were anti-Thomistic, and since that time the

Latin Church has followed these decrees. The controversy is

represented in the reformed churches by the Calvinists and Ar-

minians. Does Leo XIII. propose to revive the anthropology

of St. Thomas? Former attempts to do this in the Church of

Rome have not always been successful, and the importance of

the question may be better appreciated after a glance at a few

familiar facts of history.

In the early part of the seventeenth century, during a contest

between the Dominicans and Jesuits on the subject of Grace,

Jansenius, Bishop of Ypres, died, leaving behind him a work
entitled “Augustinus.” The distinctively Dominican doctrines

traced to Augustine were set forth and defended in this cele-

brated book. It created a movement that awakened theolo-

gians of all parties, aroused the doctors of the Sorbonne, the

fathers of the Oratory, and the active interference of the state.

The result may be read in the trial of Arnauld, in the controversies

that followed, above all in the satire and eloquence of a single

man, the suffering genius of Port Royal. Even before this

time, in 1588, the work of Molina (“ Liberi arbitrii cum gratiae

donis concordiae ”), which was published at Lisbon, made an

uproar among the Jesuits but failed to elicit a decision at Rome.
Sixty-five successive congregations of the Sacred College left

Clement VIII. unable to decide whether the infallible word of
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the church .should be in favor of Thomists or Jesuits. But in

the time of Pascal there were different successors of St. Peter at

Rome. Alexander VII. and Innocent X. condemned the doc-

trines of the Jansenists, then the condemnation was revoked and

the casuistry of the Jesuits was condemned. The pressure of the

civil government of France was stronger at Rome than the

passing eloquence of Pascal, and Jansenism fell more and more

into disfavor. The judgment passed upon the work of

Quesnel at the beginning of the eighteenth century closes the

career of Jansenism, or more properly Augustinianism, in the

Church of Rome. Altho the works of that eloquent writer

had received the eulogies of a pope and of Cardinal de Noailles,

they were condemned in 1713 by the famous bull Unigenitus.

With the signature of the bull Jansenism died in France and

Thomistic doctrine at Rome. The Jesuits are not dead. The
keen edge of “ the drawn sword whose hilt is at Rome ” is

felt in more than one part of the world. Had the society any

fixed theological character, one might easily suspect this revival

of Dominican thought to be a mark of disfavor toward that

party that has made Rome so hateful at Berlin and at Paris.

The encyclical letter evades a good deal of criticism that

might be brought, in recommending “ the wisdom of Thomas
Aquinas” (sapientiam Thonics Aquinatis), and it might well be

asked whether those doctrines that I have mentioned may be

called sapicntia. A man’s wisdom may fairly be supposed to

refer either to God, the soul, the world, or all put together. If

a man’s theistic arguments, his psychology and logic, and his

physics are defective, what shall be said of a recommendation of

his “wisdom?”
But these contradictory decrees from the Holy Chair, these

references to popes whose doctrines clash with those of fathers

and schoolmen, to fathers and schoolmen whose doctrines

clash with those of popes, may well arrest the inquirer who
would build his religion on authority. The present encyclical

letter seems to me a striking example of the fallacy of putting

authority not above but to the exclusion of private assent in

matters of either faith or science. Just as no man can withhold

volition, just as it is impossible to will not to will, so it is im-

possible for a man to judge against his judgment, to assent to
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that from which he withholds assent. I say this not because

it is a new point for controversy, but because there is a tendency

in our day to go from an extreme of scepticism to an extreme

of credulity, from doubt of Reason to a belief in sacerdotal-

ism. Men who have religious feelings without any fixed object

of religion go wandering off into scepticism until they reach its

utmost bounds, then discover their mistake. The next thing

is to discover something to which one can cling. The church

of authority says, “ I am here for such an one as you, cling to

me.” A reaction follows, and he who doubted everything is

now ready to believe all. Such a man believes that he has

renounced private judgment, and he has done nothing of the

kind. He has simply judged that authority is better than

doubt. Why should he not repose on John Wesley as much
as on the decree of a pope? Simply because he judges that

the pope is nearer the truth and has a higher authority in reli-

gion. Even the dictum credo quia absurdum is an act of private

judgment to lead to assent to a higher authority. The very

choice of an authority involves private judgment that the

authority is the best to choose. So it is illogical and one may
say absurd for a man to suppose that by escaping scepticism

and accepting the authority of pope or of council that he has

escaped the exercise of private judgment in matters of religion.

Faith is quite different from a wild grasp at something histori-

cal or a burst of enthusiasm for something esthetic.

Two things may perhaps suggest themselves in view of what

has been said. The confusion that attends trust in scientific

dogma may lead men to look more directly at the facts of

nature interpreted by Induction, and those wandering after a

religious faith in the desert of patristic and scholastic learning

may perhaps be ready to exclaim with the Jewish king, “ Oh
that one would give to me to drink of the water of the well of

Bethlehem !”

Archibald Alexander.



THE THEORY AND PRACTICE OF ELECTIONS.

FIRST PAPER.

I
T will be an economical arrangement, in view of the amount
of confusion and misunderstanding which arises in the dis-

cussion of political topics, if I state here, by way of introduc-

tion, the standpoint in regard to certain fundamental notions,

and the definition of certain ill-defined terms, in political science,

which I hold.

i. I reject any theory of natural rights which has ever been

propounded. Men are born without any endowment of either

physical or metaphysical goods. A man is born to struggle,

work, and endure, as long as he can, by the expenditure of his

energies. He has, from the moment of birth, two moral claims

to help in this struggle.
(a

)

He has a moral claim against his

parents for all the aid they can give him, since they are respon-

sible for his existence. He owes, in return, obedience and

respect, but the rights and duties are not here in equilibrium.

The rights are with the child and the duties with the parents,

so that the relation is one of sacrifice. It is by virtue of this un-

equal adjustment of rights and duties, of which there is no other

example, that the race keeps up an advancing struggle against

nature from generation to generation, (b) The new-born child

has a moral claim on the community in which he is born for

“ good government,” according to the standards of the nation

and generation. Women, children, aliens, idiots, inferior races

within the jurisdiction, and all other persons whatsoever are en-

titled to good government. The assertion might even be ex-

tended to animals, since we legislate for their protection. Women,
children, etc., are not bound to fight for good government by

arms or by votes, and it does not follow from their just claim to
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good government that the way to give it to them is to give them

arms or votes and let them win it for themselves. Neither

does it follow from the moral claim of these classes to good gov-

ernment that they can demand a share in political power as a

right, if they want it. Good government does not mean the

same thing for them all. The status of the several groups (by

which I mean the relative measure of co-ordinated rights and

duties set off to each of them) is not equal. Hence their moral

claims upon the state are not equal. Women and children have

a claim to positive protection and special exemption, i.e. privi-

lege, as compared with men. Aliens have not a claim to all the

same privileges as citizens, and they are not justly subjected to

all the same burdens. Correlative to this moral claim to good

government which every human being within the jurisdiction

possesses is the obligation of every one to contribute to the wel-

fare of society, in his or her status, according to the standards

of civic duty in the nation and generation.

2 .
“ Good government” is a term which I use to embrace

peace, order, liberty, security, justice, and equality before the

law.

() Liberty is the status of the man who is secured in the ex-

clusive use of all his own energies for his own development. He
chooses the ends he will strive for (happiness) and the means he

thinks best adapted to his success, and employs his energies ac-

cordingly, without any hindrance from the cupidity, envy, etc., of

his fellow-men. Liberty, therefore, is entirely political, and has

nothing to do with such hindrances to human effort after hap-

piness as come from nature or lie in the conditions of human life.

With liberty goes responsibility. If a man has his own way
he must take his own consequences, and not throw the conse-

quences of his mistakes on others. To do so would be to

impair their liberty under the definition.

The more perfectly liberty is realized the more certain will be

the inequalities of condition to which men will attain, for their

attainments will vary to correspond with the various degrees of

physical, mental, and moral force which they exert.

() Security is the assurance that one’s own will shall dispose

of one’s own person and property. For men it applies to the

holding and employment of capital without danger of its being
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transferred to some one else. (Taxation and military service

both infringe necessarily upon security
;
hence the need of espe-

cial guarantees against their abuse.) For women security applies

to personal honor.

(c) The fundamental notion involved in justice is that each

shall get his deserts. This can be realized only under the play

of natural forces, for we have no definition, of a man’s deserts

except what he actually gets in return for his efforts under, the

free play of natural forces. Political justice consists in such an

adjustment of civil institutions that the advantages and disad-

vantages which they produce shall bear equally upon all who are

in the same status. The adjustment may be different for men
and for women, for children and for adults, for citizens and for

aliens, for the national race and for an inferior race (Indians),

but justice requires that it be the same for all men, the same

for all women, etc. The very ground and reason for this equal-

ity in the bearing of civil institutions is that the state may
really be neutral and impartial in the competition of man with

man. Nature has no system for handicapping superiorities.

On the contrary, she gives them all full operation. The state

in establishing justice does not aim to correct nature in this, but

to leave her laws undisturbed. If the interference of the state

is equal, the relative position of individuals in their struggle

with nature will be the same as if there had been no inter-

ference at all.

In determining what status shall be given to women, children,

aliens, inferior races, etc., the action of the state is necessarily

arbitrary and artificial. Its action in this respect will reflect the

convictions of the nation and generation as to the moral claims

which arise from the natural facts which differentiate these

groups of persons, and from their relations to the adult males

with whom the chief power, and on whom the chief burdens of

society, rest. Justice requires such an adjustment of privileges

and burdens between these “ non-competing” social groups as

conforms to their natural abilities and disabilities, and especially

such an adjustment that the privileges and burdens of any group

shall be in equilibrium. The political motive for this adjustment

is that the more exactly it is reached the greater will be the

prosperity of the whole commonwealth.
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There is no room for “equality” under justice, unless deserts

are equal. Political justice does not include political equality,

i.e. equality of political power, much less socialistic equality, i.e.

equality of possession and enjoyment in life, for all men
;
much

less for all members of society.

(
d

)
Equality before the law is a joint product of liberty and

justice. It means that the law does not judge any one unfit (on

grounds of birth or other arbitrary limitation) to have and

enjoy any right which he can acquire, under the conditions which

the state has seen fit to attach to its acquisition, and that the

law does not hold any one fit (on grounds of birth, etc.) to

have and enjoy any right without the same conditions which are

attached to its acquisition by others. It means that all rights and

privileges shall be open, on the same conditions, to all, and that

the same burdens and duties shall be laid upon all, who are in

the same status
;
also that the same penalties shall be laid upon

all for the same offences.

Equality before the law is not violated by giving to some
persons political rights, that is political power, which is not given

to others. What is essential is that the rights given shall stand

in due relation to duties imposed. The rights and duties taken

together constitute a political status (as that of women, that of

aliens, etc.) The distribution of rights and duties between the

social groups comes under justice (as above), not under equality

before the law.

3. There are no absolute dogmas in politics at all, and the

duty of the statesman is not to bring “ great principles” to a

realization. The science of politics embraces a group of those

laws of social forces which it is the province of sociology to

investigate. The art of government, or statecraft, consists in

adapting means to ends, subject to the sociological laws, and

under the complicated circumstances which make up an actual

political problem. The aim is the welfare of the common-
wealth : the means must be chosen for their fitness to serve that

end. If we get good government, we shall find it out by expe-

rience of its blessings. Then it is immaterial whether political

dogmas are satisfied or not, and whether the system is logical

and consistent or not. At the most we can only establish for

guidance, in dealing with new problems or correcting evils in
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politics, certain general empirical maxims. The test of every

political act is: Does it tend to good government? If it does,

it is good
;
if it does not, it is bad, and it is of no importance

whether the act accords with a “ great principle” or not.

4. We must reject the method of political progress which

consists in forming an ideal and then trying to devise means for

realizing it, as well as the method of deduction from sweeping

dogmas assumed as axioms. There is no hope of progress in

politics save by growth, i.e. by movement which is guided from

behind, which springs from antecedent facts, which advances by
imperceptible stages, and which builds and unbuilds at the same

time by infinitesimal degrees.

5. I can find nowhere any foundation or place for the notion

that all men are equal, in any sense of equality, nor for the

notion that they ever were equal, or can be equal, or ought to

be equal, or were born equal, or were intended by God to be

equal. If there is any place where men are equal, it is not the

cradle but the grave. The only observation of the facts of life

which has some remote bearing on the equality of men, al-

tho far removed from any political or socialistic dogma of

equality, is that a certain law of compensation runs through

human life, by virtue of which, when all things are taken into

account—health, wealth, talent, fame, power, domestic relations,

and all other elements of human happiness—the lot of men on

earth, at least within the same political body, is far more equal

than the sentimentalists, the agitators, and the discontented are

willing to admit.

I propose, in this and a following paper, to examine the

theory of elections as they are employed in the democratic-

republican state, and to test that theory by experience and prac-

tice. I expect to show that, the theory of elections is supersti-

tious, because it attributes causative force where it does not

exist, and I desire to attack this superstition because it is dan-

gerous and hostile to constitutional liberty. It draws people’s

attention and respect away from the institutions of civil liberty

which deserve and need reverence, support, and protection. If

this much is accomplished, we can define the true scope of elec-

tions, we can see why elections operate imperfectly, and we can
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make some inferences as to what would improve their efficiency.

I. First, we must understand what is meant by a democratic-

republican state, and what peculiar role elections play in it.

(1) A republican form of government is, in truth, one of

many forms of government. It is a mode of arrangement for

getting the work of the state carried on. We may despair of

finding any definition which will cover all the uses of the term

which have been made in history, but Alexander Hamilton

touched the essence of the republican form when he said that it

is one in which power is conferred by a temporary and defeasible

tenure, i.e. in effect, by elections. A republic is based on no

dogmas; therefore there is no question whether it is “true.” It

is only an expedient arrangement to be judged by its success in

getting good government, and the question whether it is more
conducive to good government to select the depositaries of

power by hereditary descent, by election, by appointment, by
co-optation, by lot, by natural selection, or by any other means

which may be devised can never receive a final solution, nor one

universally applicable to all nations.

(2) Democracy is a set of dogmas about political rights and

who ought to rule. Its essence is equality. It tries to reduce

human society to equal and impersonal atoms, in regard to

which number would alone be important. Its practical device

for carrying on government is majority rule. Now, so soon as

any men have ambition to develop themselves, men become

unequal, because to rise to any physical, mental, or moral excel-

lence costs very hard and prolonged exertion, and demands

especially the exercise of some very hard virtues. Only the

small minority of mankind, therefore, ever distinguish them-

selves from the mass of their kind by attaining superior

excellence of any sort. The tendency of democracy for a

century has been to identify the notion of “ the people” with

the populace, and the present tendency seems to be to go still

further and identify it with the proletariat. The old dogmas

about the vox popiili and the rights of the people, which were

vague declamation as applied to the whole population, have

taken most definite and most mischievous form when applied

to the “ people,” as the population with all its superior elements

thrown out. Thus the dogma of the “ sovereignty of the
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people” has produced the notion that the power which has

been wrested from monarchs, oligarchies, and aristocracies,

one after the other, has now reached its true seat in the popu-

lace, and that error is corrected when the divine right of the

majority is put in the place of the divine right of kings. The
final expression of the sovereignty of the people so far is

in the phrase “ government of the people, by the people, and

for the people.” If the people means the population in all

its varied groups and interests bound up into a commonwealth,

what would this phrase mean so long as the nation was inde-

pendent ? If the people means the populace only, then the

phrase gives fullest expression to the claim of the mass to rule,

and its popularity with the mass and with the demagogs is no

longer subject of astonishment.

(3) Democracy, then, is primarily dogma, and as to dogmas
the question always is are they true? Now the dogma of

equality is not true, and the dogma of the right of the mass to

rule is not true. The evil of all the old governments, autocracies,

oligarchies, and aristocracies, was (1) that they were class gov-

ernments, and (2) that they involved arbitrary power. The
complete condemnation of democracy is that it is class govern-

megt like all the rest, only that power is given to a different

class, and it involves arbitrary power. The will of the people

knows of less limitation than the will of Cesar.—There have

been three forms of government in which democracy has been

realized, two of them in small states, the third in large states

:

(1) amongst slave-owners, enjoying leisure and recognizing

amongst themselves the equality of all freemen, i.e. of those

who did no work (Athens, Sparta, Slave States of U. S.)
; (2)

in primitive agricultural townships (in New England); (3) in

Cesarean empires (French Empire). Modern democracy seems

fated to fall under the dominion of plutocracy, all the more

because it rejects any alliance with birth or education, which

are its natural allies against wealth. The masses continually

trust the demagogs who flatter them and make them all sorts

of promises, but deceive them and betray them to the pluto-

crats. They refuse to trust the “ gentlemen,” who would not

promise much and would perhaps tell unflattering truths, but

would not lie and would not betray.
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(4) What especially marks the democratic republic as a system

of government is the extension of the device of elections to the

selection of a vast number—almost all—of the agents by whom
the governmental machinery is managed, and a prejudice against

all other modes of selection. At the end of the last century it

was almost universal for writers and speakers here to use the

term self-government in allusion only to a system in which offi-

cers were elected. The tendency has been steadily towards the

election of more, until now there is a reaction. It is not strange

that the plan of electing all officers should be popular. It puts

into the hands of .the masses the patronage which is such an

important element in political power. It secures control over

the recipients of patronage to the dispenser of it, and flatters

his vanity. The sovereign majority has therefore seized patron-

age and has used it very fnuch as autocrats used to, to win

adherents, to reward flatterers and favorites, to seduce the inde-

pendent and to punish the recalcitrant. One “ feels” political

power far more when he is conferring patronage than when
he is molding policy. There has also grown up a notion that

there is a greater rationality and propriety in this method of

selecting political officers than in any other. Any other plan,

if proposed, is regarded as a reflection on the wisdom of the

people. This, however, does not exhaust the entire use of

elections in a democratic republic. One of the favorite mottoes

is, “ Measures, not men,” and the significance of this motto

deserves special elucidation.

(5) In other forms of government than democratic republics

elections are in use. They are confined, however, to a few

officers, especially to representatives. In any constitutional

system of representative government elections for representa-

tives are necessary. The representative then is one whose gen-

eral political convictions are known, and, if any particular issue

is pending, his position on that issue is known. The voter, in

casting his vote for one candidate or the other, acts ultimately

on the decision of the special issue. Beyond that issue, how-

ever, the representative need not be committed. He promises

only to give his best attention and judgment on questions which

arise. The voter has not made up his own mind on anything

beyond the pending issue, and he does not pretend to instruct
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the representative, because he is occupied with the business and

cares of his own career. Under such a system the character

and abilities of the representative are of the first importance,

and are what the voter must chiefly look to in deciding his

vote.

(6) A democratic delegate differs very much from a repre-

sentative. He acts under instructions, and he need only be

competent enough to understand his instructions and loyal

enough to fulfil them. The importance attaches, in this case,

to the instructions.

(7)
“ Measures, not men” is, therefore, a democratic motto,

and is good if we are electing delegates and not representatives.

If we select the men, as if we were selecting delegates, and yet

give them no instructions, as if we were selecting representa-

tives, we have neither one system nor the other. But when we
have a long ticket including a number of officers of every grade

and variety of function, and when we have for “ measures” a

long, rambling, and incoherent platform
;
the prescript “ Mea-

sures, not men” means nothing but: Vote blindly the ticket

which the party managers have prepared for you ! The success

of the party ticket, therefore, under the democratic-republican

system, is supposed to indicate the will of the people as to mea-

sures, and elections are the grand institution through which

political power is exerted, political policy is molded, and the

political life of the nation is manifested.

Such are democratic republics, and such are elections as used

in democratic republics.

II. (1) The most important part of the political organization

as regards the successful operation of elections is parties. At the

present moment the imperfections in party are the limitation on

political improvement. The political organism is complicated.

It includes a number of organs. Improvement in the operation

of the whole can only be attained by contemporaneous and

equal improvement in all the organs. If one organ is less de-

veloped than the others, the least developed one sets the limit of

efficiency which the whole can have. Parties are the political or-

gans which seem at the present time to be less perfected propor-

tionately than the others. Some nations, like Germany and

Italy, are broken up into factions on the basis of political dog-
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mas and speculations. These factions, if they gain power, prove

to be pedantic and unpractical. This is especially true of the

factions of the liberal tendency. Hence they can form no homo-

geneous, self-centred, and harmonious party. They are subject

to whims and hobbies. They all want to “ go forward,” but

they cannot keep step, they do not know whither they want to go,

nor how to get forward without a political cataclysm. In such

a state of things, the reactionary or conservative party must

carry on government until a true liberal party can grow up.

The recent history of Germany, and the fate of the National

Liberals, has illustrated this.—A radical party is always a dog-

matic party. It does not aim simply at getting on with the

work of government, but wants to see its pet dogmas realized.

It is therefore sure to do mischief. If then a liberal party con-

tains a large radical element, it is sure to break up and give way
to reaction. Such has been the fate of the English Liberal

party.—In other cases parties are factions based on dynastic

and constitutional questions (France, Spain). The form of

government itself is in dispute and a party victory is a revolu-

tion. Regular and orderly political life cannot be developed in

such a state of things, and it is very sure that a stable order

will be established sooner or later by reaction and force. Peace

and order stand first in the series of political goods
;
without

them political welfare is impossible. Liberty only comes later

when, under the form of liberty under law, an enlightened peo-

ple has learned to reconcile liberty and order.—In other cases

parties are only personal factions, groups of adherents of a par-

ticular leader (South American republics). This is perhaps the

most unstable political system possible. There is no party

whose party interest is bound up in the support of a candidate.

Hence, as soon as one leader and his faction succeed, all other

factions combine against him. All the factions of “ outs”

being combined against the one faction of “ ins,” the result is

anarchy.

(2) The type of party presented in the United States is

entirely different from all these. Parties here are highly organ-

ized and well drilled, and they form, as it were, nations within

the nation. The ideas of the nation and of patriotism fade

out, and the ideas of party and party fealty take their place.
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The elections are struggles for power—war between the two
parties—and the end is conquest. The successful party seizes

upon the state and deals with it as formerly a conquering

nation dealt with the conquered. This is simply the plain

meaning of the “ spoils doctrine,” and the spoils doctrine is the

doctrine of the “ ins” always, whoever they may be. Under
this system the party is a band held together by organization

and discipline for success in a common undertaking, and that is

the aggrandizement of the members of the band at the expense

of others. The platform, the banner, and the motto are not the

source and bond of the combination, but are selected, after the

organization is formed, as means of success. An election,

under these circumstances, is a struggle between two groups of

men to see which shall enjoy the offices. In this struggle the

private citizen may enlist as a private soldier only. He must

then look on while the boys and idlers amuse themselves, and

the serious interests of the country are disturbed and injured,

and, after all, it is a matter of very little importance to him

which group wins, since either will serve the public interests

equally ill. The contempt and weariness which most men over

forty, not in politics, feel for politics is fully accounted for.

(3) Some of us who live near to this system, and see its mis-

chievous effects, are often disposed to regard parties as evils
;

but parties are both inevitable and indispensable. There is no

possibility of active political life without them
;
without active

political life representative institutions cannot exist
;
and civil

liberty, as now understood, is inseparable from representative

institutions. If we try to get rid of parties, we shall only reach

the alternative—petty factions and personal cliques as described

above. The party system must be preserved and perfected.

A party which has been disciplined for its errors and follies, its

discord and pedantry, like the English Liberals or the German
National Liberals, by exclusion from power, may fairly be ex-

pected to learn something, and to be trained up to correct

notions of party and party government. American political

parties are the direct and natural outcome of the political dog-

mas \vhich are here accepted and believed. The abuse of the

civil service is a symptdm of political disorder and vice, that is

to say of false political dogmas. The abuse of the civil service
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is not a cause, and reform of it is not a cure. Hence the mass

of the people, who have never yet doubted about our political

dogmas, do not understand civil-service reform and do not care

for it. So far as they do understand it they probably dislike it,

for they perceive that, so far as it goes, it is antagonistic to the

favorite notions of popular sovereignty. Those reformers who
are zealous in their political orthodoxy make no progress with

civil-service reform, because they are inconsistent with them-

selves. The loose and easy circumstances of the country pre-

vent political abuses from bearing harshly upon us, but in the

course of time this advantage will disappear. Experience will

then enforce other convictions as to political dogmas
;
new

notions of the comparative value of political arrangements will

grow up, and the voting population will organize themselves

into parties according to new methods. This change also will

be towards correcter notions of party and party government.

(4) In the view of party imperfections and the remedy
therefor which has just been stated it may be idle to attempt

to define a priori the principle on which parties should be based,

but it seems to me that the natural ground for parties lies in the

fact that all social growth depends on two principles—tradition

and progress. The former is the conservative principle which

clings to experience, dreads innovation and experiment, and

endures known ills rather than risk unknown ones. The latter

is the principle of improvement which animates effort and will

risk something rather than endure contentedly. In the life of

nations crises are continually arising in which now one and now
the other of these principles should predominate. There come
times when old institutions and customs must be abolished or

remodelled if they are not to become mischievous, and then

there come times to rest and wait so as to get experience of

what has been done and to test it. Party government has cer-

tainly gone forward with the most even and rhythmical move-

ment where parties have had most nearly the character of rep-

resentatives of these two principles, and where their victories

have brought either a bold and fresh attempt to solve a problem,

or a period of rest in which the nation could assure itself of the

wisdom of what had been done before going farther. Whether
this a priori notion of parties is correct or not. the theory that

18
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parties ought to embody “ interests” {e.g. plebeians vs. patri-

cians), and the theory that parties ought to be so formed on

platforms that an election will be virtually a plebiscite as to meas-

ures of political policy, are certainly to be rejected. The latter

notion was earnestly held by the Democrats in this country be-

tween 1830 and 1840, and they tried to make it a practical rule

of government. The consequences were all bad.

It will be understood now that I am discussing elections as

an institution of the democratic republic defined above, and as

they are employed between such parties as exist in the United

States.

III. Consideration of the qualifications necessary for differ-

ent political agents, and of the nature of the task of selection in

regard to them, will give us a definition of the legitimate appli-

cation of elections. We may distinguish three classes of politi-

cal agents— representatives, executive officers, administrative

officers.

(1) As to representatives. The character of the representa-

tive has been described above (I. 5). It follows from the quali-

fications required in a representative and from the nature of

his functions that the method of election is directly and prop-

erly applicable to the selection of such an officer. It is not

perceived that any other method of designating the person to

discharge representative functions would be rational or expe-

dient. Election is far more strictly in order as a means of

designating representatives than as a means of designating

democratic delegates. For the latter functionaries the quali-

fications are vague and indifferent. The selection of them

might be made by lot as well as any other way. The question

who and what they are, in their personal qualities, is of no im-

portance beyond the matter of intelligence and loyalty enough

to obey instructions.

(2) As to executive officers. Executive and administrative

officers are not sharply distinguished from each other. The

distinction should perhaps be between the chief executive

officers (president, governor) on the one side, and the minor

executive officers with the administrative upon the other. The

selection of the chief executive officers by election belongs to

the republican system, and we accept it as a fact, at present, in
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whioh no one is ready to propose a change. Much of what re-

mains to be said about elections will bear upon their application

to the selection of these officers, and I reserve an examination of

the policy, etc., of Presidential Elections until the general subject

of elections is disposed of. Here it may suffice to say that the

plan of selecting the chief executive officers by natural selection

(as I have named it, I. 1) is unquestionably the best which has

yet been devised. I give this name to the method by which

chief ministers are selected in constitutional monarchies with

representative institutions. There is no election and no ap-

pointment, and yet the man to hold executive power is desig-

nated by the play of the constitutional organs, either exactly or

within a choice of two or three. Everybody knows who it ought

to be, and he is the one that it must be. The play of ambition,

envy, intrigue, and favor is reduced to a minimum, and directed

into channels where these forces must serve the public interest

as the surest means of reaching the end desired. The vices of

ambition, envy, intrigue, and favor are the great political vices.

To bend them to the service of the state and not let them mas-

ter it is one of the greatest problems in government. In the

class of men from whom great statesmen are produced the ego-

tistic vices are sure to be strong. England, however, is the

only country in which, as yet, this system has been made to

work smoothly and successfully. Even in the English colonies

the system is not successful, and I have never been able to see

how it could be engrafted on our system at all.

(3) As to the minor executive and all administrative officers.

The qualifications requisite for these officers are personal quali-

ties : health, industry, skill, order, accuracy, honesty, technical

or professional attainments, dignity of manner, sagacity and

good judgment, firmness of character, etc., etc., according to the

office in question. The voters cannot be informed nor can

they inform themselves as to the possession of these qualities

by a candidate for an administrative position. Personal and

professional acquaintance are required to form a judgment

whether a man has these qualities or not. If I hear a man
make one speech, I can perhaps judge whether he would “ repre-

sent ” me
;
but how am I to decide whether A. B. would make

a good judge, or controller, or city clerk? If a lawyer has
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popular reputation, it is almost always for powers and qualities

which are no mark at all of fitness for the bench—probably the

contrary. Elections, therefore, are not a suitable mode of

electing administrative officers, for reasons which lie in the

nature of the case. If we apply a method which is good for

one purpose to another purpose for which it is not good, the

result must be mischievous. The method of appointment is the

one which is suitable for administrative officers, because the

appointing authority, if not informed, can acquire the necessary

information to form a judgment of the personal fitness of can-

didates.

(4) It is often said that, in experience, appointment gives no

better results than election. I know of no case in which appoint-

ment has been fairly tried. The framers of the constitution of

the United States seem to have intended the Senate to be some-

thing embracing or between the Privy Council and the House
of Lords. As usual, in trying to make a middle-thing they made
a no-thing, and experience has molded the Senate into a politi-

cal organ which could work with the rest. It has become a

branch of the Legislature, and its functions as executive council

are abnormal and mischievous. Especially has the share of the

Senate in the executive patronage proved a tie between the

Executive and the Legislature which has never worked well, and

has produced bad effects on both institutions. It seems to me
that the power of the Senate to confirm nominations is the most

vicious device in the Federal Constitution, and the reason is

because, between the President and the Senate, the responsibility

for appointments rests upon neither, and is lost. Nevertheless,

this device has been very popular because it falls in with one of

the chief prejudices which constitute the popular political philo-

sophy—the dread of “ one-man power”—and it has been imitated

in almost every State constitution and city charter. It has never

worked well. It has nursed intrigues about patronage, and has

sacrificed public interests to personal interests wherever it has

been tried. As to the prejudice on which the arrangement is

based, the “ one-man power” is the only power which ever is

efficient, and, if it is joined with publicity and responsibility,

there is no danger in it at all.—We have still to make the neces-

sary experiment to find out whether a system of selecting
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administrative officers by appointment would not produce better

results than any we have yet seen. With this power of appoint-

ment must go an equal power of removal under the same

responsibility.

(5) We have reached here the explanation of two facts. (1)

That the persons elected by the people, even for local adminis-

tration, are so often incompetent and dishonest. So soon as the

voting unit is larger than a town in which every one knows every

one, the plan of electing a long list of representative, executive,

and administrative officers on a party ticket cuts off every chance

for the exercise of care, conscience, intelligence, and civic virtue

in the act of voting. The only force, then, on which the selec-

tion depends is the intrigue and bargain inside the party organi-

zation by which a nomination is obtained, for the voter is with-

out guide or guarantee except the name of his party at the top

of the ticket. (2) We have the explanation of the recurrence

of deadlocks and corrupt combinations between executive and

administrative officers. I believe the popular notion is that, if

one officer appoints another, they are likely to act in collusion
;

but, in fact, it is only independent equals who either quarrel or

form alliances. An appointer does not quarrel with his own ap-

pointee, nor allow two of his appointees to quarrel with each

other, to the detriment of the public service in which the success

and honor of his administration is bound up. Neither can an

appointer enter into a corrupt combination with his appointee,

since the appointer is alone responsible and the abuse will all

be brought home to him alone. It is when two officers proceed

independently from the same source of authority, and are en-

dowed with prerogatives for a set term, that they can sacrifice

the interests of the public service to their vanity and selfishness

in a deadlock, or to their greed in a corrupt combination. In

the latter case, as was illustrated by the Tweed ring, they throw

the responsibility from one to another, and succeed in shifting

it so that it falls on no one.

IV. We may now analyze the theory of elections and examine

the assumptions on which it is based.

A. The plan of choosing political agents by elections assumes

that the voter has a “will” or opinion already formed on

great political issues whenever the election-day recurs. This
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assumption is false to the facts except in the cases where the

matters in dispute appeal to feelings which are easily stirred

(anger against foreign aggression
;
ambition for conquest), or

have been long debated so that popular opinion in regard to

them is active. It is not possible that public interest should be

active on more than one question at a time. The uneducated

man cannot embrace a number of subjects at the same time in

his attention. The educated man can embrace a large number,

but his doubts are more numerous as to them all. Also edu-

cated men begin to refine and to differ from each other as the

questions become more numerous. Hence the long platforms

which our parties draw up are always far richer in words than in

sense. There never is but one plank which is direct and clear.

That is the one on which the party coherence depends for the

time being. The other planks are a transparent attempt to say

something which two men of opposite opinions may understand,

each to suit himself. This vagueness and falsity in the platforms

becomes most marked when the parties are divided on an old

issue which has lost first place in the interest of a large portion

of the community, and is illustrated by the recent history of

parties. Our parties have been divided on some issue about the

treatment of the South, and have both treated the financial

issue in the manner described. The politician dislikes new issues

because the public will not have any opinion in regard to them

for some time, election appeals based upon them will not take

hold of the public mind, and, when the public does form an opin-

ion, it will be necessary to reconstruct parties. Also, the politi-

cian wants to keep the old organizations intact, and to have them

take sides on the new issues, so that the reconstruction of parties

shall consist only in a change of persons composing them. In

a happy country, whose history is stupid and whose politics are

dull, while its industry and commerce are prosperous, there will

be little heat in election struggles, especially if the elections

recur at set intervals of time. Hence it is necessary to stimulate

interest by artificial means (party organs, tracts, processions,

meetings, clubs, semi-military organizations, etc., etc.); to exag-

gerate the importance of issues and to indulge in inflammatory

appeals ;
to bring in personalities—false and silly exaggerations

of facts in one candidate’s career and shameful charges against
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the other—since personalities always command attention more

easily than generalities.

B. (1) The second assumption of the plan of electing politi-

cal agents as it is practised in the democratic republic is, that

the voter will not only have an opinion formed when election-

day comes, but that he can and will respond directly, simply, and

independently when asked for his opinion. This again is an

assumption which is not sustained by facts. The voters do

not care, or they feel that they do not know anything about

the questions put to them, or they feel that they are the dupes

of party intrigue, and that to vote is to recognize the propriety

of the trick which is played on them, or they may be intimi-

dated, or cheated, or persuaded by improper considerations, so

that, if they have an opinion, they will not give it. But the

theory of elections is based, without any reserve at all, on the

assumption that the voter will have his opinion made up and

will tell what it is, on election-day. There is no room in the

theory for the supposition that the voter may be incompetent

to form an opinion, or that he may be frightened or cheated or

bribed so as not to state his opinion truly. There is no room

in the institution of elections for any machinery by which to

correct or make up for any fault or deficiency in these assump-

tions. No machinery can be put into the institution to let the

voter be frightened or cheated or bribed and yet get the same

result as if he had not been frightened or cheated or bribed.

No machinery can be put into the institution to get out of a

body of ignorant and incompetent voters the result, not which

other competent voters would have given, hit the far greater

absurdity, the result which these voters would have given if

they had been competent and intelligent. An election, as civil-

ized nations understand elections, is once and for all impossible

where the men of the community are incompetent to do, or can

be hindered from doing, what the electoral institution requires

that they should do. What is done in Hayti, or San Domingo,
or some South American states cannot be called an election

at all.

(2) To vote is a sovereign and prerogative act. The act of

voting proceeds from the intelligence and will of the citizen. He
must find all the springs of the act, the motives and rules to
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guide it, and the force, in the last resort, to enforce it, in him-

self. To vote is a sovereign act, and the voter is, in a sense

which no buncombe can destroy, a sovereign, when he disposes

of his atom in the will which controls the national life, but if he

wants to be a sovereign he must be a sovereign altogether. A
sovereign prince cannot let somebody else make up his mind for

him, nor let somebody else protect him in doing as he wills. If

lie submits to such help and protection, he is not a sovereign but

a puppet. A voter cannot be a voter and yet let somebody else

make up his mind for him and give expression to that mind for

him. If he takes this help, he is a puppet
;
the one who moves

him has two votes instead of one
;
and if there is a large body

of such voters, an election is impossible. The election institution

degenerates into a device by which those who have won the

position of advisers and guides win political power. The truth

is that there are electors in all civil societies, even the best, of

whom the assumption that they can and will speak their minds

fails. The assumption is always more or less untrue. The elec-

tion cannot get out of the community any more definite opinion

and will than exists there. Consequently, if the element of pur-

chasable or intimidatable or cajolable votes rises beyond a certain

proportion, there is no public will and opinion, and the election

institution breaks down.

C. (1) The third assumption in the theory of elections is that

each voter will aim only at the public good in forming his elec-

toral will. This assumption is falsified not only by the facts

already alluded to that fear or favor or covetousness may per-

vert his electoral will, but also by the fact that every man is

acted upon all the time by a motive which is far more powerful

than zeal for the public good, while it is so subtle, and apes all

the virtues so well, as to lend itself to self-deception—that is,

self-interest. Self-interest in politics oftenest takes the form of

the interest of a class, a clique, an industrial “ interest,” a handi-

craft, a geographical section, or a race. Then it has just that

degree of generality and vagueness which are, to the untrained

man, the notes of a great social and moral “ principle,” as dis-

tinguished from a sordid and personal interest. The protection-

ists always talk of the welfare of the country when asking that

we shall pay taxes to them. The railroad subsidy men never
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talk about making money, but always about developing the

country. We have seen hundreds of colored adventurers spring

up during the last ten years to ask for office and money, all for

the good of their race. In our modern industrial system, which

is vast and impersonal and relies entirely on the continuity of

economic laws and the stability of social institutions, those who
can dispose of political power can serve their own interests with

an almost immeasurable advantage. Hence we see the pluto-

crats of all countries aiming to control the political power, either

directly by getting seats in the legislature, or indirectly through

the lobby. Hence also the social-democrats aim to win the

same power, for different but equally selfish ends. Where in all

this do we see any disinterested and patriotic devotion to the

public good? It exists, no doubt, as a general benevolent wish,

in the minds of all, just as we wish our neighbors may prosper

until their prosperity conflicts with ours. Where is there any

thought of good government? Civilized men, no doubt, appre-

ciate and desire good government so far as they are able to un-

derstand it, but instead of being a paramount consideration in

an election, an election is just the time when the necessary con-

ditions of good government are trampled under foot for the sake

of the victory of the moment, in which selfish interests are at

stake. In proof of this observe the bids which party leaders

make in an election to win support, and which are almost always

concessions to selfish interests at the expense of good govern-

ment and the public welfare. The conception of a great body

of voters acting under intelligent and conscientious judgment as

to the public welfare is beautiful, but, like all the other concep-

tions which are included in the election system, it belongs to a

far higher and purer society than any which yet exists to realize

it. A conception, however, which is too high and pure for the

society to which it is applied may be as mischievous as one

which is too low.

(2) Elections, as yet, are simply struggles for power. What
we have gained is only a count instead of a battle, but the code

of elections is yet the code of war, in which the means are not

fastidiously chosen, if they only lead to success
;

in which the

law of retaliation is the only law which is thoroughly undisputed
;

in which the only restraint is the sense of honor and decency of the
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parties
;
in which the standards of right and wrong are changed

from moment to moment as the question is, “ What is right for

us?” or, “ What is right for them ?” To keep any one from vot-

ing who would vote for them is praiseworthy, and funny besides.

To keep anyone from voting who would vote for us is the great-

est outrage conceivable. To imperil their victory is to correct a

great wrong and save the country. To imperil ours is to com-

mit the most monstrous fraud. If we strain the constitution

and the political institutions of the country, any one who says it

is wrong, and will lead to greater wrong, and ought not to be

condoned, is a “ fraud-shrieker.” If they do the same, every

honest man ought to join in condemnation so vigorous and pro-

longed that the evil precedent will be blotted out and the insti-

tutions will be saved. If we are “ solid,” we have reached glorious

success for the good cause. If they are “ solid,” it betokens that

they have hardened their hearts against the truth. The charges

of fraud which each party brings against the other are as certain

to appear at every election as the charges and countercharges of

inhumanity and barbarism which are produced by every war.

(3) The failure of the assumption that the voters will be

guided chiefly or only by considerations of the public welfare is

the great reason why elections are not the chief guarantee of

good government, or, when considered in themselves alone, any

guarantee at all of good government.

D. (1) The fourth assumption of the election institution is

that the ballot with majority rule is a simple but adequate

mechanism for getting a clear expression of the public will.

Election by ballot assumes that bits of paper may be put in a

box by the electors, some with A’s name on them and some

with B’s name on them, that these bits of paper may then be

counted, and a certain number will be found of each kind
;

whereupon we shall be provided with a gauge and expression of

the public will which is just as explicit and simple as that three

are more than two. In practice this assumption also proves to

be very far from the truth. It might prove true within toler-

able limits, if the election were for a representative only, and

on a single issue only
;
but when a large number of officers of all

kinds and grades are to be voted for, and when the platform is

long and complicated, the ballot is not a gauge and expression
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of public opinion which is either simple, or direct, or sure, or

adequate. The voter, in these circumstances, has a very com-

plicated and difficult task before him. He must balance and

weigh a great number of considerations which oppose, cross,

and combine in all possible ways. The considerations are of

various degrees and of various kinds, personal, local, industrial,

and moral, as well as political. When, therefore, he makes up

his choice of evils and votes one ticket rather than the other,

no inference as to his will or opinion in regard to particular

candidates or particular points in the platform can be drawn.

The only recourse open to the discontented voter is scratching,

but it is a very imperfect and inadequate means for the voter to

satisfy himself, and the results of scratching hardly ever appear

on the result of the ballot with such clearness as to render the

ballot a more exact expression of public will. The party

managers have also recently invented devices for preventing

scratching. The names are printed solid. No margin is left,

and it would be difficult even to use a “ paster.” The obstacles

presented by this device to the disposition of the voter to

scratch will in most cases avail to prevent him from doing so.

(2) The ballot, as employed in the democratic republic for

electing a great number of officers on very complicated issues,

offers abundant chance for fraud and error at every step. As
for error, that is greater or less according to the intelligence of

the voters and the competency of the officers who have the

duty of conducting the election. As for fraud, it is perpetrated

just so far as it cannot be successfully hindered, and that is in

proportion as the parties are unequally matched in zeal, care,

painstaking, and cunning. The interests which are at stake in

an election are so personal and so intense that fraud is inevi-

table if fraud is possible. The guarantees against fraud are,

first, the integrity and competency of the officers in charge, but

chiefly the watchfulness of the parties against one another.

(3) Numerous efforts have been made to devise machinery

for preventing fraud either before or during the balloting or in

the count. Except registration to determine who are legal

voters these devices have proved little successful. The diffi-

culty in regard to them resolves itself into a dilemma. They
all render the election a more complicated business, requiring
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more care and intelligence on the part of the voter, and more
attainments on the part of the officers of election.. Hence, in

the first place, if fraud is diminished, error is increased. But

then the errors which go to invalidate the election are com-

mitted by the officers of election, not by the voters
;
and if the

errors are held to invalidate the election, the voters who have

done all that was required of them lose their “ rights,” the
“ will of the people” as expressed by an election is defeated,

and the purpose of the election is lost. On the other hand, if

the errors which consist in violations of those provisions of

law which were intended to secure an honest election are all

passed over and have no effect, what difference does it make
whether those provisions were violated or not

;
in other words,

what guarantee do those provisions of law offer for a true elec-

tion ? Here then, after the balloting, is opened a new arena

for party contest. One party insists on the rigor of the law

and on the forfeiture which technical errors involve
;
the other

party insists on disregarding technicalities in order to render

actual the apparent intention of the voters. On one side it is

urged that technicalities ought not to rule in such matters. If

the election is a political struggle (IV. C. 2), this is true
;
but

if elections are arrangements for distributing and interpreting

rights, it is not true
;
for technicalities are the most important

guarantees of rights. On the other hand it is urged that the

voter is bound to express his will definitely and correctly in the

mode prescribed by law. This also is true, and all election

laws and usages require it. If the voter has not expressed

his will clearly, and the canvassers try to guess what he meant,

the door is opened for arbitrary action on their part. If the

vote is close, they can decide it by virtue of this power. All

parties have maintained one or the other of the above views,

and have changed their position on them again and again, as

their interests have depended on the one view or the other.

Hence the precedents vary so much that no law can be said to

be established. We certainly are shut up to the dilemma, in

trying to secure better elections by more precise regulations

for holding them, that if we do not allow the election to be

invalidated by the errors which are sure to be committed, there

are no sanctions to the regulations and they are useless. If we
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do allow the errors to invalidate the election, the result will be

controlled by technicalities. An election, in the latter case,

will only be the prelude to intense party struggles in the legis-

lature and before the courts. The possession of political power

will then depend on the advantages which are possessed by one

party or the other in this latter struggle, and elections will be

superseded. We must add that the party in power will have

all the advantages for this latter kind of struggle, and we shall

only have strengthened the general tendency of our institutions

which is to make it harder and harder for the “ outs” to break

the power of the “ ins.” What interests us now, however, is

the effect of more elaborate election laws on the election insti-

tution. We see that a ballot is not the simple and infallible

mechanism for expressing public opinion which the election

institution assumes that it is, but that it is clumsy and hap-

hazard when simple and breaks down by its own weight if we
try to elaborate and perfect it.

We have then examined four assumptions on which the

theory of elections as practised in the democratic republic is

based, and we have found that, in practice, they do not hold

true. In a following paper I shall discuss the efforts which

have been made or proposed to supplement, regulate, or cor-

rect elections by legal enactments, judicial decisions, increased

supervision, or military protection.

William G. Sumner.



POETRY VERSUS AGNOSTICISM.

W E have been lately told on high authority that it is char-

acteristic of the English poets that they deal mainly
with “ that great and inexhaustible thing called Life, and that

the greatest of them deal with it most widely, most powerfully,

most profoundly.” Further, it is added that in dealing with

life they must deal with it morally; for human life is moral to

the very core.

Exactly so ! What man is, what he should do, what he may
become, what he ought to enjoy, admire, venerate, love, what

he may hope, what is his ultimate destiny, these things are

never absent from the thoughts of great poets, and that not by

accident, but from their very essence as poets. What Horace

said of Homer holds even more emphatically of other great ones

in the poetic brotherhood

—

“ What’s good, what’s bad, what helps, what hurts, he shows

Better in verse than Crantor does in prose.”

Not that they moralize or preach
;

but we learn it from being

in their company, from the atmosphere in which they breathe

and to which they admit us—learn it, perhaps, tho indirectly,

yet more readily than from the lessons of professed philosophers,

moralists, and even preachers.

This truth that the moral is the essential aspect of life, and

that in it poetry has its true home,, we are glad to hear asserted

from quarters whence we should hardly have looked for it. To
many this had seemed so obvious that it hardly needed to be

stated—so mere a truism as to be almost a platitude. But of

late the theory that poetry and all art is morally indifferent

—

that vice, if only it be artistically treated, that unmoral or even
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immoral views of life, if imaginatively rendered, are as well

fitted for poetry as what we have been accustomed to regard as

the truest and highest views—all this has been so often reiterated,

and sometimes with so much ability, that one was almost

tempted to fancy that this might be the coming faith, and that

to hold any other was mere old-world prejudice.

Let us, however, take courage, and accept for the time as

settled the old conviction that the moral substance of humanity

is the soil on which true poetry grows, that the poetry of life

must be moral, since life itself is essentially moral. But what

do we mean by the moral substance of life?

Is it not the objects a man admires, loves, longs for—the

sum, in short, of the desires, affections, hopes, aims, by which

he lives? These make up the moral substance of his life, these

constitute the spiritual atmosphere he breathes. These are the

haunts and the main region of the true poet’s song. In “ the

mysterious assemblage of thoughts and feelings” which every

heart has within it, in the infinite variety of human character,

of human experience, and of human fortune, in these the poets of

the past have found and those of the future will find exhaustless

material. But something more than mere material, however

abundant, the poet needs for his art. Phenomena, whether of

sense or of mind, however rich, are not enough for him. Some
foundation he must have on which these may be based, some
background against which they may be painted, some horizon

either to enclose them or to suggest that they are limitless. But

what is this foundation, this background, this horizon ? To
describe the ceaseless succession of moods, to portray the infinite

variety of character, he must bring reflection, thoughts, ideas, to

bear. Whence are these to be fetched? A framework he must

have to set his pictures of life. Of what material is it to be

formed? If it is to be moral, perhaps you may say we shall get

it from the moral philosophers. Kant’s Imperative, or some
such principle or collection of principles, may furnish it. For the

mere intellect such abstractions may do, but for the whole man,

heart and soul, with his yearnings, affections, spiritual needs,

and aspirations, they are but dry, withered stuff with no sap of

life, no nutriment, in them. “ I cannot cordialize with a mere

ens rationis” said the late Alexander Knox. And so would say
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every man with a warm heart beating within him. Leave moral

abstractions and categorical imperatives to the philosopher who
has lived so long by mere intellect that everything else is starved

within him.

But man, as man, needs something more quick and vital,

something at least as living and warm as his own beating heart,

to commune with. And if man, much more the true poet, who
has within him all the elements that make man, only carried to

a higher power—tenderer sensibility, a higher ideal, a finer and

truer conscience. The truth is that poetry has this in common
with religion, that it lives by that which eye hath not seen nor

ear heard. Deny it this and it dies
;
confine it to mere appear-

ances, whether phenomena of the outward sense or of the inner

consciousness, and it is dried at its very source. Religion, of

course, deals directly with the unseen and the objects that are

there
;
poetry, on the other hand, finds its material in the things

seen and all about us, but it cannot deal with these imaginatively,

cannot perform on them its finer function, unless it draws upon

the unseen and penetrates seen objects with a light from behind

the veil. So far then poetry and religion are akin, that both

hold of the unseen, the supersensible. But I must not press

this resemblance too far. Both, it is true, hang by the invisible,

but they turn towards it different sides of our nature, apprehend

it by different faculties, use it for different ends. Religion lays

hold on the unseen world mainly through conscience and the

spiritual affections, and seeks to bring all that it apprehends to

bear on life, conduct, and the soul’s health. On this practical

end it insists, unless it is a merely sentimental religion. On the

other hand, poetry, as poetry, has nothing to do with conduct

and action. Contemplation is its aim and end. It longs to see

the vision of the beautiful, the noble, and the true, and with

that spectacle it is content. Beyond the contemplation of

beauty and goodness it does not seek to go. Herein lies the

weakness and the temptation not only of actual poets but of

all artistic persons. They feel keen delight in the sight of things

noble, are emotionally thrilled by them, and are content to end
there. A part of their being, their imagination and their emo-

tions, touch the ideal, but their will remains unaffected. The
ideal they behold does not necessarily rule their life. They are
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content to be sayers of fine things, not doers of them. This, I

suppose, is the moral of that fine early poem of the laureate’s,

*• The Palace of Art.” Hence perhaps arises the unsatisfactori-

ncss of the lives of so many

“ Mighty poets in their misery dead."

The splendid vision they saw contrasts too sadly with the

actual lives they lived. But without pursuing this train of

thought, it is more to our purpose to observe that whenever

a poet has attained to a really high impassioned strain, it has

not been in virtue of what mere eye or ear discovered, but

because, while he saw things visible, heard things audible, he was

haunted by the sense that there was in them something more

behind; and just in proportion as he felt and hinted this some-

thing more, the work he has done has risen in nobility. This

will appear more plainly if we look at the two great fields in

which the poet works, the world of nature and the world of

man.

I. With regard to the first of these, it might seem that

any one who has to deal with the visible world should confine

himself to visible features, and not meddle with anything beyond

these. But a little reflection will show that it is not so
;

for

what is it in nature that especially attracts the poet, that he is

gifted beyond other men to feel, to interpret and express? Is

it not the beauty that is in the face of nature ? Now consider

what this beauty is, what it means, how it is apprehended. It

is a very wonderful thing, both about ourselves and the world

we live in, that as in our own inner nature to the gift of life or

existence has been superadded the sense of pleasure, so in

the outward world to the usefulness of it has been added its

beauty. The use and the beauty are two aspects of nature, dis-

tinct yet inseparable. This thought, tho not new, has been

brought out with such peculiar power by the late Canon
Mozley that in some sort it may be said to be his own. In that

very suggestive sermon of his on Nature he says, “ The beauty is

just as much a part of nature as the use
;
they are only different

aspects of the self-same facts. The same laws which make the

usefulness make also the beauty. It is not that the mechanism
is painted over, in order to disguise the deformity of machinery,

-9
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but the machinery itself is the painting; the useful laws compose
the spectacle. . . . All that might seem the superfluities of

nature are only her most necessary operations under another

view, her ornament is but another aspect of her work
;
and in

the very act of laboring as a machine, she also sleeps as a pic-

ture.” In the physical world, the laws, their working, and their

use are the domain of science. The beauty which is their result,

this is the special domain of the poet and the painter. But

consider what this beauty is. Of this certainly is true that

which Bishop Berkeley asserted of all outward things, its esse is

percipi. Until it is felt, perceived by an intelligent soul, it

does not exist. The forms, the colors of nature taken alone do

not constitute it. These must enter in and pass through the me-

dium of a feeling heart before the beauty can begin to be. You
cannot find it by any mere search into the physical facts, how-

ever far back you press your analyses of them. The hight, the

depth, the expanse, the splendor, the gloom, do not in them-

selves contain it, do not account for it, without the presence of

a soul to perceive and feel them, any more than the instrument

accounts for the music without the musician’s hand to .touch it.

This feeling for the beauty of the outward world ranges through

many gradations. It may be little more than animal spirits ex-

hilarated by the fresh air, fine weather, blue sky, and bright

views of land and sea
;
or higher than this, there may be a very

intense sensuous delight in graceful form and gorgeous color,

which yet does not pass much beyond these things. As a sample

of this kind of feeling for beauty, take the following well-known

passage from Keats’ “ Eve of St. Agnes

“A casement high and triple arched there was,

All garlanded with carven imageries

Of fruits, and flowers, and bunches of knot-grass,

And diamonded with panes of quaint device

Innumerable of stains and splendid dyes,

As are the tiger-moth’s deep damasked wings;

And in the midst, 'mong thousand heraldries,

And twilight saints, and dim emblazonings,

A shielded scutcheon blushed with blood of queens and kings.

Full on this casement shone the wintry moon
And threw warm gules on Madeline’s fair breast

As down she knelt for Heaven’s grace and boon;

Rose-bloom fell on her hands together prest,
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And on her silver cross soft amethyst,

And on her hair a glory, like a saint:

She seemed a splendid angel, newly drest,

Save Wings for Heaven; Porphyro grew faint,

She knelt so pure a thing, so free from mortal taint.”

Or it may be that at the sight of visible beauty, poetry may at

once pass upward and mount to high spiritual rapture. Each of

these moods has found expression in different poets, and the de-

gree in which the sensuous or the spiritual element predominates

in any poet’s descriptions of nature goes far to determine his

rank as a poet. But even the lowest grade in this delight con

tains in it the germ of something spiritual. Even those who
dwell mainly on richness of color or delicacy of tint, on sym-

metry of form, who seem to be absorbed in the beautiful course

of clouds, their silver linings or gorgeous transparencies, can

hardly rest there. The very intensity of their delight in all this

carries them beyond it, and they are constrained to ask themselves

what does this beauty mean, what does it hint about the created

universe of which it forms so striking an aspect. We speak of

a landscape as joyful or peaceful, tender or melancholy, solemn

or awful—all words, observe, taken not from physical but from

moral things. For physical features, hight, depth, expanse, do

not contain these qualities in themselves—they only awaken

these feelings in us
;
why we know not, but they do. That this

is a genuine and universal feeling in man is shown by the uni-

formity with which in all cultivated languages men have inter-

preted the visible world by attributing to it the use of these

moral qualities. To all people the blue sky has suggested power,

peace, all-embracing love, the shoreless ocean suggested infinity.

These qualities are not in the outward objects, taken by them-

selves, neither are they wholly in the soul
;
but when the out-

ward object and the soul meet, these are the thoughts that are

awakened, these the qualities whose presence we feel. They are

the result of the soul of man in contact with outward things.

This is the origin of that mystical feeling which forms so large an

element in modern poetry, and which, when not exaggerated,

adds to modern poetry a new charm
;
for it is the revelation of a

real truth as to the relation in which nature and the human soul

stand to each other. But in this upward gradation there is still
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another step. It is not merely moral qualities which are sug-

gested, but something more than these. To many, not to poets

only, a serene sunrise or sunset, the starry heavens on a cloud-

less night, suggest not merely moral qualities, but, if vaguely

yet powerfully, make them feel the presence of Him from whom
both nature and the soul of man come. The tender lights that

fleet over sea and sky are to them

“Signallings from some high land

Of one they feel, but dimly understand.”

As they gaze they feel that they are admitted not only to an

“insight into the divine order and beauty,” but into greater

nearness to Him who makes that beauty and order. The sub-

lime rapture which it is given to some hearts to feel in the pres-

ence of such sights is perhaps nowhere more naturally expressed

than in a passage of the First Book of the “ Excursion” in which

Wordsworth describes the feelings of the young Wanderer in

presence of a sunrise among the mountains.

“. . . for the growing youth

What soul was his, when, from the naked top

Of some bold headland, he beheld the sun

Rise up, and bathe the world in light! He looked

—

Ocean and earth, the solid frame of earth

And ocean’s liquid mass, beneath him lay

In gladness and deep joy. The clouds were touched,

And in their silent faces did he read

Unutterable love. Sound needed none,

Nor any voice of joy; his spirit drank

The spectacle; sensation, soul, and form

All melted into him; they swallowed up

His animal being: in them did he live,

And by them did he live; they were his life.

In such access of mind, in such high hour

Of visitation from the living God,

Thought was not, in enjoyment it expired.

No thanks he breathed, he proffered no request:

Wrapt into still communion which transcends

The imperfect offices of prayer and praise,

His mind was a thanksgiving to the power

That made him; it was blessedness and love.”

In this fine passage, observe, there is little, hardly one expres-

sion (only “ the solid frame of earth and ocean’s liquid mass”), that
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appeals to the outward eye. No shapes of cloud or gorgeous

gildings, only the feeling and aspirations which these awaken in

a high-strung soul. Yet these feelings when set vibrating call

up, more vividly than the most elaborate physical description

could have done, the whole outward spectacle, its colors, its

shapes, its glories, and how much more besides ! This is, I believe,

characteristic of Wordsworth’s best descriptions of nature; he

touches the soul, the spirit, evokes at once the moods into which

these are thrown by nature’s imagery, and through the spirit

reaches the eye and the senses more powerfully, after a more

ethereal fashion, than if these had been directly appealed to.

In this and many such another passage of the same poet is

seen the truth of that oft-repeated saying of Mr. Ruskin that

“all great art is the expression of man’s delight in the work of

God.” But tho it is true that souls which are religious when
they are gifted with fine sensibility and imagination may and

do have such high moods awakened by the grander sights

of nature, let it not be thought that out of the beauty of

nature by itself any one will find a religion. That is got

in the first instance through the conscience and the moral

affections. Nature cannot enlighten the one or satisfy the

other. It is only when man has felt the struggle within, and

through this experience arrived at self-knowledge and thence at

the knowledge of God, that he attains to any solid religion. It

is only when it has been thus attained, and with it some meas-

ure of true peace, that man can look with serenity on the calm

beauty that is in the face of nature. Till then it but torments

him with the sense of a perplexing contrast. Refusing to face

the evil that is in themselves and to seek to have it healed, they

ask, in wild rebellion, Why has He who in nature is so beneficent

permitted in the world of man such disorder? But those who
have been taught from within find in nature, on the whole,

notwithstanding its many unsolved riddles, ground for encour-

agement and hope—suggestions of a harmony between what is

supporting in their own inward faith and what is so attractive in

the face of nature.

II. There are poets who begin with nature; but these by its

beauty and solemnity cannot be deeply moved without being

driven back on profounder thoughts and asking themselves, How
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is man and the soul of man related to the beauty which he so

feelingly perceives ? The grass withereth, the flower fadeth :

does man pass like these, or is there in him something which

outlives them ? But most of the poets begin directly with man,

dealing, at first hand and for its own sake, with human life and

all that it contains. These touch nature, if at all, only as the

background against which the doings and the sufferings of man
are set off. This is seen especially in the great dramatists, an-

cient and modern. If from their works you were to withdraw

all the allusions to nature, tho one great charm of them would

disappear, yet the greater part of their creations would re-

main. But when these poets deal directly with human life

and individual character, it holds in this region, not less than in

that of nature, that it is the continual reference, tacit or ex-

pressed, to a higher unseen order of things which gives to all

their thoughts about man, depth, and tenderness, and solemnity.

“ O Life ! O Death ! O World ! O Time

!

O Grave where all things flow !

’Tis yours to make our lot sublime

With your great weight of woe.”

Two thoughts there are which, if once admitted into the

mind, change our whole view of this life—the belief that this

world is but the vestibule of an endless state of being, and the

thought of Him in whom man lives here or shall live hereafter.

These, as they are the cardinal assumptions of natural religion,

so they are hardly less, tho more unconsciously, the ground-

tones which underlie all the strains of the world’s highest

poetry. It hardly makes more difference in the color of a man’s

practical life whether he really believes these things to be true

than it does in the complexion of a poet’s work. Even those

who can in no sense be called exclusively religious poets, if they

grasp this life with a strong hand, are constrained to take in the

sense of something beyond this life. To say this would, a few

years ago, have sounded a truism. To-day it is necessary once

more to reiterate it
;
for there are those at present, teachers of

no small power, who would have us believe that, for artistic pur-

poses at least, human life, with its hopes and fears, its loves and

enthusiasms, is a thing complete in itself
;
that it can maintain
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its interest and its dignity even if confined within this visible

horizon, concentrated entirely on this earthly existence.

In lieu of the old faith, both religious and poetic, which

reached beyond the confines of earth a new illuminating power

has been sought, and is assumed to have been found, in duty

to our fellow-men, and to them alone. Duty is not allowed to

have an unearthly origin, to strike its root in any celestial soil.

A piety without God is now, it would seem, to be the sole light

vouchsafed to poor mortals yearning for light. It is to supply

to sensitive hearts all they need for high endeavor, pure moral-

ity, ardent devotedness, and will minister, it seems, whatever

consolation may be possible for them. In opposition to this

teaching, it is maintained that no poet ever yet has made, or

ever can make, the most of human life, even poetically, who has

not regarded it as standing on the threshold of an invisible

world, as supported by divine foundations. This is true not

only of such devout singers as Dante, Milton, Spenser, and

Wordsworth. It holds hardly less of other poets who may at

first sight seem to be more entirely absorbed in the merely

human side of things. As one has lately said, “ Shakespeare may
not have been a religious man

;
he may or may not have been

a Catholic or a Protestant ; but whatever his personal views and

feelings may have been, the light by which he viewed life was

the light of Christianity. The shine, the shadow, and the color

of the moral world he looked upon were all caused or cast by
the Christian’s Sun of Righteousness.”

It may be said that Shakespeare merely represented feeling

dramatically. Be it so
;
but it is something if he who of all

men knew human nature best has shown us that the feelings

which touch on the higher unseen world are the deepest and

truest in the human bosom, and come out most when men and

women are most deeply moved. Again; as Gervinus has said,

the opinion and feelings which rise most frequently to the lips

of his purer characters, and are at every turn repeated, may be

fairly taken to be his own.

It is not, however, in his best characters that this is seen.

To his worst and most abandoned he has given very distinctly

what has been called the sense of the duty in their own
ibosom. Would Desdemona or Cordelia have the same mean-
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ing for us if they were merely images painted on a curtain

which concealed nothing behind it; if the sufferings and wrongs
they endured did not stand out against the light of a really

existing and eternal righteousness? What would be our feel-

ings about the whole spectacle of life, with all its enigmas,

which Shakespeare places before us as none other does, if, as

we gazed on it, we felt that it was really limited by time and

had no permanent and everlasting issue? How would the

purity, the patience, the self-forgetfulness he represents affect

us if these qualities were merely foam-flakes on the top of the

wave

—

“A moment white, then gone forever”?

Further, to take even the ordinary moral ideas and affections

which are essential portions of human life, and which govern it,

what would these be, what power would they have, if they de-

pended merely on this visible framework of things, if they were

not allied to a higher world, from which they come, to which

they lead back our thoughts ? Conscience, for instance, as honest

hearts feel it and as Shakespeare described it : what has it to

do with a merely material system ? Or the emotion of Awe : what

is there in the merely physical world which has any power or

right to evoke it? What account can things visible give of it?

Or love, even human love, when it is pure and devoted : can it stop

within merely temporal bounds
;

is it not born perforce into the

invisible world, there to seek for its object a higher, more stable

life, unexposed to earthly vicissitudes? Even in practical life

all morality that is deep and thorough, as soon as it passes in-

ward and becomes reflective, rebels against a merely mundane
origin and destiny, and feels that it requires for its breathing a

spiritual and diviner air. If this is so in ordinary conduct, how
much more vivid must it be in the conceptions of the poet

—

the man, as he has been called, “ of keener sensibility, of higher

ideal, and of truer sense of right” than his fellow-men ? The

poets have always instinctively felt what moralists are more and

more beginning to apprehend, that the true righteousness con-

sists not so much in conformity to any naked law as in a right

state of the affections, a true awakening and answering to all

the personal relations with which we are on every side encom-
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passed. As has been well said recently, “ Personal relations do

not merely form a part of life; they determine, for moral pur-

poses, the whole of it. . . . The reality of life consists in the

relation of persons to persons, not in the relation of persons to

a rule.”

This truth, which moral philosophy has been slow to learn,

poetry from the first has known and acted on. It has felt that

in its delineation of man it was not with abstract rules, but with

quick emotions and beating hearts, that it has to do. And next

to religion it has been the great power which has maintained a

continual protest against confining these feelings to merely ter-

restrial things. It has kept aspirations alive, and has opened

avenues from the seen into the unseen world which is not only

future, but here and now, in which lie those objects that alone

can satisfy and fill the heart.

Again, while it is true that even the moral ideas and affections

which all men acknowledge would be stunted and dwarfed if

cut off from a background of spiritual faith, there is a whole

order of moral ideas which, without the truth of religion, could

not exist at all.

There are “ delicate and fragile forms of virtue” which could

not grow in the air of ordinary society, yet in dealing with which

modern poetry has won its finest triumphs. The sense of sin-

fulness with all that it involves and the manifold feelings which

spring out of it : whence do men get it, except from the sense of

One higher and holier than we? Remorse with all its horrors on

the one hand, repentance on the other with its family of gentle

graces—compassion for the fallen, sympathy with the wretched,

sweet humility—what would human life, what would modern
poetry be if these tender yet unearthly feelings were withdrawn

from them ? The moral conflict which makes life so momentous
what poets make of it

;
aspiration which gives wings to our best

feelings and carries them heavenward : where would this be if

there were no heaven, if the heart of man were denied all access

to an eternal world ? Again, hope, the Christian virtue of hope :

what has the faculty judging according to sense to say to it?

What have our agnostic friends to say to it? It is a mere de-

lusion if this world is all, and if the anticipation of immortality

to which it raises its possessor is a mere groundless sentiment

!
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But in the light of Christianity it becomes not only a rational

principle, but the inspirer of some of the finest tones which

modern poetry has ever elicited. The same may be said of joy,

not the mere cheerfulness of a natural temper, but the Christian

grace to which those select hearts attain in whom it may be

said heaven is already begun. But these graces are plants

which have their root not in any earthly gardens, but grow only

in that softer celestial soil which is directly warmed by the sun-

shine of the Divine Spirit. It may well be doubted whether

any mere stretch of imagination can represent truly these graces,

unless the poet is himself really possessed of them. Goethe’s

“Confessions of a Fair Saint,” wonderful as a piece of fiction,

do not really touch the heart as do the chastened devotion of

Keble or the more fervent hymns of Charles Wesley. To bring

out the tenderer tones of devotion requires the heart as well as

the imagination to be engaged. Here we touch on the ground

of the profoundest inspiration accessible to man. If, as we are

told, poetry is “the suggestion of noble grounds for the noble

emotions,” what emotions so noble, what grounds so elevated,

as those to which devout souls are admitted in communion with

their Maker? This is a subject merely to hint at, not to dwell

on. When a man who has vitally felt these moods adds to

them the true poetic gift, we then have the best that human
poetry can do. Then only the soul responds from its deepest

depths, then only are elicited in their fullest compass “ the

mysterious assemblage of thoughts and feelings” which the

heart has within it
;
and which one object alone can call forth.

Such poetry is reached by Dante, by Milton, and even by

Wordsworth, when at the hight of their inspiration—those con-

secrated spirits among the poets of whom It may be said that

they are

“ Haunted forever by the Eternal Mind.”

The philosophies which have been dominant for the last thirty

years have not been favorable to high poetry and earnest in-

spiration. The system of thought which confines all knowl-

edge to mere appearances, and all belief to things which can be

verified by the physical methods of observation and experiment,

leaves no place for such poetry as I have spoken of. For poetry
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cannot live, any more than religion on appearances divorced

from substance
;

it knows not what to make of phenomena un-

attached
;

it imperatively demands that there shall be a substra-

tum of reality for the fleeting images of beauty and goodness

which it loves to contemplate. How strangely this philosophy

works in the region of poetry, how it sets head and heart, im-

agination and conviction, at war in those who are enslaved by

it, is notably seen in the experience of the late John Stuart Mill,

as recorded in his autobiography. There came, it will be re-

membered, to that philosopher, when still young, a crisis in his

life when the fabric of happiness which he had been building up

for himself and the world fell in ruins about him, and he found

himself sunk in hopeless dejection. This result he ascribes to

the all-annihilating power of analysis, which alone of his mental

powers he had cultivated, leaving feeling and natural sympathy

to sleep unawakened within him. He asked himself whether,

if all the social ends he had hitherto aimed at were achieved,

this success would really give him inward peace, and he honestly

answered, No. He then fell into a prolonged despondency,

from which for some time nothing could arouse him. Almost

the first thing that came to relieve him from this mental malady

was the study of Wordsworth’s poems, especially those contained

in the lyrical ballads. In these he seemed to find the medicine

that he needed. Expressing as they did “states of feeling and

of thought colored by feeling under the excitement of beauty,”

they seemed to open to him a perennial source of “inward joy,

and of sympathetic and imaginative pleasure, which could be

shared by all human beings.”

But while Mr. Mill accepted and delighted in the imaginative

emotions with which Wordsworth supplied him, yet, true to the

philosophy which he had imbibed from his father, he never, as

far as appears, accepted the spiritual beliefs on which Wordsworth
grounded these emotions. But would Wordsworth’s poetry have

been possible if, as he had looked on the spectacle of the

natural and moral universe, he had not apprehended, not with

his imagination only, but with his whole soul,

“. . . the ever-during power

And central peace subsisting at the heart

Of endless agitation ?
”
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To be the poet and teacher which Wordsworth is implies

not merely the possession of his great poetic powers, as these are

generally understood, but the hold of that moral material out of

which such poetry is woven.

Sometimes when our summers have been unusually sunless

and cold, we have been told that the cause was that icebergs,

which in spring had detached themselves from the polar ice,

had come floating down into our temperate seas and chilled

their atmosphere.

Some such chill has during the last thirty years fallen on
much of our own poetry, from the influence of negative philoso-

ph ies. There have been poets amongst us who, if they had

not lived under this cold shadow, were possessed of gifts which

might have carried them to far greater flights than they ever

reached. As it is, their poetry, whatever its merits may be,

pipes no skylark notes of natural gladness, still less contains any

tones of that serener joy which they attain who have looked

sorrow, even despair, in the face, and, having gone through dark

experiences, have come out on the further side. But these

modern poets have nothing to tell of the peace which

“ Settles where the intellect is meek,”

Or of the
“ Sorrow that is not sorrow, but delight.

And miserable love, that is not pain

To think of, for the glory that redounds

Therefrom to humankind, and what we are.”

They know nothing of

“ Melancholy Fear subdued by Faith,

Of blessed consolations in distress;

Of joy in widest commonality spread.”

These things they cannot know, because the roots of them lie

only in spiritual convictions, to which the philosophy they have

embraced has made them strangers.

The form into which the experience-philosophy so long in

the air has lately condensed itself is that known as Agnosticism.

This means, I suppose, the unknowableness of anything super-

sensible, or at least the total inability of man to know it. It

shuts man up wholly within the region of this life’s experience.
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Yet it does attempt, after its own fashion, to furnish something

that may be an object for the heart’s devotion and something

that may serve to kindle the imagination. To the former it

offers the idea of collective humanity; to the latter, an ideal

which is yet wholly subjective, with nothing answering to it in

reality. But on such illusory diet neither Religion nor Imagina-

tion can long flourish. This refusal to pass beyond merely sen-

sible experience agnosticism carries into all regions of thought,

yet in all is alike confuted. Even in physics, where it would

seem to have the best chance, the greatest physicists see every

day more clearly that, when analysis has reached its last limit,

they are forced back on an underlying metaphysic—that, for

instance, the origin of the notion of Force, which is behind all

phenomena, can only be explained by reference to the personal

will of man.

In ethics, the moral sentiment, the sense of duty, carries us at

once to an objective authority which is above it, transcendent

and mysterious. In poetry does agnosticism offer to the imagi-

nation an ideal which it yet affirms to be an illusion, a creation

of the individual fancy?

The imagination which is healthful and earnest refuses to ac-

cept the proffered boon of an illusory ideal. If the ideal light

which poetry sheds on things has nothing answering to it in any

world, seen or unseen, here or hereafter, then men who are seri-

ous-minded will not waste time on such poetry and such ideality.

But imagination, rightly conceived, is an organ of the true, not

of the false, and finds its rightful exercise in verifying truth, not

in creating the fictitious. As has been well said, imagination is

an eagle whose natural home is the celestial mountains. Debar

it from these, or turn them from veritable hills into mere cloud-

shadows, and the faculty, cut off from its native hunting-ground,

pines and dies. If we may not believe that the ideal which it

fetches thence, and with which it strives to interpenetrate the

actual, is Truth in its highest form, imagination is paralyzed,

poetry is extinct.

But we need not fear any such catastrophe. Negative phi-

losophies may for a time prevail, but they cannot ultimately

suppress the soul or stifle its vivid intuitions. The quick

glimpses into the life of things then vouchsafed are more pre-
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cious than any labored results of reasoned thought. They are

indeed human reason in its highest exercise when in harmony
with the divine reason. These visitations of finer moods, those

quick glimpses into uncreated beauty, those “ gentle ardors from

above,” that in rare moments flash upon the heart and soul, are

the best experiences ever granted to man here
;
and the true

poet is the expresser of these. This is the office of the best

poetry, to be the record of the brightest moments of the bright-

est souls
;
to record those moods which, if in themselves transi-

tory, are stored up in song to point us onward, upward to the

Highest Good.

Men are always ready to settle down among the husks of

material existence, to forget that the heavenly hights are before

them unattained, and that there lies their true destiny. Poetry,

the best poetry, is a continual reminder that whether we think of

them or not these lights still are there, and that shut out from

them we were indeed forlorn. And he is the wise poet who, ac-

cepting the limitations of time, yet feeling that they are limita-

tions and only for a time, bears clear witness to the Eternal Per-

fection, and by the beauty of his songs awakens others to the

sense of it.

J. C. Shairp.



THE RELIGIOUS ASPECTS OF THE LOGIC OF
CHANCE AND PROBABILITY.

I
N the popular mind and in common speech demonstrative

and probable reasoning are treated as if they differed

essentially, not only in kind, but in convincing and certifying

power. This impression is, no doubt, deepened by the am-

biguity of the word probable
,
which, in its ordinary use, denotes

something less than certainty. Yet a moment’s reflection will

show that what is called probable reasoning produces as strong

a conviction as can result from demonstration. I will suppose

that twelve men of ordinary veracity assure me that from their

respective places of abode they saw a double rainbow on a cer-

tain summer afternoon. There is, it may be, one chance in a

hundred that any one of these men may have seen double what was

single, or may have, half unconsciously, exaggerated what he saw.

Then the chance that any two of them should have made a false

report is one in ten thousand
;
as to three of them, one in a

million
;
as to all of them, one in a hundred raised to the twelfth

power,—a probability so near zero that only an infinite mind

could perceive the difference between it and zero. It is by reason-

ing like this, by probable reasoning—that is, by reasoning founded

on myriads of probabilities against one—that we believe almost

everything to which we give credence. Nor is there any fact or

event within the limits of possibility that may not be thus proved,

or rendered virtually certain. There are, indeed, cases in which

the credibility of a single witness may be represented by a much
smaller ratio than a hundred to one

;
and this may be on account

either of the strangeness of the thing reported, or of the im-

perfect trustworthiness of the reporter. In such cases we need

a stronger array of human testimony, or of corroborative circum-
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stances which may have even more validity than human wit-

nesses. But if we suppose that there is an even chance for and
against the credibility of each single witness, the probability that

four independent witnesses should have concurred in a mistake
or falsehood is as I to 16; the probability of the like concurrence
of twelve witnesses as I to 4096 ;

and no adverse probability so

small or nearly so small as this could cast reasonable doubt upon
any fact or event that is capable of being believed by intelligent

men and women. 1

The real distinction between the two kinds of reasoning

relates to their subjects. Demonstration applies to that alone

which is necessarily true, the falsity of which is inconceivable
;
in

fine, to that which is derived from axioms or self-evident propo-

sitions
;

in other words, from our own consciousness. Thus a

proposition in geometry can be demonstrated, simply because it

is an inevitable inference from maxims which we perceive in-

tuitively. Probable reasoning, on the other hand, has for its

province contingent truth,—truth the negative or opposite of

which is conceivable.

But this very distinction between necessary and contingent

truth may be merely subjective, not objective. Truth that

seems to us contingent because it lies outside of the scope of our

intuitions may be true by intrinsic necessity, and may so seem
to beings of clearer insight. Conversely, we cannot assert dog-

matically that even the existing laws of space and number are

necessary. They indeed seem so to us. We cannot conceive it

possible for the Supreme Being to make two and two five, or

1 This statement is obviously applicable to miraculous events. The vast

majority of “ intelligent men and women” in every country and age have regarded

such events as credible. Even to an atheist and in a chance-world they would not

be incredible; for the mindless dice of an unreasoning fortuity are as likely to fall

in unforeseen as in foreseen combinations. Still less can there be any rational

conclusion against the possibility of events seemingly abnormal under the

administration of an Infinite Being, whose purposes can at most be but imperfectly

foreseen, and whose providence may at certain epochs best further by deviations

from its accustomed order the very ends which are subserved by a generally

uniform course of nature. Miracles, because abnormal, demand, of course, a

peculiarly strong array and confluence of testimony; and this we have in behalf of

the Christian miracles, in part by the statements of credible witnesses transmitted

in authentic documents, and in part by historical phenomena and events that are

susceptible of no other interpretation.
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the sum of the angles of a triangle greater or less than two right

angles; yet to other orders of intelligence these laws may appear

to be contingent on the Divine Will.

Still farther, demonstration rests in the last resort on prob-

able reasoning
;
for we assume in the process the veracity of

consciousness and the continuity of self-consciousness, neither

of which can be demonstrated. Consciousness may not be

authentic, though the probability that it is not so becomes

infinitesimally small when we contemplate the entire range of

facts relating to it, of our own experience with it, and of the

reports of other men concerning their consciousness.

But not only does demonstration thus rest on probable

reasoning. It has not the monopoly even in its own special

department of pure mathematics. When I treat the circle as a

polygon of an infinite number of infinitesimally small sides, and

derive its properties from those of the polygon, I cannot demon-

strate the identity of the circle and the imagined polygon
;
but

the probability that there is any difference between them is in-

appreciably small. There are, too, many processes in the dif-

ferential calculus, and in the more recondite branches of mathe-

matical science, in which not accurate, but approximate results

are reached by hypotheses, which in their turn are to be verified

by those same results, the whole resting on probable reasoning.

Still more, many of the received theories in astronomy, celestial

mechanics, and physics are merely probable hypotheses, strongly

believed before any attempt was made to verify them, then, like

Newton’s theoiy of the tides, utterly failing of verification in

the earlier attempts, and even now verified but approximately.

There is not a single theory of this class as to which the average

of the most accurate observations and measurements does not

slightly vary from what it ought to be by the theory, thus giv-

ing room for an infinitesimal adverse probability.

Then, again, demonstration, when attainable, is never relied

on in practical life
;
but in all common transactions and affairs

probability is the only guide of action. Thus, while we have
exact equations of the lever and the pulley, they apply to no
levers or pulleys that ever did or can exist, but to an inflexible

lever without weight, resting on a pivot without dimensions, and
to a pulley which is a flexible current of force without weight or

20
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friction. There is no possibility of demonstrating what any

actual pulley or lever will accomplish. This maybe conjectured,

with strong probability, yet always with a possibility of failure.

In all mechanical operations, materials and instruments must be

judged and dealt with, not by fixed and determinable laws, but

by comparing and combining probabilities. In fine, there is no

department of life in which variables are not more numerous

than constants
;
and the very progress of science which increases

the number of constants tends no less to the multiplication of

variables not susceptible of exact determination. We are thus

acting always on probability, even when we are to all intents

and in our own consciousness most entirely certain
;
and he who

should demand demonstration at every hand’s turn, and spurn

the guidance of probability, would have eaten his last meal,

performed his last voluntary act, and lain down to die.

Such being the case, no valid objection can be urged against

the virtual certitude of religious truths on the ground that they

do not admit of demonstration. I propose in what remains of

this article to illustrate the bearings of the logic of chance or

probability on some of the fundamental dogmas and postulates

of natural and revealed religion, as also on some phenomena of

the religious life, whether in its earthly beginnings or in its con-

tinued development beyond the death-shadow.

But I beg, first, to say a few words as to the utility of such

reasoning. It is often alleged, and with truth, that infidelity is

hardly ever successfully confuted, or the unbeliever reclaimed,

by argument ;
and the reason is that infidelity is very seldom

the result of argument, inquiry, and reflection. It commonly
exists before it seeks reasons for being. It sometimes springs

from what St. Paul terms" an evil heart of unbelief but much

oftener from the distrust of all that is old, the love of novelty,

the contagion of irreverence, and the influence of persons who

enjoy in their respective circles the credit of superior penetration

and wisdom. It generally yields only to strong impressions

upon the moral nature, whether by the Providence or more

directly by the Spirit of God. But there are many sincere be-

lievers who are beset by assertions which they cannot gainsay,

by objections which they cannot answer. There are not a few,

especially among young men of moderate culture, who are un-
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willingly drawn into the current of loose speculation and free

thinking by sophistries whose falseness they are unable to detect.

There are large numbers of men and women who cling convul-

sively to the faith of their childhood, and dread lest they may
be compelled to relinquish it to the assumptions of (so-called)

physical science on the one hand and historical criticism on the

other; and they may be strengthened and gladdened by the tes-

timony borne by logic—pre-eminently the science of sciences

—

to the verity of truths unspeakably dear to them, yet on which

they have been constrained to feel that their hold is feeble and

insecure. There are, also, others who know by beatific expe-

rience, which admits of no countervailing testimony, that the

fundamental truths of theism and Christianity are working forces

in man’s spiritual life, who yet would gladly see these truths

resting on a scientific basis and placed beyond reasonable objec-

tion or plausible cavil. There are others, still, who may be fore-

armed against insidious and perilous sophistry by surveying the

actual and unchangeable ground on which rests the faith of

patriarchs, of prophets, and of all the Christian ages. We, there-

fore, regard it as not wholly without interest or profit to submit

to a coldly scientific calculus truths which may, indeed, be more

profoundly felt and more thoroughly tested, as in glowing

thoughts and burning words they pass from heart to heart in the

communion of saints.

We will first consider the bearing of the logic of chance on

the primal truth of the being of God. As to the material

universe, the only alternative is its creation by a Being all-wise

and omnipotent, or its spontaneous and fortuitous existence.

The former theory is, I admit, inconceivable, but we should

expect it to be so if true
;
for how can the finite mind compre-

hend the counsels of the Infinite? The latter is entirely con-

ceivable and luculently absurd. If the universe exists indepen-

dently of design, it came into being by chance. The atoms of

which it consists must have been self-existent, and, as Epicurus

taught, possessed of a past and a future eternity. According

to Lucretius they are of various shapes
;
by more recent author-

ity they vary as to their chemical properties
;
while still later

science derives the different chemical properties of bodies from

a diversity in the size and shape of their constituent atoms.
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However this may be, in unknown depths of a past eternity

there existed only swirling atoms in incessant motion. For some
unexplained reason their motion was not rectilinear, so that

mutual impacts, adherences, entanglements were inevitable.

Thus were formed clusters of atoms, some of which blundered

into symmetry, thence into organic structure, and thence into

the life which that structure was prepared to sustain and feed,

—

a process which had been going on for myriads of ages, and the

completion of which from its first beginnings had not been with-

out myriads of failures. But failures leave no records of them-

selves, so that successful and fruitful impacts and combinations

alone remain from uncounted ages of dice-work that must have

elapsed before the swirl ceased and the atoms were used up.

There are about sixty elementary substances which constitute

all organized and inorganic bodies on the surface and in the

crust of the earth. Were we to belt the solar system with fig-

ures, we could not express the number of possible combinations

of two or more of these elements, any of which might have

taken place when they were floating and surging as primitive

atoms in an ungoverned chaos. But of these immeasurably the

greater part would have been of elements mutually incongruous,

incompatible, destructive,—a very large proportion of them,

such as could not happen without wide-spread devastation and

ruin. It is difficult, with this perpetual imminence of catastrophe,

to conceive of the survivance of any of the more congruous and

hopeful combinations that had begun to be. Still less can we
conceive of such combinations surviving in such relations to one

another as to constitute a cosmos, an orderly world, so pervaded

with mutual dependencies, ministries, and uses as to suggest to

the most advanced minds of our race a unity of plan and pur-

pose in an intelligent Creator as the only tenable cosmogony.

In point of fact, we find no combinations that look as if they had

merely happened into being,—none that seem out of place,

—

none that do not belong to a system
;
and the numerous systems,

without any mutual causative relations, fit into one another as

do the several parts of a skilfully constructed machine, supply

one another’s deficiencies, and minister to one another’s needs,

their very discords resolving themselves into staccatos or inter-

ludes in the universal harmony.
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Still farther, in the solar system there are many identities,

proportions, and laws that indicate a oneness of plan in the

structure and motions of the planets and their satellites. Some
of these resemblances and coincidences may, indeed, be ac-

counted for by the law of gravitation, which, however, only

carries the mystery one stage farther back
;

for in a chance-

made universe how happens it that bodies at such immense

distances feel one another’s attraction ? But there are, also,

harmonies and analogies in the planetary spheres which cannot

be ascribed to gravitation, and which, therefore, either happened

or were designed. Laplace, who did not believe in God, never-

theless maintained that there must exist some inscrutable cause

for these harmonies. He subjected them to numerical calcula-

tion. Thus, as to forty-three concurrent motions of planets and

satellites, he made the probability of their chance-coincidence

one in 4,400,000,000,000. Until some other sufficient cause

shall be suggested, we may regard these myriads against one

as representing our ground of belief in a Creative Intelligence.

Astronomy has gone still farther. A like calculus, with like

results, has been extended to the stellar universe beyond our

system, to the binary stars, the drift of stars in space, the nebu-

lar patches in the heavens. Filaments of unity are found to

run through all nature and to bind all worlds together, leaving

no known phenomenon or fact, being or object, beyond their em-

brace. In fine, the results of scientific investigation in things

great or small, in the remotest fields of telescopic vision, and in

the familiar scenes and experiences of daily life, correspond at

every point with the hypothesis of creative design, and that the

design of one Supreme Intelligence.

There is, indeed, a logical possibility that this entire system

may have been evolved by chance. Venn, in his “Logic of

Chance,” attempts to estimate the probability that the ** Para-

dise Lost” could be constructed by drawing letters at random,

one by one, out of a bag, and he says that it would take five

hundred thousand figures to write out the adverse probability

;

and if we may trust the good word of prophecy, paradise will be

regained eons upon eons before chance could piece out the

story of its loss. The number which Venn indicates—it would
take the lifetime of a score of Methuselahs to compute it—must
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be a very small fraction of that which would represent the

probabilities against a chance-made universe. If ^ represents

the probability that any single congruous combination or har-

mony should have occurred by chance in precisely the relation

which it bears to other portions of the system and to the sys-

tem as a whole, —^ represents the probability that x combina-

tions should have occurred by chance, and x—without taking

account of its rapidly multiplying power as an exponent—if we
confine it to this world alone, is a number far beyond our power

of conception; while, from planet to planet and from star to

star, it continues to roll up its immeasurable volume until it

would take longer to calculate mx than one of our modern
physicists would require to build a world out of star-dust and

protoplasm .

1 We may well be content with our argument from

probability, and let demonstration go
;
for we are not one whit

more sure by demonstration that the angles of a triangle are

equal to two right angles than by probable reasoning that the

Lord God Almighty made the heavens and the earth, and that

“ the Lord our God is one Lord.”

I pass now to the proof of Christianity as a divine revela-

tion. The question that has been most seriously mooted of

late years is that of the genuineness of the Gospels as the writ-

ings of apostolic times and men. This, I confess, seems to me
an entirely secondary question. The Gospels, whenever and by

whomsoever written, were not the sources of Christianity, but

its products. They could not have been written had not their

composition been preceded - by the most marvellous life ever

lived upon the earth, and by a deep-rooted and revolutionary

religious belief growing out of that life. Were the whole New
Testament discredited or swept out of being, the life of Jesus

Christ would be authenticated in its main features by impreg-

nable historical evidence, and the most wonderful among the

1
I am fully aware of the seeming inappropriateness, I will even say bad taste,

of algebraic formulse in this connection. But I deem it of prime importance to

show that the arguments for the fundamental truths of religion have even a math-

ematical validity, and will bear juxtaposition with conclusions which scientific

men regard as equivalent to demonstration.
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alleged facts of that life, the resurrection from the dead, would

be found to have left more indelible and unmistakable vestiges

of its reality than any other event on record. But in saying

this I am very far from expressing any doubt as to the genu-

ineness of the Gospels. I believe them to be what they pur-

port to be, on positive grounds to my mind as trustworthy

as those on which I credit the alleged authorship of the most

indisputably genuine works of classic antiquity. My convic-

tion is confirmed—if there be room for confirmation—by the

wide discrepancy, among themselves and with themselves, of

those who assign a late and anonymous origin to these sacred

books. There is hardly a single point with reference to them

in which—to specify but a few names—Strauss, Renan, Baur,

Matthew Arnold, and the author of “Supernatural Religion,”

are agreed
;
hardly a single postulate presented by one of them

which some one of the others has not shown to be unsound and

baseless; and those of them who have written on the subject at

considerable intervals of time have in several instances substi-

tuted for what they had pronounced oracularly as the final

verdict of historical criticism an equally conclusive verdict sub-

versive of the former. Indeed, it would be easy to construct

from their several recantations and admissions a solid mass of

unanswerable argument for the very positions which collectively

they deny and impugn.

But my object now is to show the bearing of the logic of

chance on the question of authorship
;
and I will confine myself

to a single topic,—that of the absence of anachronisms in the

Gospels. Very many literary works have been written with the

express and avowed purpose of simulating other than the times

and conditions of the author, such as Barthelemy’s “ Letters of

Anacharsis,” the “ Athenian Letters” written by a circle of the

most accomplished classical scholars in England, the “ Letters

from Palmyra” and other similar works by William Ware.

Similar attempts have been made, perhaps still more frequently,

with the intent of deceiving the public and passing forged writ-

ings as newly discovered remains of an earlier age. Such were

the Chatterton and the Ireland forgeries. In all these cases the

aim has been to exclude every token of the actual time of au-

thorship, and to make only such allusions, references, compari-
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sons, and judgments as might have been made by the imaginary

authors. Such works have generally been undertaken by men
of rare genius and culture, and have been executed with con-

summate care and skill. We might add to the list such early

forgeries as the Apocryphal Gospels, many of the letters of the

apostolic fathers, the correspondence of St. Paul and Seneca,

and other similar productions of the early Christian centuries, of

whose authors we know nothing, but most of which were mani-

festly the work of no unpractised pen. No such writing has

ever failed to contain internal evidence of its spuriousness if

fraudulent, or birth-marks of its time of authorship if a mere

literary tour de main. However guarded against, anachron-

isms will creep in. The author, however vigilant, will, in spite

of himself, ever and anon let something escape him that could

not belong to an earlier age than his own.

In the first two centuries of the Christian era life in Palestine

and Asia Minor was very changeful. The whole Eastern world

was in perpetual commotion and ferment. The destruction of

Jerusalem, the dispersion of the Tews, the springing up of wild,

strange, fantastic heresies whose rapid growth seems typified by
that of Jonah’s gourd, disputes between Jewish and gentile,

Eastern and Western Christians, the shaping of orthodox dog-

mas by attrition with philosophy, paganism, Judaism, and

heresy, the establishment of the church and its hierarchy,—had

wrought such revolutions and brought in such new conditions

of secular life and of church life as to surround and cover the

Christian at the middle or close of the second century by a

social and spiritual atmosphere and firmament utterly unlike

those of a century earlier. At the same time, names and poli-

tical divisions of territory in the East were changed with un-

precedented frequency, and history wrote itself more rapidly

than ever before.

The Gospels, it is admitted on all hands, were written by

men of slender literary culture, and betray no tokens of careful

or elaborate composition. Had they been written late in the

second century, it seems inevitable that they should have con-

tained some .allusion or reference that could not have been

written earlier, some suggestion of the controversies then rife,

or some turn given to the teaching of Jesus which might seem
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to have a bearing on the most alarming heresies. But we read

in these books not a word that indicates a later than their re-

puted origin, while we do find much belonging to that date that

could hardly have survived in the Christian mind and memory
the successive waves of desolation and ruin that swept over the

scenes and memorials of the earthly life of Jesus. We find in the

Gospels but a single passage that can possibly be interpreted as

referring to errors of faith, and that is in the Fourth Gospel,

the proem of which is evidently aimed against certain Gnostic

doctrines known to have been taught in Ephesus while John,

the apostle, was still living there. But a few years later the

Ophites occupied the same ground, and made themselves

offensive in the utmost degree to orthodox Christians by dog-

mas and rites that seemed arrant blasphemy. Had this Gospel

been written after the close of the first century, the same ani-

mus which dictated the proem as it stands could hardly have

stopped short at the milder and less revolting type of Gnosti-

cism which had yielded place to one so much more gross and

repulsive.

The argument which we would urge is this : If the Gospels

were written at the later date assigned to them by those who deny

their genuineness, the probability that they would have escaped

geographical anachronisms is inappreciably small
;
the probabil-

ity that they should have fallen into no historical anachronisms

is still smaller; and even less probable still is it that there should

have been no anachronisms as to matters connected with church

organization, policy, or doctrine. Each of these heads, especi-

ally the last, would bear subdivision
;
but if we take these three

alone, and represent the probability of avoiding anachronism

under each of them respectively by the probability

then is as xyz to 1 in favor of the genuineness of the Gospels,

—a probability which, if we attach to these letters a tithe of

their actual value, is but infinitesmally short of absolute cer-

tainty. There are many other points of language, style, co-

incidence, discrepancy, as to which a similar calculus might be

employed with a like result. Moreover’ let it be borne in mind
that this argument from probability is cumulative, and that not

by addition, but by multiplication. The aggregate probability
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against the late origin of the Gospels is represented by the pro-

duct of as many single probabilities against that theory as are

independent of one another, and therefore entitled to separate

consideration. When I look at the Gospels under this aspect,

I see so many things in them which would not have been in

them, and so many things not in them which would have been

in them, had they been written in post-apostolic times
,

1

that if I

believed them to have been written at that later period, I should

be constrained to suppose them the work of a lying spirit more
cunning than man, and should find here what they assure us

cannot be, a case of Satan casting out Satan.

To pass from the Gospels to Him of whose life they are the

record, the argument from probability is tantamount to demon-

stration that Jesus Christ was and is all that he claimed and

purported to be, sui generis, without peer among the sons of

men, and in a sense unshared and unapproached the Son of

God. If there is a God, there must be a religion,—-that is, a

science of the relations between God and man, including those

of men among themselves as allied to one another through God.

Non-Christian theists speak of the absolute religion. There

could not be a better term. The absolute religion is that which

must be of necessity,—that which cannot but be. If Christianity

were less than this, it were unworthy of credence. If its truths

would not have been equally true though Christ had never

uttered them
;

if the relations which he establishes between God
and man and between man and man were factitious, such as be-

1 While writing this article I received a copy of “Indirect Testimony of His-

tory to the Genuineness of the Gospels,” by Professor Frederic Huidekoper, than

whom no scholar of our time is more profoundly versed in the literature and

monuments of the early Christian centuries. This work is designed to prove that

our Gospels could not have been written in post-apostolic times. To this end the

author has made a careful analysis of the early Christian sects and controversies,

and of the surroundings of the Christian church, and has compared our Gospels

with the Apocryphal Gospels (so-called) and with other post-apostolic writings.

He shows, as seems to me conclusively, that there were colorings and date-marks

which untrained, or even highly cultivated, Christian writers of the second cen-

tury could not have failed to leave in their writings, and that our Gospels are

entirely and absolutely free from any tinge or token of an age later than that

ascribed to them by the authority of Christian antiquity, and in the general belief

of the church of all subsequent ages.
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fore neither existed nor were needed,
1

I should regard him, as

he is professedly regarded by not a few, as but one among
many wise and good men, not as occupying a sole and undivided

pre-eminence. But I recognize in his teachings the absolute

religion,—truths which he did not make true, which none else

than he has proclaimed, which I feel sure that I myself could

not have discovered, and which lie outside of the routes of

thought, speculation and discovery followed before him, or by
those who spurn his guidance. The unique position which he

occupies with regard to the absolute religion and the human race

cannot be more clearly and unequivocally stated than in the fol-

lowing sentences from Renan, who sometimes seems less a

“ Saul among the prophets” than one of their leading spirits.

“ In the midst of the tumultuous fermentation into which the Jewish

nation was plunged under the later Asmoneans, the most extraordinary

moral event of which history' bears record occurred in Galilee. An incom-

parable man—so great that no fault can be found with those who, struck

by the exceptional character of his work, call him God—wrought a reform

in Judaism,—a reform so radical, so peculiar, that it was, to tell the truth,

an entirely new creation. Having attained the highest elevation which

man had ever reached, having risen to the point at which he could stand

face to face with God, in the relations of a son with his father, devoted to

his work with an entire forgetfulness of all else, and a self-abnegation the

like of which has not been seen beside, victim at length of his own idea,

and made divine by death, Jesus founded the eternal religion of humanity,

disengaged from all priesthood, from all cult, from all ceremony, accessible

to all conditions of men,—in one word, absolute. The fruitful centre to

which mankind for ages were to refer their joys, their hopes, their consola-

tions, their motives to well-doing, was established. The most copious

source of virtue which the sympathetic contact of a sublime consciousness

had caused to spring up in the hearts of other men was opened.”

All this we know. That Jesus has a name above every other

name, is as true in history as in theology,—as true to the scepti-

cal philosophy of Renan as to the loving piety of Neander.

1
I do not here forget or ignore the aspects under which Christianity is to be

regarded as a system of remedy, restoration, redemption: but the relations in

which it thus places man were, when Christ came, “needed,” if not existent, and
provision for them must, therefore, form an essential feature of any religion that

can claim to be absolute. Indeed, the lack of such provision is a radical defect of

non-Christian theism, which can be overlooked only by men who are fully satisfied

with what they are and feel no need of redemption.
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The only question is whether he, as an obscure and unlettered

Jewish youth, won this name for himself, or whether he was the

veritable theophany which the Gospels represent him to have

been. Against the former hypothesis there are multiple impro-

babilities, either of which would be deemed conclusive in matters

of science or of history. In the first place, it was antecedently

improbable that in a human history of six thousand years or

more any one man should immeasurably transcend all others in

any single department. In poetry, in philosophy, in art, in

war, in administration, there are rival claimants,—a cluster of the

co-eminent
;
no one to whom every knee bows, and whom

every tongue confesses as supreme. In ethical and spiritual

science, if there is any antecedent probability that can be

affirmed, it is that of progress with the lapse of time and

of human experience
;
and if eighteen centuries ago it was not

improbable that preceding ages would be eclipsed by some new
light, it was for the same reason probable that this light would

grow pale in presence of advanced intelligence and a higher civi-

lization. But in point of fact Christ is the only luminary ever

kindled on this earth which neither wanes nor flickers, and

which has no secular parallax, but holds the same zenith-altitude

and shines with the same steady radiance for all lands and ages.

Now if in the ordinary course of human development there

could be and was to be a man like Jesus Christ, when, whence,

and where should we look for him ? In as corrupt an age as the

civilized world has ever known ? In one of its least enlightened

provinces? In a social medium remote from any centre of cul-

ture or of spiritual impulse ? Among fishermen and peasants ?

In a carpenter’s son and apprentice ? Each of these specifica-

tions—with others that will readily suggest themselves—involves

a numerical improbability to which it would not be easy to

assign a finite value, and their product could find voice in no so

fitting words as in those of the angel of the Annunciation to the

Virgin Mother, “The Holy Spirit shall come upon thee, and the

power of the Most High shall overshadow thee ; therefore that

holy child of thine shall be called the Son of God.”

The great error or defect of Christian apologists—if they

will persist in calling themselves by so mean a name—is that

they have multiplied minor issues, instead of resting their cause
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on the answer to the one only vital question, Is there any ap-

preciable probability that Jesus, such as the world knows him,

such as his enemies must acknowledge him to be, could have

been developed by natural laws at the time when and at the

place where he was born, was trained, and first appeared as a

teacher and a reformer? The term evidences of Christianity

has been far too multitudinous a plural. The religion of Christ

has been defended too much in the way in which a case resting

on circumstantial evidence is managed in a criminal court, by

accumulating and combining small probabilities, which in the

aggregate may produce conviction, but which owe their convinc-

ing power solely to their number and their concurrence, not to

their individual weight or validity. These evidences (so-called)

in detail are edifying and interesting, as corroborating the divi-

nity of Christ and his Gospel, if otherwise established
;
but they

have no longer an independent value of their own in an age

disposed, if not to scepticism, at least to the close scrutiny of the

grounds of belief.

We may illustrate the relative bearings of an accumulation

of small probabilities and a single probability of the first order

by a very familiar example. I am expecting a certain event, for

instance, the visit of a friend, to-morrow. I have no positive

assurance that he will come. But he often comes to see me, and

to-morrow is his one leisure day in the week. It is longer than

usual since he last came. The weather is of good promise. He
is, so far as I know, in robust health. A friend from a distant

city whom he would be glad to meet will be with me, and I am
quite confident that he is aware of that friend’s intention. All

these probabilities—each of them slight—in their aggregate

make me so sure of the expected visit that I should arrange

my own affairs with reference to it. But negative any one

of them, my expectation is impaired. If the day prove un-

pleasant
; if I learn of something going on in his own neighbor-

hood in which my friend is likely to take part
;

if I suddenly

hear that he has been ill or has met with an accident
;

if I ascer-

tain that he knows nothing of the plans of my other expected

friend—in either of these contingencies my expectation would
be greatly enfeebled

;
and did they all occur, it would be entirely

destroyed. But if I have just received a letter from my friend,
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written this morning, and saying that he will be with me to-

morrow without fail, tho the favorable aspect of the above-

named contingencies might give a certain vividness to my
expectation, they would not sensibly enhance it, nor would the

adverse aspect of every one of them weaken it.

To apply this illustration to the subject in hand,—of what are

commonly called the evidences of Christianity, some, indeed,

are and always will be valid ; but many of them are proofs that

themselves need to be proved, assumptions that have nothing to

rest upon but their antiquity, nay, in some instances, corollaries

from the very truth which they are employed to authenticate.

The iconoclastic spirit of our time has swooped down on this

heterogeneous mass of (so-called) proofs, and in the dust and

debris of those which it could demolish it is sometimes difficult

to persuade one’s self that any of them remain unscathed.

What is often termed the mass of evidence in behalf of Christi-

anity is thus sensibly curtailed and impaired. There are cum-

brous treatises on the Christian evidences, like the once

famous work of Grotius (“ De Veritate Religionis Christianae”),

which have become entirely effete and worthless. It is impos-

sible to justify our faith in Christ on grounds which a century

ago seemed utterly impregnable. But if, independently of these

grounds, there is a probability tantamount to certainty that the

Jesus who has stamped his name upon the ages and his image on

the hearts and lives of myriads of disciples holds by birthright

from no mortal father the primacy among the children of men,

the failure of any or all of the alleged minor evidences will leave

our faith unimpaired. Such of them as withstand the destruc-

tive criticism of our time may, indeed, be contemplated with

complacency and thankfulness
;
but as proofs they will be super-

fluous and needless.

I have by no means exhausted my subject; but my aim has

been merely to indicate processes of probable reasoning which

are applicable to all the fundamental truths of natural and

revealed religion. I propose, before closing, to present some
views of the logic of chance as related to human experience in

this life and in the life to come. The arguments that I have

urged for theism and for Christianity are based on the law of

combination. A very few elements make a virtually infinite
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number of combinations, and thus, argumentatively, any one

out of myriads of possibilities which shall meet certain condi-

tions independent of itself is almost infinitely improbable as a

mere happening, and implies, with a corresponding almost

infinite probability, rational design, and thus a designing mind.

The happening of the orderly universe, the happening of Gos-

pels without anachronisms late in the second century, the hap-

pening of Jesus Christ in Bethlehem or Nazareth,—these repre-

sent combinations against which the probabilities are as unnum-
bered myriads to one. I propose now to specify instances in

which we are beneficiaries to an unspeakable degree by this law

of combination.

This law lies at the basis of our enjoyment of nature, cer-

tainly in this world, perhaps in other realms of being. We are

never tired of nature
;
and how often, in looking on some scene

that we call familiar, we feel as if we had never seen it before !

This is undoubtedly true. There are in every landscape, how-

ever limited in extent, so many variable elements—slight, it may
be, when considered separately, yet far from insignificant in their

collective effect—that no view repeats itself. The last beautiful

autumnal sunset that we saw was as unique as it seemed. We
never beheld the like. The few lines and tints that made its

glory were the same that we have often seen
;
but they are

susceptible of more combinations than are needed to outlast the

world, and precisely the same combination has never presented

itself twice since the dawn of creation. Many years ago I passed

six weeks in full view of Mount Washington and its allied sum-

mits, and every morning, as in beatific vision of a world before

unknown, I watched the play of the flecks and wreaths of mist

on the mountain-sides, and every morning the view was as fresh

as it was wonderful
;
and so would Methuselah have found it

had he spent his whole lifetime on the spot.

Must not ever-new wonder, glow of admiration, fervent

gladness of spirit, be ours in the life to come? As the multi-

tude on the sea of glass, with the harps of God, sing, “ Great

and marvellous are thy works, Lord God Almighty,” it is no

traditional song of treasured beauty, of remembered glory, but

the outburst of adoration, always the more vivid for its fresh

stimulus from the beauty-breathing Spirit of God, as the vast
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kaleidoscope of creation flashes upon them combinations, orders,

harmonies, splendors unknown before and never to be repeated.

Similar considerations apply to the inward life,—the life of

thought, feeling, and sentiment. The elementary thoughts

which enter into mental and moral activity are comparatively

few. In analyzing the literature of all ages and nations we may
trace the same underlying conceptions, simple, obvious, easily

numerable. But their combinations are virtually infinite in

number, and originality consists in new combinations, not in

new rudimentary conceptions. It is, by the very law of com-

bination, unexhausted and inexhaustible. There is as much of

it in the great poets of our own time as there was in Homer,

as much of it in the true philosophers of our time as in Plato.

There is, indeed, less of it in the current issue of literary pro-

ductions than in the olden time, because then genius alone made
men authors, while now the existing mass of literature invites

imitation, renders reproduction easy, and tempts mediocrity to

court an ephemeral reputation by decanting old wine into new
bottles, which generally burst and perish before those who fill

them die. But to the end of time speculation, fancy, and poe-

try will leave in every generation names which will survive the

ages, float down their current, and kindle inspiration as fresh

and fervent as when glowing thoughts first found utterance in

burning words.

Andrew P. Peabody.
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